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During a pep
rally, seniors
Te ie Holland, Clint
Stroud,
Kri tina
Casperite,
Akasha
Eaton,
Emma Hurst
and Jordan
Bewley join
the cheerleaders in
the chant
"Where ya
From ... " or
even sometimes "Who
Ya With?"

"I BLEED PURPLE! PRIDE RUNS DEEP THROUGH
BONHAM HIGH SCHOOL AND IS EVIDENT
IN THE INTENSE WAY WE COMPETE!!"
Jessica Walker, 12th
Bonham High School
1002 Warpath Avenue • Bonham, TX 75418
903-583-556 7 Fax 903-583-5560
Enrollment 628
District 9-3A
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"I do not have to brag,
I just simply say

Bonham Pub.lie Ltbra~

1lll JliJI: .l/rJIIM l,/1/l lhlll
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00048246

I'm from Bonham and they just
know!!

B-Town ...
County seat and the
centerofFanninCo untyis
located on U.S. Highway
83 and State Highways 78
and 121, 12 miles south of
the Red River.
Settlement began in
1836 with the arrival of
a man named Bailey Inglish and the area becam
known as Bois' d Arc. It
was renamed Bonham
on Feb. 26, 1844, in honor
of James Butler Bonham
who died at the Alamo.
BHS began its 20052006 school year with an
increased population of
634 students, 9 new teachers, a new vice principal
and an 8 period day.
B-Town rivalries had
to travel north from Van
Alstyne, Farmersville,
Princeton, evada-Com-
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Stephanie Hayes, 12th

munity, and as far south
as Royse City to take on
the Warriors and Lady
Warriors of District 93A.
Bonham residents had
no idea that they would
be personally touched by
a Louisiana tragedy on
Aug. 29 until 120 evacuees
became a part of B-Town
when a category-three
hurricane wiped out the
city of New Orleans and
surrounding areas. Louisiana residents arrived on
buses to make the Old
Armory building home
for several months. BHS
even gained 3 students
and many still remain a
part of the Bonham Warrior B-Town traditions.

area churches
organized the
See You at the
Pole Rally on
Sept. 17.
At 7 a.m., student led their
peer in song
and praise as
students all
across America
did the same.

Sophomores
Anthony Quirk,
Mackenzie Reeder,
and Derek Wil- t-...~ '~...:liamson relax in the
Country Club pool
at the annual back to
school swim party
for the band on Aug.
15.
G-O-W-A-R-R-1-0-R-S!!!
say Spartan Cheerleaders Ryan Cirkles (12) and
Rachael Eskue (11) who liAIIIIIIIIIIII
brought laughs to everal
pep rallies. It was a takeoff on the old Saturday
ight Live skits.

B•have
S!ttdflt!

Lio

t not only involves the regular
Monday-Friday 7:50-3:30 schedule, but also
nights, weekends and ummers. Students
behave with spirit on Friday morning for
pep rallies this year instead of the
afternoons.

B·I eve
Aeadetnte life involves students who
believe in themselves. As Rev. Marsh
White spoke during the Academic Awards
Assembly in ovember, he encouraged
students to accomplish anything they
believe in.

gold ba
The L
toget
wh

litdtvtdtta!J make up the 634 students
enrolled as school began. It takes all personalities and interests to keep the school
going.

AdvtrrtJtn

During Mr. Mike Vaught's chemistry class, juniors
Karla Aranday and Alex Loftin conduct an experiment.

fj reaches beyond the
limits of the campus and out into the
community. Whether students are
working or just out pending they help
contribute to the economy of Bonham.

Opening
B-Town 3

From the
Village People,
and *SY C to
Coach Mac in a
dr , there were
many embarra ing moment at
the senior pep
rally ov. 4.
Parents sang and
danced to hits
from their enior
12 years of school.
The wall of the
gym were covered
in baby posters
and and they
ended the pep
rally with more
pictures in a
enior video.

"l'M PROUD OUR SENIORS
HAVE MADE ITTHIS FAR. WE'VE
WORKED HARD TO GET WHERE
'

WE ARE NOW.''
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Kristina Casperite, 12th

Twirlers Annie
Baker (11),
Cassie Bennett
(12), and Sabrina
Strunk (11) show
off their crazy
sock during the
fourth quarter of
a home game.

Behave
Senior sisters Jennifer and
Brandi Davis work together
to make the "Welcome
to the Warrior Dump"
sign for Hall Decorations.
Drew Callahan (12) dressed
as Batman for this year's War
Games. "I found the Batman
suit in my closet when I
was looking for something
purple for War Games. Plus,
my car looked like the batmobile because I covered
it in trash bags to avoid
color loss due to eggs so I
said 'Why not?"' said Drew.

For the first time a Winter
Formal was sponsored by
the student council on Saturday, Jan. 14, in the cafeteria.
Couples like had their picture
taken by Mrs. Donna Caylor
and Mrs. Sue Ann Simpson.

Student Life
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''Spain ...no

G

washcloths ... no ice ..
the nights never end,

~

but it was amazing
to be in a countrv so
rich wtth historv. "

-Mr . Ginger Box

Lori Warren
(11) and Drew
Reich (11)
enjoy traditional Spanish
appetizers
after learning
about how
they were
prepared.
Decked out in
his chef attire,
J. Tucker (10)
helps a real
chef prepare
a delicious
drink.
At the group'
first stop,
Restaurante
Madrid, Katie
ix (12), Scott
Steward (12),
and J. Tucker
(10) were
treated to a
three-course
meal.
Seniors Emily
Sanderson and
Katie ix tour
the 1920 World
Fair Grounds
in Sevilla.

1. Scott Steward (12), Lori Warren (11), J. Tucker (10), Emily Sanderson (12), Katie
• ix (12), and Drew Reich (11) tour a bull ring in !\-1ijas.

2 The group spends some time at the Mediterranean Sea while \'isiting the town
of Malaga.
3. Emily Sanderson (12) prepares a fmit drink
4. On one of the few rainy days in Spam, the group tours the small town of Segovia.

6

''My favorite place to eat iS Taco Bell You see the
whole high school up there 011 Saturclay 11ightsr·
Lanie Johuto11. 9th

fir t Baptist Church traveled to Lolita, Texa , where they
held a block party to kick off their backyard bible studies.
After the block party, Ashley Duncan (10) and Rae Lynn
Mcfarlin (11) have some fun painting each others faces.

After losing a game of cards, Jessica Blain (10) had to
take Jeffri Malone's (11) dare of walking down the beach
in full facepaint.

GLOBE TROTTER S.
in work and in play
" I loved everything about our mission trip to
Kentucky. My favorite job was definately demoli hing the house on the last day we were there. "
- Brandon Horton (9)

" It was the most awesome experience. Spain
was so different and so beautiful. Mrs. Smartt
and Mrs. Box made it very enjoyable and something that I will never forget."
- Katie

ix (12)

" My favorite part of our mi sion trip to Lolita
was when I got an e-mail from a girl that I met
there asking for advice from me. It really made
me feel good about our work there."
- Hannah Caylor (11)

First United Methodist
Church Bonham went to
Kentucky to help build
houses in low income
areas. Students from
Bonham, Leonard, and
Ector were all in attendance.
Junior Chris Horton hauls
debri out of an old house
in Kentucky. After all of
the trash was removed, the
group got to demolish the
house.

"We got to eat chee ecake for breakfast, which
was cool, but other than that I didn't really like
the food. It was funny because the vvhole time
we were there, all Drew ate was bread ."
- J. Tucker (10)
"The best part of our mission trip was when
we held the youth rally, and I got to play in the
band ."
- Chri Brown (10)

"I really liked taking pictures of all the cool
stuff in Spain. There was lots of really cool old
stuff there."
- Scott Steward (12)

"My class is cool because we're all very
outgoing and speak our minds when we
Student Life
need to. I love that about my class."
Juli McCord, 9th
Spain/Mission Trips 7

Changes at BHS .....
"The Morning Report is really cool. It's fun
to watch everyone do announcements. I
love it when Ben and David make up funny
things."
-Holli Tedder (9)
"The news is very informative, and I would
not know what is going on around the
school otherwise."
-Jessica Garza (10)
"I like the new being broadcasted over
the television because it i easy to keep up
on the school's news and club meetings."
-Akasha Eaton (12)
"With the eight-period school day it seems
like the day goes on forever. When the day
finally seems like it is going to end, you
have to go to eighth period."
-Callie Caylor (9)
"I think the plasma television sets are really
cool. The school officials placed them at
very nice locations for everyone to ee."
-Ben St. Clair (9)
"Getting out early is a nice change because
it gives me more time to get stuff done
instead of sitting in class."
-Jaime Mulder (12)
" ot that I didn't enjoy being told I was rude
and immature by teachers and students, but
I think Groseclo e and Ben are hilarious!"
-Rachael Eskue (11)
"I think it is neat to have our own news
program. It is much more interesting than
listening to the news over the intercom."
-Jessica Harley (11)
"I like being a senior and getting out
of school earlier than in previous years
because of the new bell schedules."
-Emma Hurst (12)
"The funniest thing that happened during the
Morning Report was when David Groseclose
kept saying "gavy" instead of "gravy". "
-Coty Schneider (10)
"I think the plasma screens were a waste of
money; we only use them for 5 minutes in
second period and not much the rest of the
day. That money could have been used for
something a whole lot better."
-Rachael Eubank (11)
"I think that the plasma television sets were
a good way to spend the technology grants.
They help me keep up with the announcements that I don't always hear."
-Stephanie Ha es (12)

8

Plasma TV's, 8 Period oavs. Mandatory YAKS Classes, Broadcast
Morning Repon, New Classes, New Vice Principal
* 1st period begins at 7:50 and 8th period ends at 3:30.
* Those not passing their TAKS tests were required to
take a Writing Lab or a Math Lab to prepare for their
rete t.
* The 8 period day resulted from trying to give students
more flexibility because of the required classes.
* Besides the TAKS and Media class, Officer Dale Day
taught Criminal Law and Ms. Dodson taught piano.
* Mr . Diana Clark became the new Vice Principal

Students crowd around the new pla ma screens when
second period starts to catch the Morning Report. Students
also gather at the end of the Freshman and Sophomore
hallways, in the Vocational building, and above the library.
The plasma televisions were bought from a technology grant
Bonham received this year. From the money received, 10
plasma tv' s were purchased, along with the equipment used
to create the Morning Report. Mrs. Sue Ann Simpson tarted
the Multi Media class 2nd period. The studio is the old
Coushatta office upstairs next door to the girls' bathroom.

"Lunch is the best thing about going to
school, because I get to toss food at Matt and
Marcus." Samuel Dumas, 10th

r---..-----

ensure everything would
be right-sideup and loud
enough for the
school to hear.
Sophomore
Jessica Blain
gets ready for
the Morning
Report. She
usually led
the Pledge of
Allegiance and
conducted the
"Daily Did
You Know."

"Be lieve it or not,
being on camera is
a huge adrenaline
rush. It was exciting getting my 15
minutes of fame."
-Tessie Holland (12)

Jana Wiggins
(9) and Jessica
Duvall (10)
prepare for
another Morning Report epiode. They were
one of the many
anchor teams.
Larry Hibbett
(12) makes sure
everything i
working in
order for the
announceHe
ments.
was the video 1. Mrs. Simpson and Jennifer Oa\ is (12) obsen·e slides for the news.

Mrs. Simpson
was the mastermind behind the .\foming Report and Jennifer was a director.

2. Senior Director and \Vriter C1ss1e Bennett .:hecks the time before an episode.

visual equipment worked.

3. Seniors Ben Swindell and Da\ 1d C.roseclose re..1d their script,. They were a main
anchor team for the Morning Report.
4.Adam Littrell (11) ,md \1attStroud (12), technicians, mal-.esure theequipmentworks.

"High school has l,,ee11 great this year. I likeL-1111y classes alk~ have
had a lot of fu11. Te1111is was the best thi11g, because I love the
ga111e and our team has a to11 of fu11 people." .Joh11 Wells, 9th

Student Life
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Top 5 Hardest Places
to Get a Job
1. Wal-Mart
2. Brookshire's

3. Texas Star BBQ
-1. Kw1k Chek
5. Bonham Quik Lube

Top 5 Employers
of Bonham Students

Taco Ma
Subwa
when he's n

1. Sonic Drive-In
2. Brookshire's
3. Taco Mayo / Subway
4. Texas Star BBQ
5. Ma1estic 6 Theaters

with a toothbrush while
on duty aft r
chool.
Katrina
Englutt (11)
has been_

Braurn's for
over a year..........~Katrina i
involved with
MDEand
leaves school _ _ _..,.__
1. Senior Abb:, Daniel ha-. been working at Brookshm.>'s for two year-. now, she
keeps ll'ady hours and works in the office as c,1sh1er when she's there.
3. Junior :\1DE student AJron Clifton fhp your burgers at the local Sonic on nights
and weekends.

3. Seninr lchaniqua Dunlap works at Comet Cleaners aftl·r she gets out of school.
Tchaniqua is also a part of the \!DE program.
4. Jessica Williams (11) and trainee Cody Akers (11) tl•nJ to hung!} mo\·ie goers
a· \1aJ •stic 6 Theaters.
5. Senior Jenna Lappin folds and arranges jeans at Cato ,1fter school.

10

before 8th
period.
Colton Read
(11) serve
peach cobbler
to a customer
at Texa Star
Bar-B-Qu .
Colton started
working there
February fir t.

"(he funn1,e5t th1,ng that happened th1,5 qear wa5 1,n Mr.
r5 cla55 when we were told to de5cr1,be an embarra551,ng
moment. I never knew qou could be 5o de5cr1,pt1,ve about
flatulence the waq Ian wa5f' Matt Ca5per1,t~ /Ith

Tina Coleman (12) checks out a customer at Brookshire's
w rule Rusty Biggers (11) bags his groceries. Brookshire' s has
been a big employer of Bonham tudents for many years.

WORKING HARD ...
to balance jobs, school work, and social lives.
"Working while attending school can be challenging
at times. Knowing that you have a lot of homework
to do but you can't until you get off causes a lot of
stress and makes you tired for school activities."
-Heather Walker (11); Majestic 6 Theater

"'

"I've been working at the BBQ since it opened on the
fir!>tof March,2005. Workingfouror moredaysa week
for 5-6hoursadaygets tiring, but I get to hangout with
my best friend, boyfriend,and my Dad soit'sall good."
-Sarah Wood (11); Texas Star Bar-B-Que
" l worked at Texas Star Bar-B-Que for a while
until my back troubles started getting worse. I
needed a job where l wouldn't be on my feet and
bending over all the time, so I had to change jobs."
-Cassie Bennett (12); Cole Title Company

1 MDE student Chance
Roberts (12) stocks shelves
at Bonham Hardware.

2 Simone ickerson (12)
carries out the Courtesy
Tray at Sonic. Simone is
one of the many Bonham
tudents that works at Sonic.
Vicky Martinez (12), anMDE
student, works at Fannin
Pharmacy when she's not
at school or participating in chool functions.

"It's hard having to come back from the summer
after having a lot of hours to just working weekends because of football. I was relieved to get a
better paycheck after football season was over."
-Dustin R. Flanery (12); Braum's
"Having a night job while playing sport gets frustrating, and getting out late isn't cool when you've
got homework to do. Cato lets me start my shift
early so that I'm not too busy at night for school."
~;;=::...;....:■
-Jenna Lappin (12); Cato
"If you can, try to avoid going to school, having a job,
playing sports, and being involved in extra-curricular activities all at once. It can get really stressful!"
-Keitha Gorden (11); Texas Star Bar-B-Que
"Being a manager at work Subway got tiring. I was
having to work 6 days a week, 8 hours each day,
for little to nothing for pay. I got tired of being up
there so much and not getting a raise, so I quit."
-Kevin McPherson (12); Pizza Hut
"1 chose to get a job so young because l needed the money
to get things I needed because I don't get an allowance.
A lot of my family works at Sonic, so l've always
been around there and decided to work there, too."
- atalie Martinez (10); Sonic
"At Pizza Hut, I have to make all of the Cheesy
Bite pizzas. They're good, but they're too garlicy and I always go home smelling like garlic."
-Ashley Hewitt (11); Pizza Hut
"I like working at Bonham Hardware becau e
all of my co-workers are like family to me. I'm a
country girl and I alway wanted to have a job
that worked with agriculture and things like that. "
-Lauren Fox (12); Bonham Hardware
" Los Amigos is a great place to work, but
being in high school is much better. I only have
one year left of high school and a lifetime to
work. I don't want to waste it my last year."
-Kerbi Wagner (11); Los Amigos
"Having a job really is great! I get the money I
need to have fun and get to do a job that I love."
-Mackenzie Reeder (10); Bonham Dance Studio

"I will never forget Mrs. Knight She is definately a teacher
Student Life
that every student should look forward to having"
Katie Nix, IZth
Working 11

WlnTER FoRmAL

Goofy friends Ali Pry (11)
and Jenna Lappin (12) take
a practice swing in the gym
foyer during the dance.

"I hung out with Callie Caylor and Candice
Grace; we just chilled, danced, and listened
to the music all night long. "
- Holli Tedder (9)
"My favorite part of the Winter Formal was
sharingaslowdancewithLeviPatton.Ihadalot
offunhangingoutwithmyfriends allnight."
- Kelsie Winniford (9)
The Winter Formal was an opportunity to
have a school dance since there were none
held during football season. Being the fir t
dance of the year, there was a good turnout.
Good friends Stephanie Quirk (11) and
ick Frazier (12) enjoy the dance with
their friends. Thi was the first time
Bonham held a Winter Formal.
" obody was dancing until Cotton-Eyed
Joe came on, then every one got wild and
started dancing. It was a real ice-breaker."
-Amina Chaghani(9)

Melaina Collins (10) and Blake Slawson (12)
were one of the many couples that posed for
pictures at the dance. Pictures were on ale
from Mr . Sewell after the dance was held.
Freshman Ashley Leeks buys her Winter
Formal ticket from Senior Jennifer Davi
the night of the dance.
"The Winter Formal was a lot of fun
because we were all getting crunk and
shaking our "Jaffy taffy."
-Ali Pry (11)
The DJ put on the well-known song and
dance, "The Macarena," and the whole
school began performing the moves.
"I took Ashley Duncan to the Winter
Formal and danced with her the whole
time. I had a lot of fun."

The Winter Formal gives
Senior girls one more
memory to add to their
High School collection.

- Robert Barnett (9)

Senior Victoria Booe dances slow with her
date. Dress code for the dance was afterfive dress, not near as fancy a prom.
"The dance was cool, they had good cookies. I even got some to take home from Mrs.
Sewell. Another highlight was dancing with
Kristina Casperite."
- ake Ca lor (9)

12

Aliesha Owens (10) and
her date Robert Sholtz
pend a romantic evening
together.

Sophomores Melinda
Mason, Sally Shelley anct
Brittany Jones dressed
in their cocktail best
for the Winter Formal

Chatting with
friend Candice Grace,
Fre hmen Jake
Caylor and
Rikki Reedy
enjoy a slow
dance.
J.R. Stephens
(9) and Stacia
Montgomery (12) get
dre ed up for
the December
16th dance.

trying to stan a
spontaneous.choreographed dance,
Hile in musicalS. h
didn't quhe work

out."
- Ryan Cirkles

Levi Patton
(12) and Jonathan Dyson
(9) join the
crowd in the
"YMCA."

Ali Pry (11)
and other
danc to the
infamous
"Chicken
Dance," enjoying every
minute of it.

2. Freshman and Sophomore girb take time out from the dance for a group picture.

3. Sophomore buds Ashley Duncan, Aliecia Owens, and 1-frathcr Clean'r dance
to "The Macarena."
4. Studenb \, rap thl' night up with one final slow dance.

Student Life
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"n I were
not a
fighting
purple
Warrior,
I would
be ..."

pep rally
Oct. 14, the
varsity girl
volleyball
team did a
skit to "Pimp ~ ~llliii~
My Ride."
Coach Cheryl
Sharkey and
Coach Courtney Stapp
imper ona te
Coach Larry
Mcfarlin a a
cowboy and
football coach.
Rachael Eskue
(11) and Ryan
Cirkles (12)
made a terrific
duo as they
performe d a
S ' LSpartan
Cheerlead er
at two pep rallies thi year.

~

Coach Mac
doe a little

1. The teacher~ took part ma skit at the la~t playoff pep rally that got a little hectic ...

S nior Alici
Brewer at th
cowboy pe
rall

2.\'arsity volleyball girls and Coache get rcadv to Pimp the Warrior Wagon.
3 Footb,1II coaches pl'rform ,1 Warrior Train ~kit with Sawver Hunnicutt (11 ).
4.Co,1 h \le Farlin calls down representat l\ es of BJ-IS and the com mu

nit) who helped the Warriors achieve one of their gold ball and goals.

"OUp cfaJ?on /e memorp was in haskerhall when we won ourfirs!

1

1s-

r ~ ln'cl g-c:rme a5ains11he nwnber one leam and proved everpone wrong- who

14

~vy

il1oug-/11 we cou/d11 i do ii. "cJMmiJ 05,mderson, 12th

Playing and dancing to" Automobile" has been a band
tradition for as long a any high schooler can remember.
"I thought our last pep rally went really well.
The student body enthusiasm was at its best,
and I hope to see the spirit of our school continue to increase."
-Rae Lynn Mcfarlin, 12th
Freshmen Kelsie Winniford, Callie Caylor and
Jonathon Dyson at the Halloween pep rally
against Community. Juniors won the spirit stick
...~ . -at this pep rally.
"The thing I liked most about emcee was that it
made wearing a Mr. Twig and a kilt not as creepy
or awkward as it normally is. There was always
a lot of energy during pep rallies, so it made my
job a lot easier."
-Mr. Keith Tolleson
Seniors decked out in their camo at the Camouflage pep rally again t Quinlan Panthers. The
sophomore won the spirit stick that Friday.
"I liked having the pep rallies in the afternoon.
That way we had more time to get ready for them,
and everyone hates having to go back to class after
they are all pumped up'"
- tephanie Quirk, 11th
M_

The Junior class managed to v.-in the spirit stick at
_,,_s.r,...,.. the Red Hot pep rally as the Warriors got fired up
for their home game against Commerce.
"My impression of the first pep rally was that it
feltveryrushedanditwa n'ta · muchfunbecau e
we had to hurry through everything. "
-Annie Baker, 11th
Freshmen never won the spirit stick at any of
the pep rallies, even though they had the biggest
class by far this year.

Cheerleaders, War Dancers, Flag Corp and Twirlers came together at the
Decade pep rally and
danced to "We'll Always
Be Together."

Senior Tessie Holland and
Aaron Wallace show off
their "I Love Rock- -Roll"
T-shirts at the Decades pep
rally.

"My favoritepartof the Red Hot pep rally was the
dancing and performing by my school peers."
-Anthony Quirk, 10th

1

Bonham Warriors won the district title after 14
years and made it to two playoff games, meaning
two extra pep rallies.
"The be t thing about the pep rallies are the enior
girls dressing up to show their spirit
and support for the Warriors! "
-Je ica Walker, 12th

-

Senior girls dressed in their best western attire,
but the juniors won the spirit stick during th
Farmersville pep rally. The volleyball girls did a
"Pim "-1 Ride" skit .

.. Seating Dallas Roosevelt was the best sports memory I have ever
had. The feeling I got when I saw all of the fans on their feet
cheering for us after the game was just amazing" Tyler Rattan. Ith

Student Life
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PEP RALLIES

In keeping with tradition, the enior hold pinkie
during the chool -on° at a Traditional pep rall
"Bleed Purple" wa the moto for thi ea on on th
boo:,;ter club hat and hirt , and Coach ~lac contim
ou ly a ked the que-tion, "Do )Ol., Bleed Purple?

Senior mom get down while dancing
to_
Y, ·cat the Senior pep rally. The
Senior pep rally wa a good opportunity
for parents to embarra s their kid .
". 1y favorite part of the traditional pep
rally wa how everyone wa up and participating and had school pirit."
-Amina Chaghani, 9th
The Warrior and Lad} \\arrior had a
great fan ba e who would travel with
them to away game , like thi volleyball
game played in Commerce.
"The be t eart of the pep rally i when
we do the battle cry. E,·eryone get really
loud and wild; it' a lot of fun'
-Skye Durs t, 9t
Coach \1ac made thi que tion famous
while a king it throughout his peech at
every pep rally: "Do you bleed purple?"
Junior clas girl get loud and proud
during the battle cry. The junior had
always been a rowdy and loud class.
"Having morning pep rallies was better
because everyone vvas able to be there for
the whole enchilada and not get interupted b} the bu bell."
-Mackenzie Reeder, lOt
"I think that there would be a lot more
excitement on Fridays if the pep rallies
were longer than just 30 minutes."
-Jon Heredia, 11th
Senior and Juniors here root for the Warrior baskeball team. This is further proof
of the bond betv:een different classes.
"The technical difficulties with the Drill
Team music during the pep rallie was
upsetting, but once they were fixed everything worked out just fine!"
-Taylor Cox, 10th
Here football trainers get ready to be
recognized by Coach Mcfarlin. U ually
recognition of contributor to the football
games were conducted at pep rallies.
"I love how at the pep rallies everyone
gets pumped up and has a lot of school
spirit!"
-Ashley Leeks, 9th

~'--;i?
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The junior clas getting
spiri ted to win the Spirit
Stick. Junior won the
spirit stick a t the Red Hot,
Cowboy and H allowen
pep rallies.

The sophomore class gets
loud and wild a t the Crazy
pep rally. The Crazy pep
rally was a chance to d o,
dress, or act however you
wanted for one day.

"I enjoy BHS because it is a small school. You
don't have to worry about the hype that hap•
pens in a larger school." Ashley Duncan, 10th

(lo'

Sophomores
Andrea Bray,
Jessica Blain,
and Jessica
OU\all dress in
their Halloween
costumes: an
inflatable tank,
airplane, and
police car.
Freshmen Logan
Cinningham
and Kristen Fox
smile as the}
dre ·sand act
crazy during the
crazy pep rally.

"I said let me
hear that

"What's that

- '· ---~
1

Senior Jered
Hudson prays
with the football players
after a pep
rally. This has
been a tradition for the
Varsity guys
all year.
The Junior
class screams
loud after one
of the many
skits the teachers performed
this ea on.
Coach Stapp
1.Coach Robyn Hill, Coach Courtney Stapp, and Coach Cheryl Sharkey
and Coach
everyone their new spirit chant.
Sharkey really and the volleyball girls teach
brought life to 2. Senior Renee Breach sits on Senior And:, Ground's shoulders during the battle cry.
the pep rallies 3. Freshmen wore "FISH" T-shirt,,,, hi le the upperclas~mencheered"fish Go Home!"
thi year.
4.Senior girls shln, off their "I I O\'e Rock-. '-Roll" T-shirts during lunch.

'The funniest pan of one of the Traditional pep rallies
was when coach Stapp and coach Sharkev staned bustStudent Life
ing some moves!" Logan Cunningham, 9th
Pep Rallies 17

tephanie
Quirk(ll) "
participated
in theM&M
Straw game.
The Junior got
caught "cheating" and came
in last place.

"When we were
making the tree, we
got all tangled up
with the string to
hang our sign. We
had to cut them,

Kerbi Wagner,
Hannah Caylor,
Jarvis Brannon,
and Sarah Landis cheer for
the Junior class
at War Games.

and it took about 30
minutes."
-Abigail Arfman,
9th

warr·icirs .
Deck lhe ·
Card~ -~:

Freshmen
participate in
the toilet paper
pass where
they came in
third place.

The Sophomores try to
keep their grip
for the win,
but unfortunately they
came out in
4th place and
1. Freshmen have a little trouble hanging their "Hang 'Em High" sign while decorating their corner The Freshmen placed third in hall decorations.
were beaten by
the freshmen.
2. The Juniors took sewnd place with their creative theme of "Delk the Cards."
3. \1organ Godbey helpmg her class with their theme "Pluck The Cardinals." They

rcce1\ ed fourth place o,·erall.

...

4 Seniors decorating "The Aftermath of the Warriors." They placed first in this event.
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'1he BHS coaches make me proud. our football reco11
this vear was impressive: 1-3." Mvran Roundtree, 9th

Seniors Chris Bridenthal,
Kevin McPherson, and ick
Frazier try their luck at the
egg toss. The Seniors unfortunately were victorious, receiving la t place.
Seniors Dylan Garcia and
Katie ix were paired up for
the wheel-barrow race, where
the eniors dominated.

A

Queen, CROSS

0 R eSS e RS ... and a lot of fun
"War Games were really fun; l had a great time.
My favorite game was the M&M Straw."
-Anthony Quirk, 10th
Seniors Jered Hudson, David Groseclose, and Ben
Swindell get ready in the War Games on Monday
night!!!

"The seniors definitely had the best hall decorations! They were very creative and cute. 1
think the judging was prett\ fair."
-Holli Tedder, 9th
Senior's teamwork paid off as they won the
Toilet Paper Pass during War Games. This was no
new event; by now, the Seniors have figured out how
to keep the roll going quickly without breaking.
"I think the Juniors had a right to be mad about
what happened at War Games, but they were mad
at me and I couldn't even ·ee what was happening. I blame it all on Mrs. Knight!"
-Mr. Keith Tolleson
Sophomores Elizabeth Bursell and Jose Arguello
crash and burn during the 3-Legged Race at War
Games. They were disqualified from the race
and received no points for their efforts.
" l didn't like the bonfire thi year. faeryoneshould
have been able to participate; the band has always
played and ha· shown our school spirit."
-Hannah Caylor, 11th
Freshmen Rikki Reedy and Matt Brannum
racing through the Life SaYer Pass; the fre:,hmen team came in third for this event.

Fr hmen and ophomores
watch their teammates
finish the race during the
M&M Straw Game. Thi
was a new event thi
for War Games.
Dee Burton earning points
for the Junior cla s in the
"Leap Frog" game. They
won fir t place with their
fast pace jumps, wasting no
time to get started on their
way to victory.

"At the Senior Lock-In, I won't forget when Ryan
irkles sang and played the school song on hi
guitar or when Will rode his bike in the gym and
ran into a door."
-Jenna Lappin, 12th
The Juniors race through the Toilet Paper Pa s
in hopes of a win. They tied vvith the Seniors
after a heated debate from the teachers.
"When I did the lifesaver pass, I was too short to get
it from Big Jeff so Jarvis had to pick me up off of the
ground so that we could keep the game mo\·ing."
-Ali Pry, 11th
Seniors Lauren fox, Mindv Roberts, Stacia
Tucker and Chelsea Sifford how off their T-shirts
they made for Homecoming Week. It has become
a tradition for everyone to decorate hirts.

"®ne dap 111 pearb66k, c:SBeth and wdecided f6 make p6jJC6rll and pu! 1/ 6n farfaur mh1ufes w1J/wuf realiz111g 1/ didn I.
take !ha! l6n§ ~ fried !6 grah 1/ /wt and dropped 1/ (Jfl the
!06rl GK,else ~issert, 3th
11
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Homecom1nG
Games, Bonfire, Pep Rallies

•nior girls gather in front of the bonfire on Tuesday night following t
tailgate party. It was different this year because there were no band, twi
ers, flaggers, or cheerleaders putting on the traditional bonfire pep rail
Students gathered around the bonfire and sang the school song acapell

Bringing back an old tradition, student
council organized a downtown pep rally
on Wednesday at 5:30 P.M.
"This was my fir t year to participate in cro s
dressing. I wanted to do something out of the
ordinary and not like me; Ricky Perdue was
my other half."
-Ashley Duncan, 10th
Seniors Drew Callahan and Ala Bray race
the clock in the Wheel Barrow Race. The
seniors came out first in this e, ent.
"The guy 'clothes were comfortable; the
only uncomfortable part was that I had to
duct tape my chest to be the male!"
-Ala Bray, 12th
Warrior Var ity football players led the way
around the square during the downtown
pep rally Wednesday afternoon, followed by
organizations and the student body.
"It was rumored that there was a hard-boiled
egg mixed in with all of the raw ones, and mine
and Luke's egg was a little hard to break!"
-Rachael Eskue, 11th
Siblings Hannah and Ryan Cirkles show off
their one-of-a-kind T- hirts for War Games.
Ryan graduated while Hannah is just a little
Sophmore.
Juniors Chase Lawrence, Kri ten Catalane, and Josh Keith comp te in the
Lifesaver Pass. All their hard work paid
off as the juniors came out fir t.

War Game Results
Football Pass
Life aver Pass
M&MStraw
Toilet Paper Pass
Cross Dressing
Wheel Barrow Race
Leap Frog
Golf Ball Drop
3 Legged Race
Sack Race
Egg Toss
Tug of War
Total

Sr.

Jr.

25
15
25
25
25
5
15
15
15
5
15

15
25
5
25
5
15
25
5
25
5
15
25

195

190

10

Soph
10

Fr.

5
25

10

10

10

25
15

25

10

10

5
10

15
25
25
25
5
170

10
10
10
10

Cheyenne Stowe (10), Emily
Sanderson (12), and Aaron
Wallace (12) it around at the
Tailgate Party on Tuesday
night. Hot dogs, chips and
drinks were served to everyone by the Student Council.
Senior Kristina Ca perite
prepares to throw a water balloon at a gullible fre hman.
Upperclassmen told the freshmen to gather for a group
photo when they pulled out
the water balloons.
Seniors gather around a truck
to celebrate the Tailgate Party.
This was the second year that
Homecoming Week consisted
of a Tailgate Party.

10

135

"Being a Sophomore is hard; you're not new so no one notices you
and you're also not an upperclassmen so nol:xx:Jy is scared of you
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yet. All of the stressful classes make it worse." Sally Shelley, 10th

Tomahawks
and Varsity
football players took the
lead at the
Downtown
pep rally Sept.

'This Senior vear has
been one to remem,..._..~ ber and that special

21.

moment was a great
Seniors Kristina Cac;perite,
Jered Hudson,
blessing to me."
and Jordan
- Kristina Ca~pentl•, 12th
Bewley lit the
bonfire before
setting fire to a '
Cardinal.
Seniors Mitch
Williamson
and Cha e
Sanford
perform in
the commons.
Chase carried
around his
guitar during
Homecomin g
and played
ong for
student .
Seniors
Amanda Harri on, Karen
Keen and
aomi Adkinson beat the
enior drum
on Homecom- 1. c; •ni\lr Queen Krbtina Casperite is joinL•d by reigning queen Kandace Catalane.
ing Friday to 2. An nil Baker ( 11 ), Kristina Casperitl' (12), AshlL'Y Thompson (9), and )l--.sica Dukeep it going
\'all ( 10) gather for a Court picture before the third quarter begins. The \\arriors
until kickoff of
led Pottsboro 13-0 for a HomL•coming \'ictory.
the game that 3 Tht• Senior clas-. g.ither-. for a group phtll\l af!L'r narrow I "inning War Games
night.
\\L•dm·sda) night with a swrc of 195.
"M~ favorite substitu te chis ~ear was Mrs. Ta~lor. 9.he was
wo~derful and alwa~s made m~ da~ so much be_~ter because
she s alwa~s got somethin g real!~ funn~ to sa~. J .J. Carr. 11th
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The Fannin County
Fair ha· been held at
the Armory grounds for
many years. Howe\'er,
this year it was moved
to their new location off
Highway 56 near the
prison and VPG.
A new metal building
housed the exhibits on
one end and a stage and
audience section on the
other.
Bracelet night was
Wednesday and the rest
of the week it cost $3 for
parking and entrance to
the fair grounds.

Sugarlan

Arigayle Head
(9) was firstrunner up in the
pageant. She
clogged to "Chatahoochee" by
Alan Jackson.
She has been
participating in
pageants since
the third grade.
Taylor Brown
(ll)sang
"Crazy" by
Patsy Cline.
Tay !or does pageants on a regular basis and
she thought this
one was good
practice. Taylor
also competed
her freshman
year for the
Queen title .

•

•

l. Myles Galyon (10) with his bovine at the County Fair.
2. Junior Dunn (12) and Rosa Hernandez (JO) of the Bonham High School band
marching at the Fannin County Fair Parade on October 13.
3. Kristen Fox (9) grooms her livestock before showing it off for FFA.
4. Queen winners are Taylor Cox (JO), Callie Maxwell ( Dodd City) and Arigayle Head (9).
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Katia Caylor
(11), sang to
"You're My
God" by Jaci
Velasquez thi
year.
Katia
al o performed
in the pageant
her freshman
enjoys serving
her community.

Students sing, ride,
shovV, and win the
week of Oct. 11-15.
Roz Austin (11) leads
her bovine to let the
judges examine it.
She has been involved
in FFA for several years.

Fair Entries
Poultry Show Results
7th place- Danner
Broilers
Duncan, Jake Parsons,
[8th place-Jake Gammons
Cole Lackey, Myles
[ 9th place-Dylan Hamilton
Galyon
Qlst place-Tra\'is Simecek
16th place-Erin McCraw,
22nd place-Justin 'icholson
Trey Schnider, Briana
Breed
Kelton, Jarrod McClure
6th place-Megan McBride
Shop Results
Fannin County
Trailers under 16'Commercial Heifer
Bonham FFA
Rookie Award-Lauren Fox
Farm Equipment-Cole
Herdsman_Awa_rg-James
Lackey
Lawn Tables-Bonham
Mcfarlin
FFA
Class Placemen~
Spring 2005 Heifers
Equestrian Events
[-Rae Lynn Mcfarlin
Kelli Pettie- 2nd2-Cole Lackey
Registered Mares 5 &
8-James Mcfarlin
O\'er; 3rd-Registered
H-Kashandra Hall
Mares 5 & O\er; 5thH--Jarred Keith McClure
Registered Geldings
Fall 2004 Heifers
5 & O,·er; 1st-Barrels;
4-Garrett Dobson
5th-Stakes Race; 1st-Polebending; 3rd-Barrels.
5-Kristen Fox
6-Renee Breach
5th place Team Running8-Myles Galyon
Briana Kelton & Staci
11-Ethan Fox
Pettie
Spring 2004 Heifers
Staci Pettie- 2nd- Registered Geldings 5 & Under
3-Lauren Fox
4-Katelyn Bardwell
Briana Kelton- 1st- Stakes
6-Renee Breach
Race
Judging Team Results
Christi Ferguson- 1stSenior Team Pla_dnu
Horsemanship
"-'6 - - ~ - ~
~_ _ _ __,

"This was my first year at the fair, but it was
really a fun and dedicating experience. In the
long run, it paid off for all the hard work."

Kristen Fox (9)
"It was the most fun I have had in a long time
participating in the fair. You have so much pride
for your an ima Ibecause you ca re for it for so long."

Renee Breach (12)
"l decided to be a Queen contestant because
I do pageants regularly, and I thought
that it would be good practice for me."

Taylor Brown (11)
"After the contest, one of the judges came
up to me, gave me her card, and told me
that if I had any time to give her a call."

Katia Caylor (11)
"I enjoyed my commercial heifer winning
first and learned that showing is a huge
responsibi lity and requires a lot of work."

Rae Lynn Mcfarlin (12)
"I was pleased that I placed, but it wou ld have
been better to get a crown. I participate in the
Queens Contest because I like to perform."

Taylor Cox (10)
"I lo\'e getting pampered for pageants. I like
to get a new dress and my hair, makeup, and
nails done. I also love to show off my clogging."

Arigayle Head (9)
"A \'ery memorable moment was me being
dragged by my heifer while unloading her
and winning the herdsmanship award ."

James Mcfarlin (10)
"l showed market goats and helped
with the shop project .
The potatoes at the potato booth were so good!"

Jake Pa rsons (10)
"The best part of the fair was showing
our registered heifers and getting out of
school. The fair was a lot of fun this year."

Cole Lackey (10)

Student Life
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TALEnT

SHOW

B.J. Brackett (11) singing .1
mi of songs with his band,
tantra, with .\1att \Varren (11),
Dustin Bryan (11 ), and Mitch Williamson (12).

Senior Larry Hibbitts pl.11
ing the drums during his set,, it
apcside members id. Fr,vil
(12), and graduates Ke,·in ros
Jeremy Jennings, and Juan Soll

Meghan McBride (10), Kira Jone (9) and ■lll'!inl,.,
Rachael[ kue(ll}ina lumberpartyskit.

enior amantha Deal plays "Li ten
to Your Heart" on the piano.
enior Captain Ca ie Bennett
perform a hvirling routine to the ong
"Vertigo" a a compensation for
not getting the chance to perform at the Senior pep Rally.
Blake Blevin (12) and Ryan irkles (12
perform to "Zagats," one of the man
performance skits re-done from Satur
day_ ight Live they were im oh·ed in
The BHS Chorale sings "Amazin
Grace" and "Carol of the Bell ."
Taylir Mowell (11) and Carl Simonson
(9) do a skit entitled "Who's on First,"
originally written and performed by
the infamous Abbott and Co tello.
Bonnie Toten (11) sing "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" while
Mr . Rudite Dodson play the Piano.
The audience Ii tening to the Cape ide
Reunion at the end of the Talent Show.
S nior Kristina Ca perite
sang "Friends are Friends
Forever." It was dedicated
toJu tinOwenwhodiedof
leukemia last year around
the same time.

Blake Blevins (12)
killing Ryan Cirkles
(12) during the "Mr.
Ta rk a ni a n " s ki t .

Fortheskitsi n the show
this year, Mr. Brown
let his classes w rite the
scripts and cast them.

Mr. Keith Tolleson dancing
whil he tried to talk Rachael
Eskue (11) and David Grosedo e(l2} into letting him
help host the Talent Show.

"So far, high school has been good. It's really helped
me see that I'm going to have to work hard in the
24

future." Desirea Claibourne, 9th

Freshman Jake
Caylor acting as
William Hung
during the
"Amer ican
Idol" skit.

The show was organized bi,
the student council and Mr.
Brown. Admission was one

Fresh man Brittany Brakebill
dancing to a rap
mix. The dance
also included
freshm en
Juli Mc ord,
Ashley Dill,
Jana
and
in
Wigg

dollar or two canned-food
items to benem the Fannin
Countv Family Crisis Center.

"Some things
I didn't ha\ e
to memoriz e
for m~ kits.
When I played
the little girl by
my elf, I made
up half of it,"
said Rachael
Eskue (11).
Taylir Mowell
(11) sang " o
Place That f'ar."
She said, "It's
about never
giving up on l ,R)an Cirkles (I:?.) perform, "Banana P ancakes. "
lo\e. That
2. I m c L' e, tor th L' I a I en t Sh (H\ he Id on D l' cl' m b er 1 6, 2 0 0:;
day was my
,1rl' Rachael Eskue (11) and David C,rosL•clo se (12).
grandpa rents
lide." The
3 War Dancers performed to the song " ha h,1
anni\-er sary
girls g11t to bring a membL•r of the aud1enCl' 1,, perform \\ ith them.
o I dedicated
Juan oto, ick fra,der (12), ,rnd J rem) Jennings per•
it to them." L Kc, in Cros~, popul.ir
songs, including one \\ ritten b~ the band.
formed four

'i.Rachael Eskm• (11) and Brittam Comean~ (11) in thL• slumber part• ,kit.

"I will never torge i how sweet ever~bod~ was when
Student Life
I f irst got her e. Ever~bod~ had "grow n up" so rnuch ,
Talent Show 25
and t he~ t r eat ed rne like I belong ed her e."
Jacl~n Owens, 12th

enior Daniel
Lipford and Ca ie
Bennett tand in
front of their winning ational Hi tory Day project.
Competition was
held on February
14, and a number
of tudents were
involved thi year.
Daniel and Ca sie
worked endles ly
on their project
and came out
winning first place
in their category
along with B t
in Show for the
entire competition.
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,4oa
Jessica OU\all (10) receives
a stadium blanket from
Assistan t Superint endent Joetta Wallace at the
Academi c As embly on
ovember 21, for ha\ ing
a GPA of 4.0 or higher
from her freshman year.
a than Landers
Junior
and Jon Wood prepare
their Physic boats to float.
Boat were only one of the
many projects Mr. Mike
Vaught's Physics student
had to con truct thi year.

Senior TV anchor David
Groseclo e and B n Swindell could be seen 2nd period
each day a they broadca st
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

the new and announc em nts. Students watched on
classroom monitors or on
the new plasma creeen TV
around the chool.

Academics
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1. Junior
tr tm . ander and
dra H mandez hum to th tr
'-•
m the \ocattonal Bmldm

2

n Bonham (12) re earchformatton for an e a\
due m her Go, ernment cla
, 1th tr Benjamin choll
3
tudent ta e n da\
off and enJO} the rda at1on
of re trn
in their de
4
n

nt Omel) (121, _hnnmen (10), and Erica

tephanie Quirk. 11) i. getting her ingredients read)
to prepare her Valentine'
Day cookie· in i\1r . Hun
nicutt' cla
econd period

1, Junior Sabrina Strunk finishes
her te~t in ad km the hall. Since an
8th period class was added forTAKS
Remediation, the tutorial period was
no longer u~ed to make up te ts.

2 The Sophomores make holiday stockings around Christmas time for Mrs. Deanna Clark.

3 Lack Barton (11) and Tyler Rattan (11) work on their English
article for Mr. Keith Tolle-.on'sclass.

Sharice Brown (11) takes
Cosmetology three pen·
ods a day to improve her
hair and beauty kills

4 Mrs. Rebecca Knight's English IV students listen as she
lectures about literature

",Yin proud of tbe way ,Y look, at people for wbo tbey are now,
and not wbat tbey wear!"Jarlyn 0wens, 12th
28

Amanda Schlegel (12)
is taking notes over the
dimensions of architecture during Drafting class.

Learning
how to live

During your high school career, you may not know what
field you'd like to dedicate yourself to in the future. With
the help of the electives that Bonham High School offers,
they allow you to get a head start in a possible career that
you may be interested in.
Mrs. Stacy Hunnicutt teaches interior design if you're
interested in the fashion and craft business, and food science if you'd like to be a professional chef or just be able to
make yourself a dinner when you're living on your own.
Various Ag classes taught by Mr. Clint Minnick provide
information about plants and animals, learning how to
weld, and how to brand animals. If you'd like to farm for
a living or just have a garden in your backyard, Ag may be
the right class for you. If you'd like to keep horses and/ or
cows on a farm or ranch, you'd need enough information
about them and their living habits to keep them healthy.
Cosmetology is perfect if you're looking to become a
beautician. Cutting, coloring, and styling hair are just a
few things you'll learn from Mrs. Carolyn Towery. Also, if
you want to become an architect, Drafting with Mr. Stanley
Richardson will give you the skills necessary to fulfill your
dreams. If you have a job, Mr. Tim Davis and MDE will
allow you to leave school early to go to work.

Sophomore Jake Gammons
works on forming a brand
in the Ag Shop during his
Metal Fabrication class.

Robert Kretlow (9) is in FFA
and entered his rabbit into
competition to be judged
at the Fannin County Fair.

"/ want to be better than mq brother who graduated
from /?H5 /0 qear5 ago. rhat'5 what drive5 me."
Adam littrell llth

"To be in D.E. you're
required to have a job
and it allows students
to get out of school a
few periods ear lier."
-Katrina Englutt (11)

"In Interior Design, I've
learned how to make
Christmas stockings and
quilt. Theclassisoneofmy
favorites because it has the
best teacher-- Mrs. Hunni!"
-Ciara Vinson (11)

"In Ag, we learn how
to characterize and
distinguish the differences in breeds of many
varieties of animals."
-Aliesha Owens (10)

Academics
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ATAKSIN
8periodday
"I didn't like the new
chedule. Adding the
extra cla s just made the
day drag on forever. By
th period everyone just
wants to be home."
Ashley Duncan (10)

"Having eight periods
didn't really bother me
too much. It doesn't
eem like that much more
time."
-Stephanie Flanders (11)

"Having eight periods was a
hassle for me because I had
to find something to do for 45
minutes. I couldn't go home
after 7th because by the time
I got there I would have to
turn around and come back
for athletics."
-Emily Sanderson (12)
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Senior Emily Sanderson u es
her off period to take notes for
Mr. Ben Scholl's class. Emih
had to find something to do
everyday during 7th period
because she had to return for
8th period athletics.

One of the biggest changes to take place
at BHS this year was the introduction of the
eight period day. An extra period was added
on to assist those students who did not pass
one of the sections of TAKS testing the previous year in learning the skills necessary to
pass the second time around.
By adding the extra class, an extra twenty
minutes were added to the school day and
each class lasted approximately 50 minutes.
This caused an already long school day to be
even more tiresome. For Seniors, this meant
getting out sooner (shorter classes= earlier
release) and for everyone else, almost half
an hour was added to the daily education
grind.

Mr. Jack Varcados takes blood samples in his 8th
period Biology class. Each student was then able
to find which blood type they had.

Mrs. Deanne Clark's TAK~
practice class participatec
in the Snail Mail Rela)
where each person had tc
write to a different schoo
throughout the U.S. tell·
ing about themselves

"OUR SENIOR CLASS HAS BONDED UNIQUELY
AND SHREDDED OURSELVES OF MOST OF THE
CLIQUES. THAT'S WHAT MAKES US SPECIAL."
JENNIFER ORR, 12TH

1. Senior Jeanie Sanderson uses her
cell phone in thehalloutsideofM rs.
Stacy Hunnicutt's room.
2. Sleeping is one of the most
populur pastimes in BHS, as demonstrated by Sophomore Buddy
Childress.
3. Junior Aaron Clifton works on his
black history research paper for Mrs.
Glend,1 Scars' AP U.S. I listory.
4 Taylor Cox (10) and Maddie
Milburn (11) get help on their Spanish homework from Ms. Amanda
Carter.

1. Sophomore Jessica Redman
makes a map for the Snail Mail
Rcla 1.
2. Lori! Dvson (11) works on the
p,1ttern fr;r her stocking in ~1rs.
Stacy Hunnicut's5th period interior
design cluss.
3. Scott teward (12) hurries to get
his reseurch paper for Mr. Mike
Vaught completed on time.
4 Mr Mike Vaught teaches some
physics to Ryan Cirkles (12) as he
sticks him "ben... een a rock and a
hard place."

1. Morgan Hopson (ll) made a
model of a caffeine molecule for
AP Chemistrv.
2. Senior Te, sie Holland finishes
last minute Engli h homework in
2nd period Multimedia.
3. Spending some time after school
to do TAKS practice, Freshman
Keenan Jones asks '\1r. Rick Alexander a question.
4.Ja, West (10) stavs after school
for Geometry tuto~ing with Mr~.
Brandi Holcomb.

"Even though I will be sad about it, I'm saaaaa
ready ta gradua te and start a new life an my
awn." Stacia Tucker, 12th

Academics
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1. BHS loming Ren rt nchor-,
D.nid ,TOsl I e (12) and Ben
"mdell (121 goof around before
goin' on air 2nd period.
2 Jen niter Hill (12) usl'' one ollhL•
~h I', laptop computer, to do
',l>PlL re earch.
3
nior la Bra\· take-, some time
n the libran to read a boo .
4. In tr. \1tk~ Vaught'-, ph:,-,K.,
eta ,, Junior Jon Wood find-, hb
e penmental lung capaett:, u,ing
a balloon, a -,tring, and a meter
stick.

1. CM '>tudenb Vernon George,
ole Benton, and Heaven Gee
watch an educational film over
a subject they had been learning
about in class.
2 \fr. Keith Tolle!'>on attempts to
put the ball in the basket using only
his head. Spring Break was just
around the corner and everyone,
teacher:, included, was tired.
3. Beth Johnson (9) and Kelsey
Wei sert (9) do some last minute
work on Senior Credits.
4. Jareth Bia ton (9) enjoys some of
his Christmas candy that he made
in Food Science. -
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1 Trymg to ,1\'oid m·er moong,
Sophomore Lauren Rater takes
her time preparing home made
cookies.
2 After chel king books in, library
aidsShannon ~ontgomery(lO)a nd
Brittany Ford (11) relax.
3 Food Science students always
make sure tomMk their bags so that
no one else tries to claim them, as
Senior aitlin Butler did with her
holiday divinity.
4. Senior Unique Leroy fini-,hes
typmg a paper in M .

"'®~en Ji0U meet €e0ie {rem et~er sc~eels, it's li+<e a c0m€etiti0n:Ji0U 6ra3 a60ut
everJit~in3 6ecause Jieu're se €reu& 0{Ji0Ur sc~00I. J~at's w~en Ji0U real~ Blee&
'(?urie." Jana '®i33ins, 9t~

AP Chemistry students
hang their organic molecules for everyone to see.
Each student did a wellknown molecule such as
caffeine or estrogen.

e ular
VS Advanced Placement
• AP students are on a seven-point
scale and regular students are
on a four-point scale. Therefore,
AP classes are great G. P.A.
boosters.
• If you pass the AP tests, you
automatically get college credit.
This will help save money, time,
and a lot of stress in the coming
years.
• The hard work and dedication
put into the classes will help
better prepare you for college
life. Plus, these harder classes
look great on a high school
transcript.

CON

Where AP classes tend
to consist of more out-ofclass assignments and inclass discussions, regular
classes usually spend most
of their class time working.

"We AP students laugh
at jokes that most people
don't find funny. We're
just a group of nerds, like
a big nerd club."
- Ryan Cirkles (12)

"In AP, I feel we have
• Advanced Placement is a lot of
work. Many hours are put in
outside of school so students
with extra curricular activities
are often caught with too little
time.
• More is expected out of AP
students because they are supposed to work at a higher level.
They are expected to be more
thorough with their work.
• To actually earn college credit,
each student must pay 44 dollars just to take the test. If that
test is not passed, no college
credit i awarded, and the
money is lost.

"When it co1T1es to BHS, I don't brag ... I _just co1T1 plain. At least I didn't get trash canned ever~
da~ b~ someone I don't know." Barr~ Hurle~. 9th

more class discussions
and deeper analysis.
What's nice about regular classes is that they
have a more relaxed
feeling to them."
- Mrs. Rebecca Knight

"When I look at my AP
students, I see more of
a commitment to learn
and do their best at
everything. "
- Ms. Glenda Sears

Academics
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1. Freshmen Audree Sch\,artz and
Hilary Pear,,;on play on their keyboards in \1rs. Rudite Dodson "s Piano
class th period .
2. Sophomore Tra\'iS Simecek prac-

tices cutting metal in Mr. Clint
Minnick's Ag class.
3. Junior Dustin Bryan has a little fun
playing his keybo~rd in Piano.
4. Although the desks m the hallway

were suppo,-ec! to be used to making
up work, some students took ad\·anta e of them_._ _ _ __

1. Josh Kersey (10) works on the
PFA trailer in hb Metal Fabrication class.
2. \1r . Reb1..>eca Knight's display
of English IV coat of arms her
classes did as a project before the
Christmas break.
3. Mrs. De1rdreGoodwin's Pre-AP
Geography clas!-escreated flags of
all the countries in the world as a
first term project.

4. Mrs. Stacy Hunnicutt's Interior
Design student!>created personalized quilt patterns to place on a

1. Mr. Mike Vaught's Physics class
created toothpick bridges and tested their ratio of weight to strength.
2. Ms. Colleen Coonrod 's Environ-

mental Science class studies the theory that all objects fall at the same
rate by dropping bowling and tennis balls off the top of the stadium.
3 . Juniors Aaron Millard and
Colton Read do a lab in Mr.
Mike Vaught's Chemistry class.
4. Ryan ichols (10) mixes ingredients for Snicker doodle cookies.

"I brag about our football team because of our

class quilt.

' * strength, not only in our muscles but in our minds."
34
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Stuart Baxter, 9th

Seniors Daniel Lipford and Cassie Bennett
show off their First Plac
medals they received for
their presentation over
the Yellow Slave Trade.

Day Com petit ·
On February 14, 2006, M . Glenda Sears and Mrs.
Deirdre Goodwin took 9 students with 5 entries to ationalHistory Day ( HD), heldatTexas-A&MU niversity Commerce. The group won medals in 4 categories
with 8 students receiving awards. This is the 7th year
BHS has participated in the competition and the 6th
year that students have gone on to compete at the state
level. Thi year's theme was "Taking a Stand in History."
Senior Daniel Lipford and Cassie Bennett won
the 1st place medal in the Group Exhibit category
and beat all 142 entries that competed that day to
win the Best of Show Award. The topic they choose
to research was the "Yellow Slave Trade" and the
woman who worked to rescue the slaves. They will
be going to state competition on April 28-29 in Austin.
Freshman Jana Wiggins is also competing at
the state level for her 2nd place result from her
topic of Susan 8. Anthony. Juniors Karla Aranday,
Oscar Laredo, Sabrina Strunk, and Rachael Eskue
received Honorable Mention for their group skit.
Kersten Cleaver's essay about child labor laws also
received an Honorable Mention. Junior Alex Loftin
did not place, but received several callbacks from
the judges on her subject of Vietnam Protest Music.

Juniors Oscar Loredo, Rachael Eskue, Karla
Aranday, and Sabrina Strunk were involved
in an original skit entitled "Adolf Hitler:
The Man Behind the Mustache" for HD.

Junior Alex Loftin worked hard on a
presentation over Vietnam protest songs.

"I chose to write an essay
for History Day because I
thought it was the ea iest
thing to do. I came across
the issue of child labor and
wanted to know more."
-Kersten Cleaver, 11th

quite
" HD wa
challenge for the 4 of
u due to us all having
such varying schedules.
We decided to research
Adolf Hitler becau e my
father is German and was
u ed as primary source."
-Sabrina Strunk, 11th

ational
History Day to get my
Di tinguished Credit for
participating. I studied
Su an B. Anthony because I
look up to her for helping so
much with womens' rights."
-Jana Wiggins, 9th

"My Senior year has been the best yet. I've gotten to know so
many people that I never knew before, and I will never forget all
the fun memories we've shared." Mindy Roberts, 12th

Academics
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Sandra Hernandez (11), Captain Karla Aranday (11), and
Viviana Cruz
(10) perform
at the Red Hot
pep rally on
September 9th.
Pep ralli s this
year included
many of the
traditional
theme, uch
a Cowboy,
Camouflage ,
Halloween,
Crazy, D cades,
and Traditional
Purple and
White. Pep rallies were held
in the morning,
o students had
to return to
class once the
excitement was
over.

'

"ORG ANIZ ATIO NS GIVE YOU PRID
IN AND OUT OF SCHO OL, UNITE
FRIENDS, AND GIVE A COM MON
PURP OSE TO SUCCEED."

Rachael Eskue, 11t

Belon
Sophomore Chri Brown
practice ona trap ~et during
a jazz band rehear al after
school. Thi wa hris'sfirst
year to play in the jazz band,
but he has been playing
drum incethesixthgrade.
Mackenzie Reeder (10)
and Kacie Heistand (12)
wait for the band to begin
playing "Secret Agent
Man" during halftime of
a home football game so
they can begin their routine.

Junior Sabrina Strunk
performs a twirling
routine at one of the
traditional pep rallies.
Sabrina has been involved in twirling for
three years and intends
to try out for Captain
a a Senior.
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"My senior
year in band
has been
really great,
even with all
the ups and
down. There
were a lot
of awesom e I> ,, 11 llt /If•J O ,,
people, and A
6 6 Y l>a1t1 e1
I'm going to
miss everyllZJ
one."

'The one thin
I will alway
remember abou.
th is year was
our All-Region
trip. Five of
the high school
girls stayed in a
single-bed room
II
the hotel ... the
at
m
s s t. Dr
• r tar ah sleeping arrange8 0
ments were a
J
little tough!"
Wood CIIJ

23 Freshmen, 14 Sophomores,
19 Juniors, and 13 Seniors.

150 and more hours of summer, class,
and night rehearsals combined practicing
marching fundamentals and music.
27 drill team members , twirlers, flaggers,
cheerleaders, and football , basketball,
and volleyball players combined that also
play in band.
17 band students also participated m Jazz
band . 5 playing different instruments than
they are used to In class.

Ao 6 e,, f

"The Bonham band
is smaller than the
one I went to in
Lewisville, which
makes it a lot more
lenient. I also had
to go from corp to
military marching .

• ,,,.ef f 191 which was tough."

''Our football teaJ1l rolls harcl aiicl our percussio11
sectio11 caii wreck shop 011 SOJJ1e cll'lUllS.'
Jorclaii ToLuicl. 10th
1

r
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"One time
after an away
football game,
I was using
the restroom
and the buses
started leaving.
I had to run
down the street
and catch them
once I realized
I'd been left."

Dan iel
I fpf o~d

llZJ

hi hg
an d
pl ay in g
pl' Od d

This year's band has had an
outstanding year, from summer
practices to the last performance
at Senior Graduation. Band director
Roger Ashcraft and returning Drum

Major Abby Daniel, Sr., led the band
to a great marching season, receiving straight 2's (a rating of Excellent)

110

"This year's solo
and ensemble
contest was a
disaster. Our marimba is really old
nd
we had to tie it
a
. to a chair to keep
rt standing. It kept
co/lapsing on me!"

at the UIL Marching Contest on Nov.
2, in Mt. Pleasant. Later in December, five students qualified for the
All-Region Clinic and two placed as
alternates. Senior Robyn Byrne and
Juniors Sarah Wood and Rachael
Eskue qualified for an Area tryout
after making the Wind En-

• ,rn defi.,ately gong to mic;c; t e Col'T"Fol't /4'1e o; be,ng

11"'

All-Re gion.
On Feb. 4, 48 students went to
North Lamar High School in Paris
to compete in the UIL Solo and En-

sembl e

at

semble contest. Twenty solos and
nine ensembles performed their chosen pieces and the band returned
home with 30 rating-1 medals. The
band traveled to Sabine High School
on April 26th to compete in the UIL
Concert and Sightreading Contest
with three musical selections and
left the next day for San Antonio
and a trip to Six Flags: Fiesta Texas.

high c;chool and

1-inowing exactly what to expect in '11"s-. Wunn.' c; clas-s- • Jaime Mulde"l") l'2th
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new experiences. The girls
made it easy for
me as Captain
with the encouragement and
support they
gave each other
throughout the
year.''
A,-andaylffJ

~.,,,.,,.

".,.,.

JWIRlERt

AND
flAG eoR
All seven of the Bonham High
School Twirlers are headed to
San Marcos in May as state
qualifiers. They have been
practicing since July in order
to be well prepared for their
UIL contest, held on Saturday
November 5th, and it paid off.
The girls took two ensembles
and six solos to contest. One

This year the Flag Corp spent
their time flagging during football
season. When their Captain Brei
Goodwin moved to Van Alstyne at
the beginning of the season, the
girls were in a bit of a pickle. Karla

ensemble consisted of the upperclassmen: Captain Cassie
Bennett, Lieutenant Annie
Baker, Sabrina Strunk, and Alex
Loftin. The second ensemble
was made up of the underclassmen: Ashley Duncan, Nicole
Lipford, and Rocio Martinez.
Both of the ensembles and Annie
Baker's solo received a rating I.

Aranday stepped up from Leiutenant and became Captain while
Robyn Byrne took over Karla's
position. The girls still tried their
hardest after Brei left and finished off with a terrific season.

"Practicing
with the line
and learning how to
have fun
have helped
me improve
drastically as a
twirler."

Nieole
pfo,-d 191

"So far, I've loved my Freshman year! It's gone by so
fast, but it was the funniest year I've had."
Kendra Rayburn, 9th

"I'm really
proud of the
girls ; everybody put forth
an effort in order to succeed
at tryouts. I'm
excited for the
whole line to
be going to
state, they really earned it."

••ndl'a
Nel'nan dezfff J

l

11t nant Anni
.k,el' CffJ

a

Part way during the year, Karla
Aranday took over as Captain of
the Flag CorR
This year, there were three new
Twirlers and four new members of
the Flag Corp.
There were two Seniors, five
(Juniors, three Sophomores, and
three Freshmen total of the Twirlers and Flaggers combined

Fre hman
Ashley Dill
waits to
perform "The
Fight Song"
while walking
off the field
after halftime
of the Roy
C1tyhome
game

Ashly
Duncan (10)
performs
to the ell
practiced
routin "You

Reall Got

"The best
thing that
happened this
year was the
fact that there
were more
Mexican Chicas. It made
it more fun
and exciting
to perform our
routines."

Anm Baker
(11) t
her baton

h1ghm
confidence
dunngone
of theperformanc to
the popular
hit
Yeah

Fust-year

lagger
Glona
Aguil (10
perfonrung
at the Van
Al tyne
home game

where th
rnors
onth
Di tricttitle

''This was my first
year to be on the
Flag Corp, and
I really enjoyed
it. I had a great
opportunity and
became Lieutenant, which gave
me responsib il-1ieufe1t a1tf
ity:'

"I brag

aoout

BHS's drive to win and the suppor t we

receive from our peers and everybo dy's parents ."
Ala Bray, 12th
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WAR DANCERS KICK
AND GROOVE

~apfa f II
Bl'iff hey

8

OW In a II

Cl ZJ

"Being Senior
Captain was a
great experience for me
because I have
gotten to know
all of the girls,
and we have
become a lot
closer. I'm going
to miss them!
Love you guys!!"

"Being Junior
Lieutenant
this year was
amazing! I
am so proud
of the girls on
the team and
1a11f
f e11fe1
what we have
N • ti ti 1e accomplished
NI f I, Ill' II with all of our
hard work!"

N

O I'

9 a

"Going to playoffs this year
was so much
fun; that will
definatel y be
something l will
II remembe r for

Codl, eyllOJ a

long time."

"Mr. folleson·s class 1,s mq favor1,te because mq daq could be
7

go1,ng !?All and as soon as I walked 1,n h1,s class fd start laugh--1,ng. I got the name "fkntstone" 1,n there because fd laugh so
hard mq feet would h1,t the ground." Heather Robertson, /Ith

"This year was
great because
we had an
awesome
captain Also,
I love performing because of
the outfits we
• f e p II a It 1e
get to wear.
They are so
cool, and they FI• It tie I's
l f f J
sparkle."

Ki1nl,e,.ly

.,.,,.1,01

Ta ylo,.
~01tlfOJ

"I enjoy having
all of my friends
on the drill team
because we get
to spend a lot of
time together! It
is just a lot of fun."

WAR
HElD

DANCER WINTER FORMll,
ON DECEMBER 11, 2005

First Row (L to R). Brittney Bowman, Stt•ph,1nie I l,rnders, lessic,1 Harll'\, Lauren Holly, Ta) lor Co .
Second Row: ,\lie,· M< Ken:1ie Kimberlv BI,1in, flilll't·arson, Le~lic C.irl, Caitlen and ·Caley \\alker.
lH)
Back Row: \.1.id.enzlt' ReC'dl'r, Bonnil' TolC'n, \-tiss Amanda l.irter,
\h,rgan Godbe,·, Kaytlin Tim !er.

The funniest momment this year was when Lauren
ally slipped and fell in the middle of the commons.
he just sat there on the ground like she had
lanned it." Mackenzie Reeder, 1 0th

"I will never
forget this year
at drill team
camp when
the hotel was
"supposedly"
on fire! We had
to evacuate the
building, and
everyone was
freaking out."

"This year has
been the most fun
I have had being
director. The girls
on the team have
been so excited
and seem to make
hard work more
fun and definitely
worthwhile. It's
been a great year!"
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of Arn el'i ea

President: Aaron McGraw (12)
Vice President: Chance Roberts (12)
Secretary: Renee Breach ( 12)
Treasurer: Rozlyn Austin (11)
Reporter: Ashley Butler ( 11)
Sentinel: Jake Parsons (10)
Student Advisor: Christi Ferguson (11)
Parlimentarian: Kelli Pettie (11)
Historian: Kayla Clark (12)
Chaplain: Josh Hasten (1 0)
Sweetheart: Morgan Hopson (11 )
Executive Committee: Caleb Coonrod (11)
and Cole Lackey (10)

*

B-To~ )
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"The best part of
being in FFA is all
the activities we
g_et to do, especially judging at
contests."

"War Garne~ wa~ the be~l. Mr. T wa~ announc ing the genior~ had won
an event even though they didn't. ~o I went up lo the pre~~ box lo lake
a picture. A~ I wa~ leaving. the entire ~ludenl body ru~hed the ~land~
lo ~tart griping hirn out and I wa~ caught in the rniddle."' Lori Warren. lit

"I will never
forget when I
got first with
my Brangus
Heifer at the
Fort Worth
Stock Show."

Gal' l'eff
Do6s o11

Myl s
Galy on CIOJ

"I decided
to join the
Bonham FFA
becaus e I
like to dea!
with animals,
and I wanted
to learn
more about
animals."

CffJ

State Fair of Texas:
Danner Duncan- Reserve Grand Champion, Myles Galyon- 4th and 7th
Rozlyn Austin- 5th place.
Fort Worth Stock Show:
Danner Duncan- Reserve Champion
Senior Heifer Calf, Myles Galyon- 1st rn
class, Cole Lackey- 3rd in class. Rozlyn
Austin- 5th in class.
Ft. Worth Calf Scramble:
Jake Parsons and Justin Nicholson$500 prize to buy a heifer.Cole Lackey,
Jared McClure, and Trey Schneider- participants.

FFA

"It was an
honor to
be chosen
as FFA
Sweeth eart
because I
was elected
by my fellow
FFA members."
f

•wee fltea l'
Nol' g a11 llops o11

CffJ

--- --- --- --- 7·

Houston Calf Scramble Participants:
Cole Lackey. Myles Galyon, Rozlyn Austin. Jared McClure, and Trey Schneider.
Houston Heifer Show Participants:
Myles Galyon, Cole Lackey, Rozlyn Austin, and Danner Duncan.

'The best time I had
this year was going
to the Fannin County
Fair because I got to
be with my friends
and help with all the
events, but of course
the best part was
showing."

1 ... ,. ...
Fo1tC fZJ

THE CLA OF 09 MAY HAVE THE BI GE T
'E f OR LAS I BH HI TORY, WHI HMA KE Organizations
REALLY TA D OUT ." MR O HU HE , 9TH
1
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"I loved
imitating
my characters and
if there
was just
one more
Krfs ffha
show!!"

J sO

r O Vt/

eas per ffe

"It took 1O weeks
of hard work
before Lost in
Yonker was
perform ed.The
crew was won1
derful and the
charac ters fit the
people , but it's
hard to remember
scripts when you
get old!"

Dir efor

CIZJ

lo sf In Vo nlc el' s

Bella

plairung to Arty and

Ja about her lea ing to get
mamed.

Grand ma 1S scoldin g Jay
for stealin g a pretzel

Bella is porting her new
outfit for Jay and Arty.

Louie instruc ting on
how to be a gang ter.

Bella is inform ing everyb ody that he
wants to have babies.

Grand ma lectun ng the
boys about life.

Eddie crying about his
mi sing toe.
"Playing the part
of my character
'Grand ma' was
the best and I
would love to do it

A" aslt a
Cody Akers, Blake Blevins R an
Cirkl , and Hannah Cirkl~
holdin g a ery "unimportant"
meeting.

• 111"

agam ...

Eaf ohlf ZJ

"l'rn exci ted abo ut grad uati ng, but also scar ed al I he
!~ i as t,
r ~ sa,n e ti,ne ! These last four ~ea rs wen1 b~ real
so FRESHMEN, n,ak e it wor th it!" Suz anne Speed, 12th
~V'\~
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"Theatre is
involving,
not to be
confused
with revolving .. which
goes round
Bfalee
and round. I
enjoyed be- 8fet1i1ts lfZl
ing in theatre
this year."

ick Frazier performed during intermission and blew the
crowd away with amazement.

di,a,na

lights
eui,faihs
aefion
()

Lost in Yonkers was performed
Nov. 1O, 12, 13 in the auditorium by the
Main Street Players. Admission was $5 for
adults and $3 for children.
The cast included:
Arty- Carl Simonsen
Jay-Cody Akers

,,.
111tfc lffJ

"I loved being
in S.N.L. It
was so fun to
play different
roles in front
of a crowd."

Eddie- Cole Benton
Bella- Christina Caspersite
Grandma- Akasha Eaton
Louie- Jason Brown
Aunt Gert- Vicky Booe

Saturday Night Live
was another newly organized by the drama
students to showcase
their acting skills. It
was held at the auditorium in December
and again in April.
They also sponsored
Star Search in February.

Sound Soared Operator-Chris Youngman
Light Board Operater- Sean Austin

"It's been disappointing in high school because you
realize that some of your best friends turn out l:o
not be who you thought:." Amina Chaghani 9th

Organizations
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Bonnie
TofenlffJ

because it 's
my passion
to sing. I have
been singing
in high school
for 3 years
now and have
learned to not
be as nervous
in front of

ehoii,
eho~ale
and

~ Pi an
Butler

II

Kimberly Blain

Katia Caylor

II

Taylor Cox

II

Jasmin Cruz

II

Stacie Pettie

II

Chelsea Read

II

Ashley Spencer
Heather Robertson

II

Bonnie Toten

Ashley Slayter
Patrick Kemp

II

Ciara Vinson

II

Keynan Jones

II

Jana Wiggins

II

Jamarce Palmer

II
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'.'I like being
1n Chorale
because it
has taught
our group
how to work
and sing
together as
a unit."

~iaP

t'lnson lffJ

'The funniest thing this year by far was when Ricky
Perdue ran into the pole on the practice field and
knocked his teeth out." Jose Arguello~ 1 Dth

"The reason
I am in Piano
is because
I can't do
anything else
musically. But
while I have
been in here I
have learned
how to play a
lot of different FI
songs."

Ashley
nel'ylffJ

Taylol'
~01tllOJ

"I love to
sing; it's
so much
fun. I have
learned how
to sing and
sightread
a whole fot
better since I
have been in
Chorale this
year."

Chorale is statebound this year afte~
receiving a I rating at UIL competition.
Jhere may be a Piano 2 class next year
1f the progression in music continues.
Choir and Chorale classes have excelled
musically this year and are at their height
from previous years.
Chorale students purchased new
uniforms to wear for contests and
performances.

"Choir is
so much
fun! I really
enjoyed participating in
an ensemble
with 5 other
girls tor UIL."

"•''•

~- ylol' 1111

"The funniest thing that happened this year was
when Jimmy Allred was caught with a cheat
sheet in Mrs. Carter's class and told her he
Organizations
found it on the floor." Ethan Gentry, 10th Choir/Chorale/Piano 49

"Student
Council
here is a
lot different
from Junior
High Studen t
Council. At
L.H . Rather I
was Treasurer/Secretary and
here I'm "Just
in" Student
Council."

As a member of
student council
I got to help with many
fundraisers. The most
memorable experience
was helping decorate
for the winter formal. "
'

A1nl11a
e1tag ha11 1
191

,..... JEIIII MAUINE organizing
her carnatio ns for delivery on
Valentine's Day.

"We didn 't really hold many
fundraisers for
the sophomore
class, but I
hope we can
organize things
next year in
order to have a
great prom."

'

-Chris tina Brannum (9)

Riek y
p rd11 CIOJ

"Being on student
council my senior
year has been on~
of the most expen·
ences that has
me build
helped
A It a• ft a

a f O II ff zJ

leadership skills

"Our school and town have so rr1uch pride , and the
garn es are filled with so 1r1uch ener g~! l'tn sure
~~ that 's wh~ the gu~s did so well this ~ear ."
50
Alie~ McKenzie, 10th

"I was
responsible
for
taking up
the money
at the
Winter
.Je1111ff el'
Formal."
Da11 fs

lfZJ

Da1tei11g
•
•

s, ng ,n g
flo w el 's

f----shi~f s

I

It

' " ihSO h

"One of the most
memorable times
I had this year as
a membe r of student council was
getting to deliver
all the carnations
that I had sold."

lfZJ

"(he 5enior5 are all tight,, not in i50/ating little
Organizations
roup5 from each other:' /Janie/ l-ipford,, 12th
Student Council 51

Rozly11
Ausfi11

This 1s my first
year to be m PAL,
and 1t s been exciting. I love tutoring the little kids,
even when they're
not at their best.
I learned how to
keep my composure from being
around them."

1111

Peei ,
Assis fan~
leade, -ship

Becoming a PAL is simple, all you've gotta do 1s care. PALs
are nominated by teachers and students to part1c1pate m the
PAL program by their citizenship, attitudes, and how they
present themselves. PAL candidates must be Juniors and
Seniors because having transportation to other schools is
a must. PALs must show responsibility to mentor younger
students and to come back to school for fifth period. PALs
this year included the following students: Rozlyn Austin, Zack
Barton, Kristina Caspente, Akasha Eaton, Sandra Hernandez,
Casey Hill, Dani Hilger, Tessie Holland, Jered Hudson, Jeffri
Malone, Levi Patton, Luke Rattan, Tyler Rattan, Suzanne
Speed, D.J. Stewart, Aaron Wallace, and Rachel Washington.

52

~Tuesdays are the
best because our
PACs for that day
are well "trained"
If we tell them to ·
"stop" they drop
everything and sit
~own This helps at
times and they actually like it."

Lule

R ff

II

lllJ

"The Freshmen are a pretty close group
of students , and all of us have a great
potentia l to go far 1n life without
making dumb decision s-" Kati Moses, 9tr

"Having a
PAL is a big
responsibility; you have
to help children with any
problems they
have in school.
It's been fun
so far, and I
hope that my N
PAL learned
something ."

t ndl'a
l'h nd z
[ff]

Tylel'

Raffa n
1111

"It was fun
being in
PAL and
getting a
free period to get
away from
school. I
got to do
other things
besides
homework ."

Class was fourth period each
day with Mrs. Sewell.

PALEES were at I.W. Evans
Elementary and Finley-Oates.

PALS return each day just
before lunch to return to their
next classes.

"Being in PA
this year was
really fun.
Our PALEES
were the best
kids anybody
could ask for,
and so much
fun to tutor."

.lef f ,,,
,.,.,.... 1,,1

"Our Fresh men class is the group that is
going to win State in football our Senio r
year." Jacob Chris tian, 9th

Organizations
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' One thing I
know I'm going
to remember is when
Daniel has hrs
political views .
He shares
them and most
of the time we
don't agree,
but he stands
his ground and
loves to make
the class into a
debate team ."

Edif "
tal' h
Woo dlff1

Heat het'
Walf ce,CffJ

"This will be my
fourth year tc
be on the yearbook staff: three
years in high
school and one
in junior high
Being an editor
this year makes
it really hectic.
but I love the
challenge."

Two yearbook classes with 22
students combined .
Switched to lnDes,gn CS2 Software and had to wait until January
to get started on the computers.
Only 3 returning members from
last year's staff.
Oreos and Milk were the comfort
food when times were rough or
slow.

"Yearbook is fun
and I make a lot
of friends, and
even though n
takes a lot of hard
work, it all pat

DI'• w
·•fel t [ffJ

off in the end

"[ THIN K I WILL MIS HAV ING SOM ETHI NG TO DO
WHE N l LEAVE BHS. IN COLLEGE , 1 WILL END UP SLEE f
ING IN , AND I HATE THAT. CA IE BENN ETT, 12TH
11
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"I like
having a
say about
what goes
in the
yearbook.
It's cool
to be able
.Jessiea
to create
something
Hal'ley CIIJ
that people
will keep forever."

laughs,
Deadlines, and
a lot 0£ Woi,k

inRoom234

"At my old school /
was in newspaper
and photography,
so when I moved
here I got in yearbook. One of my
few prob/ems is
not knowing how
to place photos."

That'sthisyear'syearbook
theme. It is to show pride that
you are a winner and supporter of Bonham Warriors.
Lori Warren, Sarah Wood, Callie Caylor,
and Mrs. Caylor went to a
workshop over the summer and came up with
the design for the cover.
This year, yearbooks sold
for $45, and students had an
opportunity to get personalizations for 5 dollars each.
Making the yearbook this
year is Sarah Wood, Lori

Warren, Drew Reich,
Jessica Harley, Daniel
Lipford, Heather Walker,
Jessica Garza, Ashley
Duncan, Ryan Nichols,
Brittney Parr, Coty Schneider, Amina Chaghani,
Chelsea Read, Beth
Johnson, Callie Caylor,
Kendra Rayburn, Kelsey
Weissert, April Edwards,
Lily Case, Christina Brannum, Brandy Nichols,
Brittney Brakebill, and
advisor Donna Caylor.

"The best thing about high school has been the f act
t hat everyone includes everybody else i11 every stupU
thing we e,10." Brittney Taylor, 1 2th
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enior Ca ey Hill
takes his turn
kissing the BiDi trict Championship Gold Ball
as Coach Bret
Willis hold it.
The last bi-district title was 14
years ago when
Coach Willis was
a Purple Warrior and stood
holding a gold
ball as a player.
Every Var ity
football player
wa proud of the
accomplishment
of winning the
title of District
Champions, but
being given the
Bi-District title
wa a great
accomplishment.

WAS SCORING 23 POINTS
IN ONE BASKETBALL GAME."
Shalamar Traylor, 9th
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Tomah awk, Warham ,
and Varsity football
players led the crowd
at the Downto wn pep
Rally held on Sept. 21.
Thi wa an old tradidtion that was revived
for homeco ming.

Be Stron
olan Ashmo re is preented the new ign
that will rename the
road betwee n the school
and footbal l field as
olan Ashmo re Way.
Katie
ix (12) is crowne d
footbal l sweeth eart at
the Royse City game.
Thi was the econd year
in a row for Katie to
receive thi honor. Other
nomine es were Stacia
Montgo mery and Jenna
Lappin , both Seniors .

The Bonha m Warrio r were
presen ted a blow up Warto run out f
rior headd r
befor each game and after
halftime. The Warrio r were
on of the only t am to not
have on , but thi
they began to run out of the
headd ress in tead of th
t epe .

Sports
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Zack Barton
( 11) assists in
hanging the
Texas flag on
the flag pole
with Principal
Glynn Walker at
See You at the
Pole .

Chris
Brown
(10) plays
the guitar
while Jeffri
Malone
(11) sings
along at
See You at
the Pole.

Singing praise and
worship songs bright
and early at See You At
The Pole

Supporting FCA, basketball players
Ryan Cirkles (12) and Zack Green
(12) take time off from the court to
attend a meeting.
FCA members listen to the peaker
after playing basketball at a
\1.onday night meeting.

Zack Barton
(11) and his
little brother
checking out
some scores
in the locker

The brisket supper was a good
fundraiser for the
FCA this year
Callie Caylor and
J. Tucker take
tickets at the
door
Big Brothers during the playoff pep
rally show the,r
little brothers how
to do the Warham
cheer motions.

Top Right: After playing a little
basketball, Zack Barton and Holli
Tedder list n to the speaker of the
night, FCAlcader Jeffri \1alone (11 ).
Bottom Left: Juniors Jon Heredia
and Daniel Wilson along with
their little brothers hold pinkies at
a home game for the school song.
Middle: Sec You at the Pole was
a big hit thi year. Getting up at
se\·en in the morning was not a
hard thing to do for devotion.

Top Right: At the play-off pep
rally the little brothers came to
encourage their big brothers .
Bottom Right: The FCA officers
work their brisket dinner to
raise money to attend summer
camp. They made about 700.

m gonra m1,, my tnend,, T'elabor,h p,, being able to ,ee eveT'yone each day, an
beirg .UT'T'Ounded by people who 've gT'own up w th and who know me and
T'ely on" Stacia MontgomeT'y, l'2th

can

Jessica Walker (12) serves tea to
guests at the brisket dinner. Josh
Holly (9) gets ready to be waited
on by Jessica and the other officers
of FCA. They were raising money
for a leadership camp in Oklahoma.

Little Brothers come to pep rallies
and games to spend time with
their big brothers, looking up
to them, and dreaming of a day
when they co uld be like them.

FCALeaders not shown in picture
below: Juniors Zack Barton and
Drew Reich. The officers met on
Monday nights at the field house
from 7-8 p.m. with Coach Brett
Willis to organize the meetings.
Members met in the gym to play
games and listen to speakers. They
tried to meet during lunches and
serve nachos, but it was against
the rules to serve other food in
competition with the cafeteria.
Having fun before See You At The
Pole, which started at 7:15 a.m.
They sang p ra ise songs and then
he ld hands and prayed around
the flag pole at this yearly e\·ent.

FCA LeaderJi

FCA Leaders
Zack Barton (11)

"Being nn FCA lender
is all about being a
good example for other
people."

Jeffri Malon e (11)

Zack Green (12)

"One thing that I will
remember about FCA
when I am old is that
God will continue to
bless, make FCA grow,
and change lives."

"It was a great feeling
to see God's presence around the flag
pole, where students
and teachers gather
together."

First Row (L toR): Rae Lynn Mcfarlin, Callie

Caylor, Jeffri Malone.
Back Row: Jessica Walker, Zack Green,
Tucker.

Renee Breach (12)
"ft was awesome to

watch my little sister
look up to me. She was
sornte."

Jon Heredia (11)

"My little brother was
cool. He came to every
ho111e ga111e to watch me
piny."

J.

Jenna Lappin (12)

"My little sister played
volleyball herself She
was fun to talk to,
always had something
funny to say."

The Little Brothers really look up to their
Big Brothers. Levi Patton (12) is h aving
a talk with some of the little brothers
at L.H. Rather junior high about keeping up their grades and being leaders.

7 dfJn t 6ra1 a6fJuf m!f tehfJfJ/, .l lr!f f fJ avfJtd
fetttnJ jJefJjJte .leven j fJ /2,ere.1"
Organizations
MeJan RfJdrtjuez, iOf/2,
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The Tomahawks and
Cheerlead- · •
crs huddle
together as the
band plays "Tequila" at
the Rovse ity game.

Warham
Chris Jones
(10) makes
his way
around the
gym during his dance in
the Sanger Pep Rally.

Warham Chris Jones (10)
midcourt in the Yan
Alstyne Pep Ra ll y wit h
th e tra diti o na l toe- to uch .

Fre hmenJake Stephensand
Sla tyr Hunnicutt, stand will
end-of-the-season Warham
Jake Caylor (9) at the Em
ory Rain playoff pep rall)

A Few Sophomores Give Their Take
On An Outstanding Season

First Row (L to R): Dustin Stewart, Jake Caylor, Chris Jones,
Myran Roundtree, Slatyr Hunnicutt. Back Row: Jake Stephens, Ricky Perdue (Head), Ethan Porter, Rvan ichols.
Not Pictured: Josh Lawson.
'

Ethan Porter, 10th

Ryan

ichols, 10th

"One th111g about this "The await games were
year that I will re111emthe best because ll'L'
ber is being able to hang always got to eat before
out with the cheerlead- the games and ride 011
ers at the pep rallies and the cheerleader b11s."
games.

Ricky Perdue, 10th

''The funniest thing
that happened this year
was at the Whitesboro
game when I caught a
pass in a megaphone."

It Was A Year To Remember For The
Warham and Tomahawks

Josh Lawson, 9th

Jo h Lawson (9) and Dustin Stewart (9) take
a breather with Suzanne Speed (12) and Jeffri
Ma lone (11) while watch ing one of the skits
performed during the Halloween pep rally.
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"D1m11g the playoff
game whm I was
War/iam, I got kind
of scared that when I
threw the tomahawk I
would miss."

Chris Jones, 10th

"Bc111g the Warham t/11s
ycnr was better than
being a Tomahawk last
year becua,e I was able
to be more i1woli>ed in
the ga111es."

"The playoff gam
were a lot 111ore excit
than the regular bcca
there was m11ch mor
energy and noise.fro
the stands."

"Everyone is united at our school; all support the
teams and the players. I brag about that and our
accomplishments we get here in Bonham."
Aaron Clifton, 11th

The Tomahawks back up the
cheerleaders on the Square at the
dov,;ntown pep rally on September
21 , during Homecoming Week

ahawks Dustin
Stewart, Myran
Roundtree, and
Slatyr Hunnicutt
look on during
the game at
Mequite Memorial Stadium on
November 18.

at the Emory
Rains pep rally.

Freshmen
Dustin
Stewart
and Jake

Cay Io r
watch the
action from
the track at
the PottsboroGame
on September 23.

---~II.:,

The Freshman section of the gym goes
wild during the Dallas- Rooseve II pep
rally with help from
the Tomahawks.

Left: Tomahawks and Warham watch the action from the
sidelines at the Whitesboro
game while the cheerleaders
perform a tun ton September 14.

Center: The mood is tense at Wy-

lie Pirate Stadium in the fourth
quarter of the Dallas-Roose\"elt
playoff game on ovember 11.

hris Jone
Right: Warham
(10) hangs out in the gym
after the Royse City pep rally.

"f,{le are ver/1 arltfettc af BHS. .HJ tl ?J fan ftJ watch tJ!II teamJ
Jtttcceed .l6ra; a6titt! tJ!tr afftft/Jde, 6ecaaJe t/111/t/ee man/j tiflter
Sports
fttg,/2 JC/2titi/J we (Jrtitnt tit/JrJetve1 tn a vtr!f ctaif!J wafj,., whether
Tomahawks 61
t!'J, tn Jj)tirtf tJr tither U.ll eventJ;, Mtirjan HtijJJtin, 11th
H

VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
Cheering on a

football team never seemed so easy.
follow teams to playoffs and beyond.
Varsity
squad learned
plenty of new
cheers this
year to help
motivate the
football players and fans.

The girls
performed
to Jessica
Simpson's
"These
Boots Are
Made For
Walk1n"'
at
the
Cowboy
pep rally.

r Hunt (11)
rms to the
ol Song behome game.

The girls perform to
the "Hey Song" during
the Downtown pep
rally on September 21st.
The squad cheers to
"Stomp Clap" at the
first playoff pep rally
against Dallas-Rao evelt on ovember 11.

Lora Dyson
(11) does a
back flip during a cheer at
a pep rally.

At the Crazy
pep rally, the
girls dressed
in football jerseys and crazy
outfits and performed to a mix.

Left: The Varsity squad

got really close this year.
(Top, Clockwise): Suzanne
Speed (12), Jani Taylor (12),
Lora Dy on (11), RaeLynn
Mcfarlin (12), Heather Hunt
(11),CaitlinButler(12), Tiffany
Gunn (11), Jeanie Sanderson
(12), and Jeffri Malone (11).
Top Right: The girls, led by
Senior Captains Suzanne
Speed and RaeLynn Mcfarlin, cheer for the Warriors
at an away basketball game.
Bottom Right: Seniors
Jeanie Sanderson and
Jani Taylor cheer for the
guys at a home game.

"Nost ofthe Fl'eshmah elass is l'eally elose. Havihg a elass thaf
khows ahd eal'es about eaeh othel' so mueh is l'eally speeial."
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Ashley Leeks, 9th

Cheering to "Le t's Go,"
the girls pump up the fans
a t a home foo tball game
against the Quilan Panthers.

Caitlin Butler (12) and
Lora Dyson (11) perform
to "Stilletos" at the first
pep rall y of the season.

During half time of a
basketb all away game,
the squad cheers on the
team and th e crowd.

Suzanne Speed, 12th

Lora D yson, 11th

Jeffri Malone, 11th

"At camp, we had
to learn new cheers,
dances, and routines .
We also had to work
on being more spirted.
This year was a good
year for 11s; we really came together as a
sq11ad."

"The most embarrassing thing this
year was when me
and Tiffany had to
dance to "Footloose" by ourselves
at the Decades pep
rally."

"We had a great
year cheering for
the football g11ys.
Having the chance
to cheer 011 s11ch
a s11ccessful team
was j11st amazing."

Tiffany Gunn, 11th

Heather Hunt, 11th

Rae LynnMcFarlin,12th

"Something funny
always happened
d11ring practice. We
were always la11ghing at something."

"The f1111niest from
thing this year by far
wo11ld definitely be
when we were on 011r
way back from camp
and Jeanie mooned the
Fed-Ex g11ys. That 's
something I will
always remember."

"O11r squad this year
was a great gro11p to
the end year with.
We were always having fun and being
goofi;. I will never
forget Mrs . H11nni's
face after Jeanie
mooned the Fed-Ex
guys!"

Firs t R ow (L t o R ) : Jeffri Malone , Rae Ly nn

Mcfarlin , Su z anne Spe e d, Lora D y s o n.
B ack Row: Jeanie Sanderson , Jani Ta y l o r,
Tiffan y Gunn , Caitlin Butler, Heath e r Hunt.

Juniors Tiffany Gunn and
Lora Dyson performed at the
Decades pep rally to "Footloose." The pop and step
move was difficult for all of
the cheerleaders to perform,
so Tiffany and Lora had to
dance to it by themselves
in the middle of the gym
floor in front of everyone.

The girls went to a ton of
basketball games this year
to cheer on the guys. Here
they are at an away game.

'1he best memorv for me has been mixing with different grades and finding common interests with comSports
plete strangers." Nicole Lipford, 9th
Var. Cheer 63

Melaina Collins, 10th

Kristina Gunn, 9th

1 rt,11/y liktd l,,w111g 12

"Dare of the night" is one thing that the cheerleaders did at eYcry game this past \Car just to
add a little fun.
bovc arc just some of the girls
watching and waiting to do one of the dares.

r/us lftllr a•as a filth
c/1ecrh•aders //,is 11car
wemt 11•111•11 11•efirst
011 th£' ,quad. We were
starlt•d out beu111se
a/,/e to do more t/1111g,
I didn't rea/111 know
becau ewe /,ad 111on•
almut tl1efresli111t'II 1111d
pmplc Also, l,m•i11g
sopl,omores 111ixi11g,
fre,:;l1111e11 011 f/,e squad but I liked it altl,ougi, it
was 1;rl'11I because rt•e all 11'11, difJ,.,.c11t f/,1111 wJ,at
gal c/o,cr."
l was n:pecti11g."

Hannah Cirkles, 10th

Jana Wiggin s, 9th

"TJ,e 011c f/,i11g tlznt 1
''T!,is b,•i11g f/,cfirs/
will alzmy, re111e111l1cr
lft'ar I've cl,ecred in
about f/,e past cl,eeri,igh scl,ool, I did11 't
lead1111; season was at rmlly know 111ucl, about
f/,e Co111111 u11it 11 baskct- /1,e cheers. I ll'llmed a
11111/ game wl,e11 a player lot, and //,is 1/l'llr is Olll'
from f/,e other team ra11 //,at will fi,;evcr be 111
111/0 Kristina Gunn and
111.lf 1111'1/IOYll'S."
slid !,er chair across f/,e
81/111 floor."

Jessica Blain, 10th

Wit!, tin squad 1;vm
from 8 to 12 clzeerlca,
er~, ii \!dl t.• "" more
people to do more
adm11mt f/,i11gs lzlce
s/1111/s, cheers, and
dances. So yea!,, whc
wouldn't like l,m•i11
1

lll()rt• 1 "

Rikki Reedy, 9th

"At ti,e Co111111unilll /\
footl>al/ game, the SIii/
were down at halfti111l
and came back ll'itl, a
n11111zi11g ll'lll. Timi
would l111z,e to be 111y
most 111,·111orablc
1110111ent //,is year"

Lauren Rater, 10th

Front Ro\v (L to R): Hannah Cirkles, Holli
Tedder, Logan Cunningha m, Melaina Collins.
Middle Row: Jessica Blain, kye Durst, Brittney Parr.
Back
Row :
Rikki
Reedy,
Jana
Wiggins , Kristina Gunn, l aurcn Rater.
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011£ of /1,e fumm I
things //,a/ happened
!hi yt·ar rm 11I a V1111
Alstyne game. We U'e11t
out 011 the field for
/zalfti111e to do a dance,
a11d wl,en we got out
//,ere, f/,e 111u~ic wa
ten times slower than 1/
wa,. uppo ed to be "

"Dum1s each football
game 11'£' did a "dare of
the 11i1;!,t," wl,hl, were
stupid thing, we did
just to J,az•e a little fi111
One of f/,e dare~ was to
get out in front of t!,c
cro11•d mid do II little
cl,1111I inspired by Ryan
Cirkb. We all got out
//,ere mid did it, 1111d it
was SOfu11 1111."

l"/u• f1111111,·st tlzm
that happc11ed t/zis 1/l'
was rz•/zc11 WC' would
out //,ere to do cheer
amt 110 0111• real/!/ kne.
f/,c111. We all fdi rca/1
dumb at first, /,11 / a/it
1'7.>erybodl/ sot to kno
our cheers, tl1111gs ll'CT
more s111ootlzly."

'Tfte ctaJJt ttf 2001 tf f(JtCiat decattle we It ave Htcft a jifred ctaJJ.
Ule ftavt a reatt;; atfttelic and hnart ctaJf, and ever// tJnt in it!tat a
detire !tJ dtJ ftJme!htttj mttre wtlft !ltetr ttl/tf. "Jtf/rt MattJnt, 111/2

From two eight-member squads to one combined squad of 12, freshmen and sophomores become one as they cheer for both teams.
fhe JV cheerleaders cheered at each Freshman and JV
•ame at home and out of town during the football eason
,fter the JV and Freshmen squads combined as one.

Freshmen Holli
Tedder, Skye
Durst, and Rikki
Reedy chant"Go

The girls
took this
c h e e r
ca I I e d
"Cheer to
be Heard"
to camp
over the

the Warriors.
Dancing at halftime of
a freshman game, the
squad does a routine
that has been passed
down from year to year.

1
!~d:a~n:~
third place.
the Southern Star Camp,
the squad spent
four days learning to improve
things such
as cheers and
squad bonding.

Cheering on
the Warriors
with a cheer
they learned
at camp over
the summer.

"Win tonight!" is one
of the most popular
cheers with Warrior fans.

Left: During the fourth quarter of the JV game in Van
Alstyne, the girls throw a
"Pretty Girl" in their routine.
Middle: The JV cheerleaders
do one of their most advanced
stunts they learned at camp
over the summer. The girls
performed this at the Homecoming pep rally with the
help of a few Varsity girl .
Right: Hannah Cirkle (10)
is held up in a difficult
stunt. Many hours were
put into perfecting this one
part of the girl ' routine.

uup,yue.d by all of Hu dijforffl± ddl-wM JO-U could cJumu
to 6-e iAt wften I 3rrt- to BHs." Caley wal,,k,er; 9tk
"[ WM
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VARSITY VOLLEYBALL
By keeping the tradition alive, the Lady Warriors show they represent
B-Town well by going to the playoffs five years in a row led by Coach Hill!!
Jenna Lappin
(12) showed
no mercy
when she went
up to the net in
either right or
centerposition.

Kirstin
Sanders
(11) was
the new
defensive
specialist,
which enabled her
to go in
and out of
the game
without us-

Heather Hunt (11)
was the main setter for varsity along
with Erin Buck (11 ).
Coach Hill is
pumped with
excitement
while the ladies
are winning their
game against
Eustace during
the playoffs on
• November 11.

gestservers, but_.,.,.,.,,,.
played a major
role as a digger.

Dee Burton (11) had great
hands this year by making
plenty of blocks. Thi is her
ccond year to be on Var ity.
Bridgette Hubbard (12)
faces off against a Princeton defender. She did so
well this season that she

Dee Burton (11) fought -iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
hard against Royse City
to earn the win. The Lady
Bulldogs beat our girls during the first round, but the
Lady Warriors came back
and beat them in the end.

Top Left: Kirstin Sanders (11) i
in coverage in case Jenna's hit
is blocked by the opponent.Bottom Left: Heather Hunt (11) was
always hyped up. After every
point earned; he was usually the
first one to yell for her teammates.
Middle: The girls always
said something inspirational
before every game, letting each
other know that they can win.
Top Right: Jenna Lappin (12)
and Tiffany Gunn (11) were
unstoppable when they both
went up for a double block.
Bottom Right: Kassi Bowen (12)
was a powerful right side hitter
and blocker throughout the year.

•• THE

one THlnG

I

WILL RememBER ABOUT BHS

IS THE SCHOOL SPIRIT THAT IS PRESEnT 1n
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EVERY SPORT. " CAITLln BUTLER, 12TH

Kristen Ca ta lane (11) had
power behind her kills. She's
very dedicated to volleyball,
going to Club Volleyball in
Dallas during basketball
season to stay in shape .

As Jenna Lappin (12)
goes up for the kill, Kristen Catalane (11) stands
back and covers her
hitter incase the opponent blocks Jenna's ball.

Varsity Scores
Van Alstyne
Farmersville
Community
Royse City
Princeton
Van Alstyne
Farmersville
Community
Royse City
Princeton
Eustace
Emory Rains
Gilmer

Tiffany Gunn (11) was huge as
amiddle blocker and hitter. She
ran many quick hits that the other teams could not touch. Tiffany had many blocks this year,
which kept getting us plenty
of points to win the game.

Heather Hunt, 11th

"This year the tea111
seemed a lot 111ore
together. We laughed a
lot and were all really
close. I don 't know what
we're going to do next
year without all of our
seniors!"

Renee Breach, 12th

Lora Dyson, 11th

Tiffany Gunn, 11th

"Defense and serves
are the most i111portant
things you need to win.
lfyou don 't have a
good serve receive, you
cannot run plays. Even
though the team doesn 't
hang out together all
the time, we know
we can count on each
other."

"The practices this year
were long and hard. We
warmed up, did various
drills with passing, hitting, serve receive, and
went over new plays.
Even though the practices seemed long, our
coaches and teammates
made everything fun. "

Kristen Catalane, 11th

"It was a lot of hard
"D11ri11g the playoff
work to try to get plays
games, you have to
concentrate hard on the with short sets down,
hitters. There's a lot of but we practiced them
pressure being a digger for hours and it paid off
during the playoffs.
because your
Every time we ran
teammates expect you
them, we got kills."
to dig everything up."

25 - 23,
25 - 11,
25 - 06,
17 - 25,
25 - 15,
25 - 16,
25 - 10,
25 - 18,
25 - 22,
25 - 16,
25 - 12,
25 - 22,
17-25,

26 - 24,
25 - 17,
25 - 10,
25 - 22,
25 - 10,
25 - 08,
25 - 16,
25 - 05,
22 - 25,
25 - 22,
20- 25,
25 - 20,
17-25,

25-10
25 -11
25 -16
25 - 27, 19 - 25
25 -16
25 - 23
25-19
25- 5
25 -18, 25 -12
25 -11
25 -12, 25 -11
25 -19
20-25

First Row (L to R): Kirstin Sanders, Lora Dyson.
Second Row: Heather Hunt, Renee Breach, Erin Buck.
Back Row: Dee Burton, Bridgette Hubbard, Kristen Cata lane, Coach
Robyn Hill, Tiffany Gunn, Jenna Lappin, Kassi Bowen.

Erin Buck, 11th

"Being on varsity this
year was a great new
experience. The whole
pace of the game was a
lot faster, which means
you have to be quicker
at reading the hits and
sets."

The ladies celebrate their defeat
over Emory Rains on November 8,
at the first regional game. They were
defeated by Emory at the beginning
of the year, but ca me back with a
win to ad\·ance in the playoffs.

"'I'be funniest tbing tbat happened was wben ~ {r. Jack
fell in tbe hallway because we bad a big discussion in
class about it after it happened. "(be/sea 'Rf!!d, 10th

Tiffany Gunn (11) and Kassi
Bowen (12) were big hits
when it came to double
blocking opponents' spikes.
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"It was tons of -

fun to coach
such a hardworking team.
They pulled off second
in district and I was
YCry proud."Coach
ourtncy Stapp

Junior Varsity
Van Al tyne W IA
Farmer ville W 25-16 25-18
Commu n ity W 25-15 25-19
Princeton
W 25-20 25-17
Roy e Ci ty L 18-25 14-25
Van Al tyne W 25-18 25-12
Farm erville W 25-20 26-24
Community W 28-26 25-14
Princeton
W 25-20 25-23
Roy e City L 16-25 14-25
District Record 8-2
2nd PLACE

"The season
went very
\,\ell. The
girls put out
a great deal of effort and
it paid off when they
won district." Coach
Cheryl Sharkey

Right- I leather Walker (11) and
Talya Gibson (11) were two of the
key defensi\·e players for JV this
year. Also with Heather's killer
ser\"t.>s, they caught up to win many
games!

Freshmen
Van Alstyne
Farmersville
Royse City
Princeton
Farmserville
Royse City
Community
Community
Princeton
Van Alstyne

W 25-19 25-20

Left- Rikki Reedy (9) goes up
a big hit against Princeton. TI
freshmen defeated the Panth

W 25-18 25-20

L 25-15 26-28
W 25-20 25-23
W 25-21 25-17
W
NIA
W
NIA
W
NIA
W
NIA
W
NIA

District Record
1st PLACE

Junior Varsity Says ...

9-1

"

LU\

Elizabeth Bursell(lO)

Stephanie Quirk(ll)

"Hav111g Coach Stapp
//1is ye11r w11s awesome!
S/11' taught us more
t/1111g, than we thought
possible. "

"Our season went very
well this year. We had
many ups and downs,
ln111"(hler and tears. 1
loPCd t"l!cry 111in11te
ofii "

Freshmen Team- Top: Abigail Arfman, Rikki Reedy, J,ma \.\'iggi ns,
Coach Sharkey, Kristina Gunn, Amber White, Krbten fox Middle:
Kati Moses, Ashley Leeks, Maria Landeros, Ashley Verner, April Hunt,
Alyssil Torress, Caley Walker Bottom: Callie Caylor, Holli Tedder,Skye
Durst, Kelsie Winniford, Logan Cunningham, Caitlen Walker

Junior Varsity Team-Top: Steph,rnie Quirk 2nd Row-A ndrea Bray,
Lauren Rater,Ashle) Lawrence, Coach Stapp, Courtney Hubbard,
Amber Taylor, Elizabeth Bursell 3rd Row: Heather Walker, Talya
,ibson, Melaina Collins, I indsey Hilger, Dana Althof Bottom:
Jessica Du Vall, Heather Cleaver, Jessica Blain, Mega n Deas

Lauren Rater(lO)

"Overall it was a111a:
ing how we all ca111e
together as a tea 111. l'\e
learned a lot about char
acta and respect for
others and yourself.

Freshmen Say
•••

Kristina Gunn

Logan Cunningham

"O11r team was really
strong this year. Coach
Sharkey coming in
rms great. She really
brought us up with her
mthusiasm."

"T/11s 11ear was great!
W111ning district made
it t>i•e11 ,wecter. We all
bonded well too."

"My fal!orile thin
about volleyball is~•
ting to be 111ysclj. l
to net crazy and du
with a bunch ofJun
girls."

'This yea,-, all the f,-eshmen played oh the same team anti
if was so mu~h mo,-e fuh than ''A- team"Ot' "&-Team.'' It wa1
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··o u,-Team·· this yea,-:· Mat'ia lande,-os, 9th

V

TAKES

SECOND

IN

DISTRIC

THEIR
WHILE FRESHMEN DEFEND
TITLE AND WIN DISTRICT AGAIN

Jessica Blain {10) knocks the ball
over the Lady Warrior net for
another point. The JV only lost
one game on their home court
this year.
The JV team does their "Smack
Down" victory chant at a home
game against Van Alstyne.

Elizabeth B
sell (10) an
Dana Althof
(11) jump high
for a Lady Warrior block.

LeftLauren
Rater(10)
slams
the ball
down on
the Van
Alstyne
Panthers.

Crystal Ibarra (9)
receives a serve at
a Emory Rains tournament held August
12th ..
Melaina
Collins (10)
digs up a hit
at a Com-

Ashley Leeks
(9) and Kristina
Gunn (9) congratulate each
other after a
great play.

The freshman
team meets
with Coach
Stapp at a
tournament
to find out the
game plan.

Top Left- The JV team gathers
in the middle of a court after an
awesome victory the over the
ommunity Braves.
Bottom Left- Kristen Fox (9) sets
a high back ,et for the Lady Warrior spikers!
Middle- The freshmen finished
the season with ad istrict championship. They only lost one game
in district play.
Top Right- shlcy Leek (9)
comes down on top of the ball
after a powerful set from Kristina
Gunn(9).
Bottom Right- tcphanie Quirk
(11) sets it high for Andrea Bray
(10) to make the attack!

'In Bomam, everyone might not always get along,
t on the court and field we will always be one big
y family no matter what." Stephanie Quirk, 11th
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Jared Hudson
( 12) pitches
the ball behind
Seniors
Dustin
Flanery ,
Jackie
Keith, and
Ben Swindell in front
of the Bonham crowd
in Sanger.

D.J. tewart (12) looks for an
opening as he runs around the
end. D.J. won the award for
MVP of the district, and Ailtate Honorable Mention.

lowout.
Millard
s at the
oro quar-

Kipp Grace(11)
pounds the ball
through the middle In the Warriors'

congratulates
the team after
the Royse City
game on their
fourth straight
victory.

oach Lanny Pettit is shown
with his offensive line which
included five all-district selections. Coach Pettit brought
spirit, and experience to
the Bonham coachin staff.

David Groseclose (12)
records one of his 178
tackles. He received
the honor of Defensive
MVP for District 93A. He also received
All-State

Top Left Cody Lawrence
(12) high-steps a Quinlan defender. Cod~ led the team in
rushing with O\·er 800 yards.
Bottom Left; Josh Keith (11) runs
around the end with Kipp Grace
(11) as the lead blocker. Josh was
injured midway through the
sea on. He was still a major contributor to the Warrior offense and
defen..,e during non-district play.
Center: The team rallies around
coach Mcfarlin in the Warrior~,'playofhictol} against Roose\"elt 13-12.
Top Right: Le,·i Patton(l 2)scamper...
mto the end zone foroneof the Warriors' many defensive touchdowns.
Bottom Right: Quarterback Jon Heredia (11)drops back to pass against
Van Alstyne. Jon received first team
all-district honors for District9-3A.

n
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''The second day of two-a-days was so funny when
Matt Casperite was so hoarse, he sounded like a girl
trying to call the snap count." Ja<e Brawner, 11th

Varsity Scores
Us Them
17
20
Sanger
33
0
Commerce
7
Whitesboro 20
0
33
Pottsboro
22
56
Quinlan
26
11
Princeton
20
Farmersville 16
26
15
Royce City
14
Community 20
18
Van Alstyne 38
Bi-District
12
13
Roosevelt
Area
29
Emory Rains 22
First Row: Stryker Hunni cut, Mic hael Colhn, , Jerome Stewart, Jon
Core\ Verner, Kipp Grace, Jake Brawnl'r, Jackie Kl'ith, Dustin
Flanery, Josh Wallace, Levi Patton, Andre Murria, Sa wyer Hunnicutt
Second Row : Coa ch Ross, Coach Brinlee, Jarnarce Palmer, Dauntc
llarVl'}, U.J ',te\, art, Oa\' id Grosecl ose, Matt Casperite, Chase Lawrence, -\aron Millard, Daniel Wilson, Ian Atk inson , Jered Hudson,
hns Bndentha l, Terence Gann, KJtie ix, Cheyenne Stowe, Ala Bra y.
Third Row Kevin Matthews, Coach Bankston, Coach Dills, Jeff l lill,
Ben Sw ind ell , Tyler Ra ttan, Cod y La\, re nce, Ca leb Coo nrod , Josh
Keith, Josh Ca mmons, , 'ick Frazier, Adam Littrell, Stephone Stevenson, Coach Crossland, Coach Pettit , CoJch \1 Smith, Coach J 'im ith .
Back Row· Coach Trompler, Coach !'er~ , Cl>ach Godbey, Tyler Thomp•
son, Da, id Tavl or, Dre\, Reich, Anlh Grounds, Jeff Leftrick, Patrick
Tabo r, Z.1e h Barto n, Coa ch Willis, Coac h 1ason, Coach \1cFarl in.
1leredi

D.J. Stewart, (12)
The best acco111plislt111e11t of this ,easo11
ms tm111i11g district
s a team and 011r first
playoff victory in 14
'ar,. Cetli11g All-State
wasn't bad either."

ach Barton, (11)

Line Pnde!!' Tire Ore stepped it 11p /Iris
1r and provided some
11; runs for the backs
create an excellent
season.

Josh Keith, (11)

"Tire hardest //11ng
about not plalfing in
lite playoffs is knowi11g
that I couldn't help the
tea111 win. I wanted to
be 011 the field and do
everything that I could
in order to have lite
Warriors to co111c 0111 as
champions."

Coach Mcfarlin

"What a great gold
ball year! Winning the
D1strict and Bi-D1strict cha111pio11sltips
were very exciti11g
a11d rewarding for 011r
atltletes, coacltes, a11d
fans . Thanks lo all wlto
became a part of tire
'Warrior Train."'

David Groseclose, (12)

"Tire hardest hit I
delh•ered all season was
tltefirst ga111eofthe
season against Sanger:
tlteir running back was
coming around tire
rig/rt side where I met
lti1115 yardsfro111 the
sideli11e and !tit lti111 so
ltard Iris he/111e/ flew off
He didn't ei>en come
back for the rest of the
ga111e.

Jimmy Allred, (10)

"Ml/first mrsitl/
game wasf11n because
it was way more
111te11se a11d a whole
lot Jaster than JV"

Seniors Jered Hudson and D.J. Ste\-\ art give the golden
kiss of\ ictory after the Warrior 'decisive win over Van
Alstyne 38-18. The Warriors claimed their first district
title in 14 years and went on to defeat Dallas Roosevelt 13-12 for Bonham's first playoff win in 14 years.

"I'm proud to be from Bonham because of the fact that we
are alwavs so competitive. we will alwavs put up a fight
regardless of who we plav." Kevin McPherson, 12th
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"The Quinlan
game \\as
amazing. We
pulled off a
pectacular
comeback , stopping
them complete! ) in
the second half"
Trey Wheeler (10th)

"I think that
the footba 11
team has
really \.\ orked
hard this season becau e
we went from a 1-9
season to a 7-3 season. "
Taylor Harris (9th)

Junior Varsity
Sanger
Commerce
White boro
Pott boro
Quinlan
Princeton
Farmer ville
Royce City
Communit y
Van Al tyne

Us
41
0

Freshme n

Them
34
30

40

7

7

12

41
39
25
28
35
IA

(9th) Josh I ,iwson heads for the
outstanding block on the middle
line backer.

3

26
8
34
20

IA

Us
34
26

Sanger
Commerce
White boro
0
Pottsboro
30
Quinlan
22
Princeton
35
Commerce
28
Royce City
20
Communit y 38
Van Al tyne 14

(11) Michael ollins makes the
tackle causing the fumb le that
the Bonham Warrior~ grabbed
for great field position.

Them
12
12
21
6
0
10

22
43
30
28

Fres hme n Quo tes

Justin Flowers

Front Row JakcC•,lor, l)TanRoundtrre .Du,tmSte\\Jrt,J.i.sonC.l\c ,Joshl!u,bee Jose
Fuentez fodd Shil'lds, T.1) lor Burkhammer. r r•k \ 1oss, JR ',t phens Ja ol, llarmm
Row
u '-<>!is, Roman Chavez, Jake '-tephens, Tl'l'\or Osborne Bryer uip1>m,
Taylor Harns, Jordan I h, Jame Booe Jo hua L.i" on, Dakota Bulle
Third Rm, Brandon (.;odbcv, RoM1e Brtnle<' Matt ~nuth Ju tin Coffman Robert Kretlm,
) Robcrtso~ Du tin Ingold Cameron Carter, (och Loftin Oak ta Roberts, Ste,en
[J.,an:l, Tre) !',chne1d r C ,'\=ncStmH•, \la Bra), Kalle "
Fouri; Row \ aron Hughes J h Holl) halamar Tra,lor Kenan Jon Jam, T.i,lor,
Jusb! Flowers Justin <..r,athouse

'"

than Baku, AleA .-\\.lies, L Nn Gt'l\try Ru'-ty I sarv,

n God
(,ut h,,, Jose Argu,Uo, 1-.,1, Coo lu ky l'•nlue
8r.tdl1..•y "1.lin, ,
rllnr✓• Jl•rd,m Toland, Bn-t Willis
fourth Ro"' Juan Soto F.thdn l 1or--er. Trev \'1/httlet J.:ikc C.amfflON JohNthan Jones J.im..: "-t~f Jrim,
nuru,
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"This year ()llr football
team really Sll'JIJled "I'·
We worked hard during
practice, and ii reall11
paid off"

Dustin Ingold

This sraso11 co11/d11 '/
have bee11 bl'/ ta I
got touchdowns a11d
tackles. One problem
though: next si•a,011
seems so far away' "

Myran Roundtree

"We worked really
hard all 1/ear amt had
a coach,-11g staff that
pushed 11s elwy step '
them1y."

JV Quo tes

"This 11rar we har>e
framed to ste11 11111111d
be leaders. We realized
how badly we actually
wa11trd the wi11."

"We came a /011g way "/'111 Jlretty s11re that
from our old /1111ior
could hal'e done bell
High days of w11111ing /,11/ IJOII ca11'/ co111pla1
one game, a11d thi, year about /1m 1i11g a w11m1
is a b11i/di11g block for scaso11. /11 the c11<t, ut
11rxt season."
will reach our goal

In-d.

"Bonham is better at football than everyone else. We
only lose to make us look even." Michael Wolcott, 9th

N /FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
JV dominated with an outstanding 6-4 record this season, while the Freshmen followed in their footsteps with a 7-3 record season.

The Warriors hold the
opposing team at the line
to prevent a loss of yards.

The JV team jogging off
after a warmup before the
game.

Ethan Porter
(10) prepares
to hand the
ball of to half
back Kris
Crutcher. (10)

'
The beginning of a
spectacular
run by
the #33
Shalamar
Traylor(9).

Myran
Roundtree(9)goes up
for a wide open catch
into the backfield.
Jimmie Allred
aims for the
sidelines in
order to help
further the
Warriors success.

Players and
coaches
huddle up for
a last minute
pep talk to get
fired up for the
game ahead.
The Warriors
jam the opposing team at the
line preparing
for the sack of
the game.

Top Left:
Dustin Stewart(9) hands the ball
off to his running back vvhile his
offensive line gives him plenty
of time.
Bottom Left:
The Freshmen huddle for a
breather after their last running
pla}.
Middle:
Ethan Porter (10) and the dominatingoffensi\·e line huddle up to
prepare for the play to come.
Top Right:
Jimmie Allred (10) runs with his
lead blocker Michael Collins for
the big run.
Bottom Right:
Jordan Toland(lO) waits patiently
for the defense to take the field.

I (.e to hit peop e dur·rg footba , but I don't I e having to go
-o all of the pract ces. I a Vvays got exc ted before the games,
:special~ atter I got moved up to Varsity" C:J e LacKey, 10th
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VARSITY BASKElBALL
As the girls went 4-0 at the beginning of district, they showed anything
is possible as long as you have one thing in your hearts - "Yes We Can!'
Coach Stapp
really got to
the girls by not
only working
on their skills,
but character as well.

Caitlin Butler (12) Is
as strong
minded
as she Is
strong
willed. Everytimeshe
comes into
the game,
she's ready
for action.

le Hubbard
a great job
is year shootointers and
up the points.
oach Stapp
ead Basketall) and Coach
harkey (JV)
ere the two

Jenna Lappin
(12) is incredible at getting the
free throw points
when under pressure.Those points
can be crucial'
to a win or loss.

Kirstin Sanders (11) tries hard to
ta} away from Princeton's #33
as she takes the ball down the
court. The girls played very hard
that game and earned a 56-50 win.

Before every game when the
announcer says each player's
name, the girls like to cheer for
their teammates by standing up
and shaking each other hands.

Jordon Bewley (12) is
huge when it comes to
being a post. She allows
no one the chance to
make a shot unless they
get through her first.
Top Left: Rozlyn Austin (11) is a

post that, if there's no way to get
n ar th goal, sh makes a way.
Bottom Left: Jeanie Sanderson
(12) i very aggre i\·e with the
basketball and does not let anyone take it away from her team.
Center: The girls listen to the
new plays that oach tapp
has planned for them and the
motivating speeches to help
them with their performance.
Top Right: Je sica Walker (12)
shoots a free throw. he played
the post position well this year.
Bottom Right: Jordon Bewley
(12) and Dee Burton (11) get
ready to rebound the ball as the
opponent shoots a free throw.
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"I will tni~~ tny ~pore~ the tno~c! They have been tny life.
and after I walk aero~~ che ~cage I will never play again.
Ka~~i Bowen. 12th

Aaron Wallace (12) defends the
basketball as the other team
comes in trying to take it away.
Aaron played wing, and she
left no mercy when playing it.

Rozlyn Austin (11)
goes up hard for a lay
up against the Commerce Lady Tigers.

Varsity Scores
Us Them

Ali Pry (11) transferred from Honey
Grove this year to play for the
Lady Warriors, as one of the main
ll'ings. otonlydidshescorernany
points of her own, but she also
likes to set up the plays and assists.

Princeton
Farmersville
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne

Aaron Wallace, 12

Bridgette Hubbard, 12

Dee Burton, 11

"/ wish that l wasn't a
senior, that way l could
get cn111k with Coach
Stapp another year!
S/ie's taught i1s how
to stick together nnd
become better people,
not just players."

"When the team is
around each other, we
net gooft; nnd stick up
for one another. We're
always a 'fist". if we
have problems, we
always work them out
and play ns a team."

"After the Prosper
Tournament when we
were going back home,
nil the girls started
freestyling about one
of our teammates .
Then Mr. Whiz, our
bus driver, started
freestyling nnd no one
could believe it!"

Jeanie Sanderson, 12

Kirstin Sanders, 11

Emily Sanderson, 12

"My 1110s/ memorable
mo111ent was when we
went 4 - Of It was so
exciting, nnd it felt good
to show all of our haters
that we are the best
tea111 in district!"

"I think the team has
come a long way from
last year, physically and
mentally. This season
doesn't even compare to
last years. Conch Stapp
and Coach Sharkey
are awesome and really made us n winning
team!"

"Conch Stapp gets so
caught up in the games
that when she wants
a sub, she will tell
someone to go in for
themselves! She always
says, "Aaron, go in for
Aaron! ""

56
44

50
41

43
43
45
33
54
40
53
38

32
38
48
47
60
41
51
45

Front Row : Ka ssi Bowen, Ali Pry, Aaron Wallace.
Second Row : Caitlin Butler, Bridgette Hubbard,
Kirstin
Sanders, Jeanie
Sanderson.
Third Row: Coach Courtney Stapp, Jenna Lappin, Dee Burton , Rozlyn Austin, Jessica Walker, Coach Cheryl Sharkey.
Back Row : Jordon Bewley, Emily Sanderson.

Kas i Bowen (12) steals
the ball away from
the Commerce Tigers

"T'bere are niore conflicts in bigb school tban :7
expected. "Jal@ Caylor, 9tb

Jessica Walker (12) does
a jump shot, scoring
against the Lady Farmers for a three-point win.
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Freshman Ashley Verner gets
up for a shot while teammate
Ashley Leeks is there to help
during a preseason tournament.

A couple of
JV girls have
a laugh while
watching their
fellow teammates play at
a Princeton
away game.

Junior Varsity
Princeton
Farmersville
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne

Us
29
44
34
51
37
37
48
46
47
25

Them
21
28
38
30
32
32
11
54
28
33

District Record 7-3

Freshmen
Us
Princeton
43
Royse City
31
Van Alstyne 27
Farmersville
IA
Community
IA
Princeton
30
Royse City
60
Van Alstyne 34
Farmersville IA
Community
IA

Them
15
47
11

Freshman
allie Caylor dm
to the goal against a Comme
Tiger and made 2 points. Cal
lie was the only freshmen o
the JV team this year as sh
played point guard and

NIA
IA
11
44
11

IA
IA

Junior Varsity Quotes

D istrict Record 9-1

Sarah Landis, 11th
Keitha Gorden, 11th
Dana Althof, 11th
"l had a lot off1111 with "We had a great season "[ had lots off1111 with
Coach Sharkey and all opera/I to only lose three the two llt'W coac/1es.
the girls, and I'm glad
games. It 's j11st sad
They kept 11s rr11111i118,
Callie stepped 11p as a knowing that I won't be b11t we liad a lot offun
Freshma11. "
playi11g with the same
too."
girls next year. "

Freshmen First Row (L to R) Ashley Verner, Kebey Weissert, Holli
Tedder, Kendra Rayburn.
Second Row: Kristen Fox, Candice Grace, Kelsie Winni ford, Abigail
•\ rfman, Caitlin Walker, Ashley Leeks, Maria Landeros.
Third Row: Rikki Reedy, Lani Johnson
Back Row: Amber White, A ril Hunt.

Freshman Quotes

Caitlin Walker, 9th

arah Landis, Glona Aguilar, Talya Gibson
econd Row :
Gorden, Brittnev Jones, Torril Reynolds, Amy Jones, Dana Althof, • Vi\ iana Cruz
Back Row: Coach Courtney Stapp, Manager Kati Mose~, Callie Caylor, Morgan
Hopson, Jessica Duvall, Stacey Sass, Melinda Mason, Coach Cheryl Sharkey.

r7
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Kendra Rayburn, 9th

"Tf11s year was so 11111ch
" It was ft111 to have
"The seaso11 we11t m,
f1111. There was a lot of Coach Stapp and Sharsome. We all did om
teamwork involved, and key hclpi11g us this year.
best and e11co11raged
Coach Hill was a blast. " Our season was great; each other and pla.1/cd
we worked hard, a11d it a team . We played ou
paid off whe11 we won
best a11d wo11 Distrrd
District. "

'lligh school iS clifferent thu I expected because the JJ1atunty
level iS way higher ua the girls are hotter.'' Taylor HarriS.

FRESHMEN GIRLS BRING HOME A DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP
AND JUNIOR VARSITY GIRLS PLACE SECOND

Jessica Duvall (10) walks
to the line and knocks
down two free throws.
Fre hrnen Abigail Arfman,
Holli Tedder and Ashley
Vern r are watching the
varsity play in Princeton.

Stacey Sass
(11) carries
the ball to the
hole for another Lady Warrior basket.

April Hunt (9) drives
in the lane at a
Van Alstyne game .

Talya Gibson (11)
drives the
lane at a
Princeton
game.
1

Amber White
(9) gets ready
to shoot over a
Princeton defender's head.

Lady Warrior
rebound. The
JV only lost
three of their

Kristen Fox (9)
sets up the play
to get some
points scored
on Princeton.

Top Left: Rikki Reedy (9) shoots a layup at a Royse Cit, game for a basket.
Bottom Left: Morgan Hopson (11) gets
ready to go back up for another two
points.
Middle: The JV team gathers behind
the Varsity bench to yell and encourage
them in a tough game. The JV sat behind
the Varsity and yelled cheers at every
game they played.

Top Right: Keitha Gorden (11) gets
ready to take her girl to the ba ket at a
Community game.
Bottom Right: Ashley Leek (9) get
fouled by a Royse City guard while
shooting. A hley was one of the lead
scorer for the Freshmen this year.

l"ea ly l'ked t.he t.ut.o,..,;als we had last. yea-r, and J' ve l"eally missed
ist. yea,..,' s Seniol"s." ScoHy Ma,..,t.ine-z, lOt.h

a lot. oF
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The Bonham Warriors worked this year to find the talent and leadership in
the team. They finished the year with a 3-7 record in district.

Senior Stephone Stevenson
line up his hot at the free
throw line. H take on this
foul hot and make it.

Jarvis Brannon (11)
goes up for
a jump shot
against the
Commerce
Tigers.

rJ))J.'I
,

Stephane
Stevenson (12)
capitalizes on
the fast break
with an uncontested basket.

Dylan Garcia
(12) drives
against
Royce City
in order to
grab the last
minute shot.

The Warrior team prepares
for the opening tip by ick
Wei ·sert.

The coaches-Earl Car on,
Ronnie Brinlee, and Tony
Perry-wat ch their game
plan come alive.

Top

Left: Dylon Garcia
(12) adds to the score with
a high leaping two pointer.
Bottom Left: •nior Clint Stroud
reaches for the ball in order to
prepare for the upcoming pass.
Center Left: Jan•is Brannon (11)
takes advantage of the fastbreak
b, pullingupfo rabankjump shot.
Center Right: Junior Caleb
Coonrod battles for the position,
but still gets off the jump shot.
Top Right: Junior Jan·is Brannon squares up for the 3pointer shot to grab the lead .
Bottom Right . Stephone
Stevenson soars for the eff o r t Ie s s
t \\ o
points.

r.

\..r/ *

~ B-Town
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"Tbe one thing .Yin going to nuss tbe JJ1ost obo11t being in bigb srbool ,j·
liv1i1!{ off of nty parents' 1J1oney. "'Drew (ollabtm, 12th

Senior Stephon Stevenson shows
his ball handling skills against the
Princeton Panthers at the Bonham
gym.

"The Burkburnett
Tournament was
fun. I enjoyed
home games th
most and plan
on playing summer
leagues to prepare for
next season."
-Caleb Coonrod (11)

"My most
memorable
moment was
•when Coach
Carson let us in on the
secret that this year,
they couldn' t guard us
at the free throw line."
-Ryan Cirkles
(12)

Clint Stroud (12) gets fouled going up for a jump shot against the
Pottsboro Cardinals. He makes both
free throws at the line.

Varsity

Varsity Basketball
Quotes

Dylon Garcia, 12th

Zach Green, 12th

"/ had high hopes for
a great season until I
broke my arm. I wish
we could have made it
past district play, but
we lost too many good
players."

Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville

"We had a pretty good
year with two 3rd place
trophies in tournaments
and twice and many
wins as last year."
-Coach Carson

Us Them
43
39
54
57
57
33
78
22
50
40
46
30
60
38
82
51
72
36
55
59

Nick Weissert, 10th

"This year I was able to
"I am proud of the
team this year because 111ake a game-winning
shot, but I still need
we stuck together and
to work on 111y shot or
finished the season
strong despite all of our anything else that will
improve the team ."
troubles."

Varsity Basketball
Quotes

Jarvis Brannon, 11th

Clint Stroud, 12th

Ethan Porter, 10th

"/ am looking forward
to next season, because
we will compete with
pride and go to the
playoffs."

"/ really wish we could
have made it to the
Playoffs this year, but
losing Dy/on 111ade it
tough. He was a good
player, and we needed
him."

"This summer, I am
going to work on my
shooting, dribbling, and
also on my "Ups" so I
can dunk next year. "

Front Row: Ryan Cirkles, Jerome Stewart, Stephan
Stevenson, Ethan Porter, Jarvis Brannon.
Second Row: Coach Earl Carson, Clint Stroud,
Caleb Coonrod, Zach Green, and Dylon Garcia.

.

Sophomore Ethan Porter
steadily attacks the full
court pressure.

Zach Green (12) adds to
the excitement with the
shot to take back the lead
in the game.

"Happy Stappy not only taught us the fundamentals of basketba/1, but the teaching of life and love. We learned to love
ourselves, to love our teammates, and to love our life."
Ali Pry, 11th
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Freshman
Justin Flowers
takes a -;cat
on the bench
with Coach
Brinlee for a
quick rest.

Junior Montana Brandt
jumps high
at midcourt
to control the
tip for the
Warriors.

Freshmen

Junior Varsity
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville

Us
33
48
25
37

,n

30
74
38
27
IA

Junior Jon Heredia dri,·e~ into
the paint uncontested for an easy
layup.

Them
44
36
19
39
43
66
29
39
25
IA

Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville
Royse City
Community
Van Alstyne
Princeton
Farmersville

Us
7
34
31
34
40
28
21
27
50
47

Them
27
39
32
23
45
68
48
39
41
25

Freshmiln Dustin Ingold (2-1) getshot blocked in their gilme again
Pottsboro.

Freshmen Quotes

Keynon Jones, 9th

"This was my first
year lo play basketball. I had a lot off1111
tlzis year, more fun
tha11 I tlzouglzt."
Freshmen Fir.I Row (L to R) : 5tephl'n Ja,kson, AJ. l..ingfnrd. 1;1ylor Harris,
\.h ran Roundtrt-c
",1iddle Row K,·,-non )Ont's, Bryer La ppm, Dustin Ingold, Slatv r Hunrnrn tt,
Jnrdan H,11.
Back Row Ju,tin Coftman, Michael j,1hnson, Shala mar Traylor, Justi n Flowers,
Collin Carder

nach Ronni e Brinlee.

ga111e.

Junior Varsity Quotes

·

JV Front Row (L to R): Etha n Gentr}, Tony Ross, Myles C.a lyon, Anthony
Quirk
Middle Row · Mdrq ud Dunlap, Oc•rck Wi lliamson, Kendall Stevenson,
Je n'C! Haggard, )df Hill
Top Row · Coach Ronnie Brinlee, Robert peights, a tha n Landers, Coach
Tony Perrv ( ot Pictu red Colton Read, \l ontana Brandt)
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Ju stin Coffman, 9th
A.J. Langford, 9th
"T/11s was a really /1111 season. "My fai,orite game t/11,
The Va11 Alstyne gn111e was 11mr was wizen M11ron
the II/OSI CXC1li11g gn111e //us made a half-court ·,he•
year t'<'<'l1 though we lost
right al the halftime
because it went down to the
buzzer. It was ren/11/
wire."
cool, and we won the

Myles Galyon, 10th
"My most memorable

Colton Read, 11th

Marque) Dunlap, 11th

"It was a fim adjust-

1110111ent this season
was when I was the
lending scorer for the
entire game. We did
okay this season, but I
know I could have done
better."

ment coming from a SA
school in Arli11gton to
a 3A in Bonham; it's
rmlly different. My fal'Orile game was against
Community when we
stomped 'em bad."

"Wi1111ing the ga111e>
was the f111111iesl part1
basketball. What I hate
was whl'll people didnl
pass the ball lo me."-

''I have to say. it was pretty great seeillg Marcus Woocla.rcl
gettilig shoved through Mr. Ts wall'' Ashley Speiicer. 11th

N /FR BASKElBALL
Junior a than Landers tries
for the put-back after an
offensive rebound.
The freshmen team gathers
at midcourt to get pumped
up before the Princeton
game on Jan. 24.

Freshman
Slatyr Hunnicutt (10)
dribbles
downcout
against Van
Alstyne on
Feburary 7.

Sophomore
Kendall
Stevenson sinks
a onehanded
layup
against
Royse
City.

Junior
Speights
for a jumper
Co

Freshman
Bryer Lappin
challenges a
Van Alstyne
player for a
defensive
rebound.

Traylor goes
up high against
Farmersville
to get a onehanded layup
to go in.

Top Left: Freshman Jordan
Hill tries to find a seam in
Van Alstyne ' s defense.
Bottom Left: Juniors Jeff Hill
and Marque] Dunlap contest a
jumper by a Royse City shooter.
Center: Sophomore Derek Wil-

liamson gets caught in a trap
by some Tom Bean defender .
Top Right: Junior Colton Read
goe up for a shot against a
Farmersville defender at home.
Bottom Right: Freshman Michael
Johnson looks for an open man
again t Pottsboro on Jan. 10th.

"The Sophomores are an extremely diverse
group of individuals who happen to be very
interesting." Jessica Garza, 10th
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COACH WILLIS TAKES 13 RUNNERS TO THE DISTRICT 9-3A MEET
AFTER "FINISHING STRONG."
Lindsey
Bonham (10)
goes out
strong as she
runs through
the finish line.

Senior
Aaron
Wallace
runs for
a gold
medal
at the
district 93A cross
country
meet.

Jeffri Malone keeps up a
good pace while competing
in a meet.
Juniors Jeffri Malone, Stacey
Sass, and Freshman Callie
Caylor stretch before practice.

Taylor Burkhammer(9)
maintains a
good pace. He
placed 2nd in
the JV district
meet.

out at a cross
country meet.
He was the
only boy to
run varsity at
district.

Cameron
Carder (9) and
Chris Brown
(10) run to stay
ahead of the
other teams.

Left- First Row (L to R): Kati
Mo e , Crystal Ibarra, Stacey
Sass, Callie Caylor, Aaron Wallace, Jeffri Malone. Back Row:
Guillermo Martinez, James
Booe, Cameron Carder, Taylor
Burkhammer, Chris Brown.
Top Right:Kati Moses continues

to press on toward the end of
the run.
Bottom Right: Junior Stacey
Sass pushes her elf to finish at
a meet.

"One day, I was walking down the stairs when my belt loop to my
shorts got hung on the stairs. Since I'm so short, I couldn't touch the
ground and was stuck. hanging there until Brittnye Benton helped

82

get off." Chris Jones, 10th

What was the hardest thing about
cross country this year?

Guillermo Martinez, 10th

'lw hnrdcst thi11g was
1,J1111g myself 110I to
:11t n11d r111111ing two
i/e for tl1e Ji rs/ I1111e
111 /m1 years."

"Thc hnrdcst thing for
111e thi, l(car wn, staying
henlthl( because of shin
splint.; and other phlf,i·
cal problem· that uwe
botheri11g me from ti111c
to t1111c"

Cry tal Ibarra, 9th

"The hardest th ing
was prnctic111g because
Conch Willis would
make 11s run nlot,
c,pecu1lly if ll't' missed
earlier prnctias or
made him mad."

What do you do before a meet
to prepare?

tacey Sass, 11th
Before a cross
co11nt ry meet, I

11s11nlll( stretch
really g1;od and jog
around to get my
legs loose."

Chris Brown, 10th
1 don't rt'lllly
prepare. It helps me
if I do11't think about
it and just relax. 1
111st go and run th,•

Coach Bret Willis
"What in pired me most
about becoming a coach was
because both of my parents
taught for over 30 years,
and I was around to ee the
impact they made on their
schools. I have always had
a desire to help students
achieve more than they think
they can. Coaching is an
excellent opportunity to help
student athletes."

Taylor Burkhammer, 9th
1get a lot of rest
before a meet, eat
healthl(. drink lots
of watcr and warm
up my legs."

ran• "

hat was cross country like this year
nee it was your first at high school?

Cameron Carder, 9th
It was /1111 ! So111cti111es practice l!'llS
hard, b11t runn ing
011 mrsity ll'ns
grea t."

Aaron Wallace 12th
"Cro s Country is a
lot of work. The thing
about long distance
is the only way to
get good is to run
everyday and build
up endurance which
can be hard, but it's
all \.\'Orth it in the end.
You end up with great
results."

' It it'll' cool I had
/1111 because lots of
my fr iends were 011
/ht• t,'11111 n11d 1 /ope
to ru11."

Girls Fir t Row (L to R): Crvstal Ibarra, I indsev Bonham
Back Row· ,iron \\allace, Kati Moses, Stacer sa~s, Callie Ca)lor, Jeffri !\1alone.

James Booe, 9th

At first, I tl1011ght
that cross country
was go111g to bt•
pretty hard, b11t it
got l'llsicr after the
first week or tu•o."

Boy First Row (L to R) · Myron Roundtn.'e, Taylor

Burkha!l1mcr
Back Row: James Booe, Cameron arder, ,uillermo \1 ,irtinez,
Chris Brown

"My favorite memori es from the last three years have been
from all the competitions I've competed in. My recognitions
make me proud, and I brag about my medal "
Cross
Karla Aran day, 11th
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Elizabeth Bursell
(10), Jessica Blain
(10), Taylir Mowell
(11), and Lora Dyson
(11) wait their turn
to swim by taking a
quick group picture.

Swimmers, including sophomore
Melinda Mason, watch from the
side and wait for their turn to swim
at a meet.

Junior Taylir Mowell starts he·
swim with a powerful dive intc
the water. Taylir has been an avic
member of swim team for thret
years.

Swim Meets
ovember 12

Non-Tisca Meet
in McKinney

December 10

Denison
Invitational

January 7

January 14

What did you like best
about this season ?

Tri Meet
in Paris
McKinney
Invitational

RONH1'M
January 28

District Meet
in McKinney

Elizabeth Bursell, 10th

Beth Johnson, 9th

"This year's swi111
team was really
fun. My favorite
part was going to
regionals."

"Meeting all the new
people was 111y favorite
part. Most of them I
didn't talk to before,
and I found a sport I'm
really good at."

Rikki Reedy, 9th
"The thing I will remember most is just
being in practice
with everybody and
going to the meets."

How have you improved since
practice or last season?

Front Row (L to R):David Groseclose, Taylir Mowell,
Lora Dyson, Jessica Blain, Johnathon Dyson, John Wells.
Second Row: J. Tucker, Trey Wheeler, Melinda Mason,
Rikki Reedy, April Edwards, Elizabeth Bursell.

John Wells, 9th

Johnathon Dyson, 9th

Taylir Mowell, lltl

"We worked really hard
for swim team all year
long. Coach Godbey
really pushed us to do
our best and beat our
best times."

"Swim Team was really
fun. We all enjoyed
the swim meets, and
everyone did really well
this year."

''I've improved
from last season.
My times have
dropped three
seconds."

''For fun, me and my friends like to play Hide-andSeek at Wal-Mart." Oscar Loredo, 11th
84

ophomore J. Tucker takes
a deep breath while wimming a free ·tyle relay.
Johnathan Dyson (9) gets a
flying leap off the blocks for
the tart of a race.

Melinda
Mason
(10) gets
ready
to dive
off the
starting
blocks for
a winning
time.

Freshman
Johnathon
Dyson watches
one of the
other swim·
mers before
the start of a
race.
Sophomores
Elizabeth
Bursell and
Melinda
Mason pass
the time in
the bleachers

Sophomore
Trey Wheeler
waits his turn

tional Meet.

Johnathan
Dyson (fresh·
man) pushes
off strong from
the blocks for
the start of a
race.

Left· The team poses for a picture to show off the medals they

recei\·ed at the Denison Invitational Meet held at Waterloo
Swim Park.
Top Right: Junior Lora Dyson
swims the breaststroke at an
im·itational meet. Lora lettered
from swim team since her Fresh·
man year.
Bottom Right: Juniors Taylir
Mowell and Lora Dyson, along
with Sophomores Jessica Blain
and Elizabeth Bursell, try to act
mature around swim tea~ oach,
Brandon Godbey.

The class of 2007 ha..c:: TJJ£ B£ET £V£RrTJJING. We have
brains athlet~ etc. And were a really close knit group.
Lora Dyson 1 Ith
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Boys send 7 to regionals. Hannah Caylor heads to state agai
Freshman
Jana Wiggins
prepares
to squat at
practice in the
weight room.

Chase
Lawrence
(11)
prepares
to deadlift
dunng an
afternoon
workout.

arza (10)
pwith a
p from David
2).
Jana Wiggins
(9) was the
only freshman girl lifter
this year.

Alex Loftin
(11) starts her
downward
descent in the
Saint Jo meet.

Jackie Keith (12) deadlift
during a practice in the weight room.
Zach Barton (11) has been
a part of the Powerlifting
team since his freshman
year and has done well all
three years at competition.

Hannah Caylor (11 ), Ciara
Vinson (11),
and Andrea
Bray (10) all
participated in
Regionals.

Top Left: Andre Murria (11) does
a light workout to prepare for an
upcoming meet. Andre received
second at the Collinsville meet.
Bottom Left: Josh Lawson (9)
benches at practice in the weight
room to get ready for a meet.
Center: Hannah Caylor (11)
quats at the Caddo Mills meet.
She qualified for tate, making
this her second consecuti\·e state
meet and won 2nd at nationals.
Top Right: Sophomore !Vlargaret
Arroyo squats at a competition with Coach Randall Dills
watching.
Bottom right: Daniel Wilson
(11) deadlifts during one of
the team's strenuou afternoon
workouts. Wil on had four top
three finishe this year for a \·ery
successful season .

"ITHOUGHT THAT THE UPPERt~MEN WERE GOING TO BE REALLY MEAN, BUT THEY
86

REALLY AREN'T. ATHLETit818 WAY BETIER THAN LAST YEAR, TOO." KRISTEN FOX, 9TH

l:.than Gentry (10) dead lifts at the
Caddo Mills meet. Ethan had a great
season including a first place finish
at the Sherman meet.

.\ndrea Bray (10) squats at a routine afternoon practice. Andrea
participated in her first regional
meet this year.

Boys' Results
(Light Weight to I leavv Weight)
Collinsville: On!r,1ll 2nd, Chris
Jones 1st, Ethan Gentry 3rd, Dvlan
Garza 2nd, Jon Wood 18th, Andre
Murrii1 2nd, David Groseclose 4th,
Daniel Wilson 2nd, Jimmy Allred
2nd, Lach Barton 1st, Da\·id faylor
1st, Jeff 1.eftrick 2nd.
Sherman: O\·erall 4th, Ethan Gentr1 1st, Dylan Garza 5th, Daniel
Wilson3rd,Jimmy Allred 3rd,Zilch
Barton 5th, David 1aylor 3rd .
S&S: O\·erall 5th, Ethiln Gentry
3rd, Daniel Wilson2nd,JeffLeftrick
5th.
Caddo Mills: Ethan Gentrv 3rd,
Dyl,mGarza 1st, Daniel Wilson 2nd,
Zach Barton 2nd, Tyler TI,ompson
2nd Oa\id Taylor 1st. Jeff l.cftrick
-!th.
Regional Qualifiers: f than Gentry,
Dylan Carza, Daniel Wrlson,J rmmy
Allred, Zach Barton, Tyler Thompson, Oil\ id Taylor. Altcrniltes: Jeff
Leftrick, Jackie Keith, Chris Jones.

Girls' Results

S&S: Overall 6th, Andrea BrilY
4th, Ciarra Vinson 6th, H,rnnah
Caylor 1st,
Saint Jo: Overilll 7th, Andrea BrilV
3rd,Ciara Vinson5th,Hanni1hCaylor 1st, Alex Loftin -!th, M.:irgaret
Arroyo 6th.
Caddo Mill : OYerall 5th, Andrea
Bray lst,Ciilrril Vinson 5th, I lannah
Caylor 1st
Regional Qualifiers: Hannah aylor, Ciara Vinson, Andrea Bray ·

Hannah Caylor rccie\·cd 2nd at
regionals and ad\·anced to state
for the 2nd year in a row. She also
recein:d 2nd placeattheState le\·el
and at the 'ationals competition.

Hannah Caylor, 11th

Daniel Wilson, 11th

Tyler Thompson, 11th

What stuck out i11 111y
111111d after the Caddo
Mills meet, was tl'he11
Tyler Tho111pso11 was
tryi11g to express how
easy a partirnlar lift
was and said, 'Ma 11,
that weight wa, rasy as
kittens.' I gape him a
fu1111y look."

"I was proud of our
"My favorite part of
team t/11s year because
this ,easo11 was going
we srnt three girls to
to regio11als a11d 011/y
regionals. I had a lot of
going to om' meet.
Another memorable 1110- f1111, a11d it was a great
year."
ment was when Daniel
Wilson had a chance
to go to state, but l,e
couldn't get it up."

Girls First Row Andrea Brav
Second Row: Margaret Aro·/o, Hannah Caylor, Ciara Vinson
Back Row: Janil Wiggins, Alex Loftin, Stilcia 1ontgomery

Ethan Gentry, 10th
"At the meet, Andre
and Ji11111111 told IIIL' to
fall 011 pr,;pose whe11 I
accepted 11111 medal. I
said 110 of c;UN' but ...
money is a powerful
persuader."

Alex Loftin, 11th
Ciara Vinson, 11th
"Although power lifting "This 11ear was not a
is more of a11 illdii 11dual good yrar for me. I went
to regionals as a freshsport, we really came
man a11d sophomore,
together this year and
gape each other a lot of (but) I didn't qualify for
the regional meet this
support."
year."

Boys First Row: Andre Murna, Dyliln Garza, Ethan Gentr)
Second Row: Jackie Keith, Daniel Wibon, Tvler Thompson,
D,n 1J Tavlor
Third Row:Chasc La\\' rence,Ji mmv AllTL>d .L,ch Barton,James Ta\ lor
·
Back Row: Drew RL•ich, Josh l.il\~·son

"I have l:a say that: the prom this year was l:he best:
pram I have been l:a of all the four years I've gone.
It: was really fun." Caleb Kennedy, 1 21:h
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L ft: Ja mine Jo
son getting ready
go back to workin
hard after a nouri.
ing and refreshin
lunch to energize
her for these tasks

Left:Ashley Stockton, and ikki Capehart are smiling for
the fans before they
play the game they
are hoping to win.

Right: Joshua Nix takes time off
his busy schedule of working
hard and helping Mr. Uhl with
his daily tasks topose for a quick
pie for the yearbook staff.

What is your favorite part about being
in Special Olympics

Nikki Capehart

Rodrick Birdow

Ashley Stokton

"I love being able to
stay the night in different places and playing
the sports and winning
the first place medals."

"Rw111i11g really fast
and win11ing the medals
because I have done so
good."

"Meet111g new people
and playi11g the sports
and winning first place
medals."

What was your best sport this year?

ik Martinez
A.J. Bright

"My favorite was
basketball because I
like to shoot and catch
rebounds. It was alot
offun."

"/ liked track because l
really Ike to run, and I
like to win first place."

Larisa Williams

"My favorite was
basketball because it has
always bec11 my faiiorite
sport, and I loiie to score
poi11ts for my team."

''High $ehool ha$ been l'eally e,teifing ,-,,,, me $0 £al'.
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Thef'e'$ alway$ $Olnefhing going on:· ~allie ~aylol', 91

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Reaching goals in volleyball, softball, basketball, and track.

A.J. Bright practice for
Track. Track is one of the
many Special Olympi c
port he participa tes in.
Below: Special Olympics Team:
Front row : Alicia Brewer, Larisa
Williams, awyerHun mcut, 'ikMartinez, (top rm~) ikki apehart,Je remy
helton, harles Hendon , Melvin
Patterson ,Rex Chesser, A.J Bright ,
Rodrick Birdow, \shley Stockton

Iiams running at the
BHS track.
Running 1s
something
she enjoys.
Rodrick Berdow
serves the ball hoping to gain many
points for his team.
Nick Martinez
shows off his
running skills.
Track is his
favorite special Olympic
Sport.

Nick Martinez,
Larisa Williams, and A.J.
Bright stretch
before beginning to run.

pec1al Olympics gi\·es some
students who do not ha\·e the
opportunit y to compete in regular
sports, the opportuini ty. pecial
Olympics offer a variety of
!>porb to play such as: basketball,
rnllevball, baseball, softball, and
Track. Special Olympics gives
them the oppurtuni ty to show
off their talent.
pecial Olympics this year was
exciting. It was full of hardwork and dedication . Each of
these students put in many hours
of practice inorder todo their \'ery
best while competing . pecial
Olympics came home with many
medals this year.

\'Cf}

"Sports in Bonha m are bigger than in Sam Raybu rn: bigger
teams, better athlete s, and more. I like the coach es here

a lot more, becau se they are interac tive with the player s."
Kelsey Weiss ert, 9th
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During the
newly formed
"Bonham Star
Search," S nior
Samantha
Deal perform
"Li ten to You
Heart." Star
Search wa
u ed as an ITS
fundrai er and
organized by
new drama
in tructor Ja on
Brown. "Star
earch" was
held on Sa turday, February
25th at the Main
Street Auditorium. Over 350
people were
in attendance,
including world
famous "Jon
and the Disea es."

UP AND BE MYSE LF THIS YEAR.
l'VE BECO ME A LOT MORE
'

OUTGOING."

90

Caitlen Walker, 9th

Who' thatWar riorinSe nior
Ryan irkle ' teepee? It'
Rachael Eskue (11) at the
Drill Team pringSho w. The
Spartans perform ed everal
of their greate t hits during
the War Dancers ' costume
changes.

Be Yourself
olton Read (11) play off
a piano test in Mrs .. Rudite
Dod on's new Piano cla s
th period. Piano was the
newest Fine Arts credit
available to student .
Sitting on the shoulder s
of Senior Andy Ground ,
Renee Breach (12) creams
her lung out for the Spirit
tick at the Crazy pep
rally.

"I think that it i ea i r to
be yoursel f in a mall town
becau e you don't have
pre sure to conform from o
many people. "
- Staci Petti (9)

Individuals
Divider 91

Rick Alexander
Roger Ashcraft
Jason Brown
JoAnn Carr

Earl Carson
Amanda Carter
Donna Caylor
Vanessa Caylor

Deanne Clark
Colleen Coonrod
Sara Davis
Cortney Dowd

Deirdre Goodwin
Robyn Hill
Brandi Holcomb
Rebecca Knight
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Jerry Kountz
Janice McMillen
Ruthann McWhorter
Glenda Meador

icholas aa
Gail Orndorff
Tammy Resmini
Donna Rich

Ben Scholl
Brooke Seabolt
Glenda Sears
Sue Ann Simpson

Carolyn Towery
Mike Uhl
Charlsie Vaught
Mike Vaught

Glynn Walker
Fran White

Individuals
Faculty 93

Freshmen Class
Javier Aguilar
Karina Aguilar
Miguel Aguilera
Abigal Arfman
ean Au tin

Samantha Avila
Robert Barnett
Stuart Baxt r
Tamara Bennett
Jame Boo

Chris Booth
Britn y Brakebill
Christina Brannum
Matt Brannum
Jeremy Brigg

Des'na ha Brook
Dakota Bullock
Taylor Burkhamm r
Josh Busby
Kayce But! r

Cameron arder
Collin arder
Le lie Carl
Lilly Ca
Callie aylor

Jake Caylor
Amina Chaghani
Roman Chavez
Angel Childress
De irea Claibourne

Justin Coffman
Alma Colunga
Logan Cunningham
Sebastian Curry
Ye enia De La Cruz

Eric De Stefano
Ashley Dill
Marshall Dixon
Kimberly Donaho
Danner Duncan

Skye Dur t
Jonathon Dyson
April Edwards
Steven Edwards
Tyler Fia co

Sabrina Flanery
Justin Flowers
Ashley Fondren
Kristen Fox
Jo e Fuentes

Pedro Fuentes
Evan Gale
Eleazar Garcia
J sus Garcia
Monica Garza

Individuals
Freshmen 95

Ja on Given
Jose Gonzalez
Candice Grace
Wayne Gregor,
Judyth Grijalva

Kristina Gunn
Cory Hall
Kashandra Hall
Chester Hamby
Jacob Harmon

Amber Harper
Taylor Harri
Alex Harvey
Elisha Hay
Arigayle Head

Andrew Hensley
Aaron Henson
Jordan Hill
Ashley Hollingsworth
Josh Holly

Brandon Horton
Aaron Hughes
Slatyr Hunnicutt
April Hunt
Barry Hurley

Crystal Ibarra
Jo e Ibarra
Du tin Ingold
Stephen Jackson
Gloria Jaque
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Jerardo Jaques
Beth Johnson
Michael Johnson
Erin Jones
KeynonJone

Kiara Jone
Stefanie Joy
Briana Kelton
Bobby Killgo
Robert Kretlow

Maria Landero
Austin Langford
Bryer Lappin
Josh Law on
Ashley Leeks

Mica Leroy
Jo h Lester
Daniel Linds y
Levi Lind ey
icole Lipford

Cody Loftin
Liz Lumpkins
Rocio Martinez
Cody Mays
Ethan McClung

Jarred McClure
Jerad McCollough
Juli McCord
Kelli McLain
Aaron Monks
ti[ WORST DAY

'"'"'UT •

Individuals
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Katie ~o e
Jeremy 'vfurphey
A hley . all
Ju tin ichol on
Blake . orman

Bruce Orr
Trevor O borne
Hillary Pear on
taci Pettie
Chri Pinder

Kendra Rayburn
Rikki Reedy
Dakota Roberts
Ca ey Robert on
yran Roundtree

Trey Schneider
Audrea Schwartz
Kri ten Shelby
Glendele Shelton
Jeremy Shelton

Ju tin Shields
Todd Shields
Carl Simonsen
Cody Skidmore
A hley Slayter

A hley Slayton
Stephen Snyder
Jesus Solis
Lorena Soto
Brittany Speed

r7
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Je ie Starne
Ben t.Clair
Jake Stephen
J.R. t phens
Azaria Ste;,vart

Dustin Stewart
Jame Taylor
Holli Tedder
A hl y Thomp on
Alyssa Torres

Victoria Trammell
Shalamar Traylor
Johnny Vanni r
Lupita Ventura
Ahl y Verner

Caitl n Walker
Cal y Walker
David Warnick
K l y Wei ert
John Wells

A hley Wheeland
Amb rWhite
Cod Whitfield
Jana Wiggins
K I i Winniford

\1.ichael Wolcott
Chri Youngman

Individuals
Freshmen 99

more Clas
ikki Adki on
Gloria Aguilar
Jimmie Allred
Jose Arguello
Jackie Arritola

Margaret rroyo
Ainsley Ashmore
Sammy ustin
Alex Aviles
Jamie Ayer

athan Baker
Sonny Barber
Brittnye Benton
Rodrick Birdow
Je ica Blain

Kimberly Blain
Asha Bledsoe
Lindsey Bonham
Sarah Brake
Andrea Bray

Sara Briggs
Jordan Broiles
Chri Brown
James Brown
Elizabeth Bursell
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Courtney Butner
ikki Capehart
Becky Chen
Buddy Childress
Hannah Cirkles

Heather Cleaver
Stephanie Coffman
Ronnie Colbert
Melaina Collin
Brittany Comean

Kike Cook
Taylor Cox
Michael Coyle
Kri Crutcher
Viviana Cruz

Megan Deas
Cathy Donaho
Sam Dumas
A hley Duncan
Jessica Duvall

Rachael Eskue
Rusty Essary
Edgar Fernandez
Danny Floyd
Blake Frazier

Danyelle Frizzell
Shane Fulmer
oah Gabel
Myles Galyon
Jessica Garza

Individuals
Sophomores 101

Joe Garza
Ethan entry
Cody Gibbs
Morgan Godb y
Brittany Gregory

Mark Hardy
Josh Hasten
aomi Heredia
Alex H rnandez
Rosa Hernand z

Sergio Hernandez
Lind ey Hilger
Jo eph Hitt
Lauren Holly
Amy Jone

Brittany Jones
Christopher Jone
Johnathan Jone
Kacey Kaszer
Joshua Ker y

Twana King
David Kizer
Patrick Kurus
Cole Lackey
Ashely Lawrence

Ka y Lawrence
Guillermo Martinez
Kristy Martinez
atalie Martinez
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ick Martinez
Melinda Ma on
y a Matchen
Jo y Mattaliano
Kathy Mattaliano

Meg McBride
Robin McFail
James Cody Mcfarlin
Allie McKenzie
Kiefer Mitchell

Shannon Montgomery
Chae Moore
Gage Mo ley
Meg Mueller
Ryan ichol

Chri
icol
Adrian O'Rand
Aliesha Owens
Brittn y Parr
Jake Par on

Ricky Perdue
Je u Perez
Ethan Porter
Ju tin Powell
Aubrey Price

D li ha Price
Anthony Quirk
Lauren Rater
ydne Rater
J sica Redmon

Individuals
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Mackenzie Reeder
Matthew Ridgway
Misty Roberts
Willie Roberts
Alex Rodriguez

Dennis Rodriguez
Meagan Rodriguez
Tony Ross
Coty Schneider
Sally Shelley

Travis Simecek
Michelle Simpson
Haley Slayter
Juan Soto
Tommy Starnes

Julian Steven on
Ashley Stockton
Cheyenne Stowe
Jay Sumner
Britnie Sutherland

Jordan Toland
Joshua Tovar
Kaytlin Towler
Jarrett Tucker
Terry VanStory

Dennis Wasson
ick Weissert
Jay West
Trey Wheeler
Derek Williamson

Marcus Woodard
Emma Zuver

104~

Individuals
Sophomores 105

Junior Class
Cristian Aguilera
Cody Aker
Dana Althof
Josh Anderson
Brian Angell

Karla Aranday
Ian Atkin on
Roz Austin
Annie Baker
Lance Baker

Melinda Barnett
Zach Barton
Cole Benton
Rusty Biggers
Kurt Bli s

B.J. Brackett
Montana Brandt
Jarvi Brannon
Jake Brawner
Christina Brown

Sharice Brown
Taylor Brown
Erin Buck
Dee Burton
J.J. Carr
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ick Carty
Matt Casperite
Kristen Catalane
Hannah Caylor
Katia Caylor

Rx Che er
Ker ten Cleaver
Aaron Clifton
Michael Collins
Lauryn Compton

Caleb Coonrod
Je ica Corbitt
Li a Davi
Abraham De La Rosa
Marquel Dunlap

Lora Dyson
Zamayia Elisher
Katrina Englutt
Rachael Eubank
Chri ti Fergu on

Stephanie Flanders
Ashley Flanery
Brittany Ford
Melody Foster
Salena Fraga

Terence Gann
Talya Gib on
Brittany Gonzales
Keitha Gorden
Kipp Grace

Individuals
Juniors 107

ikki Green
Tiffany unn
Jared Haggard
Aaron Hamilton
Je sica Harley

Jon Heredia
andra Hernandez
A hley Hewitt
Jeff Hill
Morgan Hopson

Chris Horton
Courtney Hubbard
Sawyer Hunnicutt
Britney Hunt
Heather Hunt

Zach Keene
Josh Keith
athan Landers
Sarah Landi
Chase Lawrence

Jeff Leftrick
Adam Littrell
lex Loftin
Clay Lynch
Jeffri Malone

Laura Martinez
Justin McCollough
Maddi Milburn
Aaron Millard
Katie Monks

Brooke Morgan
Taylir Mowell
Andre Murria
Crystal ewman
Kristen ooney

Brittney ovello
Jamarce Palmer
Melvin Patterson
Kelli Pettie
Ali Pry

Stephanie Quirk
Luke Rattan
Tyler Rattan
Drew Reich
Torrie Reynolds

Shaterica Roundtree
John Ryman
Kir tin Sanders
Stacey Sa
Eric Shelby

Franchelle Shelton
Cody hipp
Robert Speights
Stephen t Clair
Josh Stephen

Jerome tewart
Sabrina trunk
Patrick Tabor
Amber Taylor
Cry tal Thomas

Individuals
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Tyler Thompson
Bonnie Toten
A hley Traylor
Carolyn Van Story
Corey Verner

Ciara Vinson
Kerbi Wagner
Heather Walker
Lane Walker
Aaron Ward

Mercedes Ward
Lori Warren
Matt Warren
Je sica William
Arny Wilson

Daniel Wilson
Erica Winton
Jon Wood
Sarah Wood
Victor Wright

Cheal ea Youngman
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Individuals
Juniors 111

Robyn Byrne

112 ~

David Cabrera

Drew Callahan

Kristina Casperite

Rocio Chavarria

Ryan Cirkles

Amanda Harrison

Individuals
Seniors 113

114

Suzanne Speed

Stephone Stevenson

Scott Steward

DJ Stewart

Clint Stroud

Matt Stroud

Individuals
Seniors 115

Stephen Bollard
Samantha Boot

Left: Kristina Casperite and Caitlin
Butler.
Below: Victoria Booe
and aomi Adkison.
Right: Seniors on the
track at War Game .

116

0 PHOTOS AVAILABLE
Adam Burns
Ovid Lively
Elisabeth Etheridge
eyo Wylie

Far Left: Jered Hudson and Ala Bray cross dress for
the seniors at homecoming.
Left:Levi Patton, Te sie Holland, ick Frazier
during a relay at war game .
Bottom Lefrt: Blake Blevins and Ben Swindell
during the Talent Show.
Below: Jackie Keith, Cody Lawrence and Greg William in the library.

Above: Senior Hom coming Queen nominees- Aaron Wallace, Jenna Lappin, Stacia
Montgom ry, Kri tina Casperite.
Top Right: J nna Lappin- That thing she does ...
Right: Aka ha Eaton, Ryan Cirkles, Kristina Ca perite during a drama kit.
eley.
Below: Tchaniqua Dunlap, Brittany Lane, Josh Wallace, Maegan

Individuals
Seniors 117

Senior Credits
Cory rmstrong- \1DE.
erena Barnett- J\ Cheerleading, Powerlifting, JV Volleyball, Svvimmmg, Choir
Cassandra Bennett- Band, ahonal History Day, HS, Library Aide,
Media TV Crew, Twirler/Captain.
Emily Bennett- Band, Choir, FFA, MDL
Jordon Bewley- Track, JV Basketball, Var. Basketball, FCA, FFA,
\1Dl:
H',, PAL, panish Club, Student ouncil, Sophomore class
officer
Blake Blevins- Fr. Football, Golf, ITS, MDI:, One-Act Play, Spanish
C..ub. Yearbook \'ice President- Theatre lub.
Kari Bonham- Powerlifting, Band, ational History Da)\ Spanish
C ub, Student Council.
Ka si Bowen- Track, Fr. JV \ar. Basketball, Fr. J\' Var. Volleyball, Var.
Softball, FF·\, \1edia TV Crew, Office Aide, Spa111sh Club, UIL.
Brittney Bowman- FFA, MDE, panish Club, War Dancer Captain.
Ala Bray- football Trainer, Basketball Trainer, Track, MVP
Powerl1fting, Fr. JV Softball, Band, Spanish Club, Class Favorite,
Class Treasurer.
Renee Breach- Varsity Football Student Trainer, Powerlifting, JV Var.
Softball Ir JV /Var. Volleyball, F A, FFA, Student Council, Fr. Soph.
\\ar Dancer.
Alicia Brewer- Special Olympics: Volleyball, Basketball, Track,
Softball.
Chris Bridenthal- Fr. Var. Football, Track, Powerlifting, MDE.
Adam Burns- MDE, VAC.
Daniel Bursell- Powerlifting, Band, \1DI:.
Caitlin Butler- Track, Golf, Fr. JV Var. Basketball, Fr. JV Volleyball,
Fr JV Var heerleading, FCA, Office Aide, Spanish Club, Student
Council, UIL Debate.
Robyn Byrne- Band, Flag Corp/Lt., Jazz Band.
Drew Callahan- MDE.
Kristina Casperite- Homecoming Princess and Queen, Track, Golf,
Fr Volleyball, J\ Softball, Fr./ JV Var. Cheerleading, FCA, ITS,
Library ide, One-Act Play, PAL, panish Club, Student Council
Cla,s Officer, Yearbook, \1iss BHS, BHS Representati\·e, Relay for
Life Team Captain, ASK member.
Ryan Cirkle - Golf, JV Var. Basketball, Band, FCA, Spanish Club,
Sop! Cl,1'-s Fa\·orite, All School Fa\'()rite.
Kayla Clark- Powerlifting, Choir, 'ational History Day, FFA, ITS,
Spa111sh Club, War Dancer, UIL Poetry, MDr.
Will Clark- Track, International Thespians, Library Aide, One-Act
Pia,.
Tina Coleman- MDE.
Ashley Cooper- Spanish Club, CosmetoloinAbby Daniel- Band, Drum Major, Jazz Band, ational History Day,
Spani.,h Club, Fr. Soph. War Dancer
Brandie Davis- Choir, Cosmetology, 1-1-A, Office Aide, Student
Counlil
Jennifer Davis- Media/TV Crew, MD[, Office Aide, Spanish Club,
Student Council, UIL Computer Applications.
Michael Davis- Fr. JV Football, Track, Ir. Basketball, FCA, 'vlDE.
Anthony De tefano- Library Aide
amantha Deal- Golf, Band, Cosmetology, Media/TV Crew, HS,
Lil l·eaturc, cws, Headline Writing.
Jennifer Dorsey-Track, JV Basketball, l·r. JV Var Softball, Band,
MDE, Spanish Club, Fr. Soph War Dancer.
Melvin Dubose- MDE/VAC
Tchaniqua Dunlap- Track, Fr./ JV Basketball, f.r./JV Volleyball,
Choir, MDI
Junior Dunn - f.r. JV Football, Track, ,olf, Band, Choir, Jan Band,
ational I Ii tory Day.

Akasha Eaton- Fr. JV Var. heerleadmg, Fr. Basketball, Fr. Volleyball,
Fr. JV Ten111s, ITS, ational History Day, HS, Office Aide, One-Act
Pia,, PAL, Spanish Club, Student Council, Yearbook.
Elisabeth Etheridge- MDE/VA
Dustin G. Flanery- Beta Club, )ROTC, Who's Who.
Dustin R. Flanery- Fr. JV Var. Football, Track, Powerlifting, Band, Jan
Band.
Lauren Fox- Fr. Volleyball, Fr. JV Softball, Chorale, FFA, MDE, Student
Council
Brianna Fraga- Choir, FFA, MDE.
ick Frazier- Fr. JV./ Var. Football, Track, Powerlifting, Choir, Chorale
One- .\ct Plav.
Josh Gamm~ns- Fr. JV /Var. Football, Track, Fr. JV Var. Baseball, MD
Dylon Garcia- Fr. Var. Basketball, Var. Baseball, Tomahawk, FFA, Spar.ish Club, Class Favorite, All School Favorite.
Heaven Gee-Library Aide, MDE, Office Aide.
Zachary Gee- Fr. Football, Fr. JV Var. Basketball, ational History Day.
FCA, IIS
David Gro eclose- Track, rr. JV Var. Football, Powerlifting, Swimming.
Media TV Crew.
Andy Grounds- Var. Football, FFA.
Amanda Harrison- Librarv Aide, MDC
Daunte Harvey- Fr. Var. F~otball, Track, Powerlifting.
Stephanie Hayes- Band, Jazz Band, MDF, HS.
Charles Hendon- Special Olympics: Vollevball, Basketball, Track,
Softball
Kacie Heistand- FFA, MDE, HS, tudent Council, War Dancer.
Larry Hibbetts- ITS, Media, MDE.
Codi Hickey- MDE, Spanish lub, et Ole Reading Comprehension
Poetry.
Danielle Hilger- Fr. JV Basketball, Var. Softball, Fr. JV Volleyball, FCA.
rrA, Student Council.
Casey Hill- f'r. JV Var. Football, Track, h. JV Var. Basketball, Fr. JV Var
Baseball, !'CA, Office Aide, PAL.
Tessie Holland- Track, Golf, Fr. JV Cheerleading,
Fr JV Basketball, Fr. JV Var. Vollevball, FCA, Media,
Office Aide, PAL, Spanish Club, Student Council
Bridgette Hubbard- Track, JV Var. Basketball, Fr. JV Var. Softball, Fr.
Var Vollevball. FFA, Library Aide, VIDE, tudent Council.
Jered Hudson- Fr. JV. Var. Football, Track, Fr. JV Basketball, Warham,
Tomahawk, Library Aide, PAL, Student ouncil.
Emma Hurst- Fr. JV Basketball, [ r. Volleyball, Var. Tennis, F A, HS,
Office Aide, Spanish Club, Academic Excellence, Who's Who, UIL
Mathematics and Calculator.
Michelle Hyepock- Band, Cosmetology, FFA, Student Council.
Ashlee Johnson- MDE, Office Aide, Spanish Club.
Clint Jone - Golf, Fr. Basketball, HA.
Jackie Keith- h. JV Var. Football, Track, Powerlifting.
Patrick Kemp- Choir, Chorale Vice President, MDE, HS, Office Aidr,
Spanish Club.
Caleb Kennedy- Band, T Best.
Brittany Lane- Golf, Fr. Vollevball, H:A, Library Aide, MDC, Student
Council, Who's Who.
Jenna Lappin- Track, JV Var. Basketball, Fr. JV Var. Softball, Var. Tenni,
MDI, Office Aide.
Cody Lawrence- Fr. Var. Football, Track, MDL
Unique Leroy- Choir.
Daniel Lipford- Fr. JV Tennis, Band, Jazz Band, National I listory Day
I IS, Spanish Club, Student Council, Yearbook, Academic Achie\·ement, ational Honor Roll, Ull urrent [\·ents, Debate, Social tud1r<
umber Sense.

"I will miss Ms. tears the most, beeause she was always my

stress buffer. the helped relieve the weight ofmy elasses
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with her eomforting words .''
Al<asha Eaton, 12th

Maria Martinez- Track, ross Country, Cosmetology, [ ibrary Aide,
<;panish Club.
Vicky Martinez- Band Lieutenant, MDI .
Aaron McCraw- HA Chapl,1in, l'rt•s1dent, MDL
Rae Lynn Mcfarlin- Track, JV Var. Cheerleading Captain, Fr. JV Vollcvball, FCA, Fl·A, 115, Office Aide, Spanish lub, tudent ouncil
:-,ecretar), Jr. Class Vice President, LIL Mathematics and Science, Who's
Who, ational Honor Roll, USAA Alt American Scholar, Academic
Excellence, USAA ational Cheerleader Achievement Award.
Kevin McPherson- JV Var. Football, Track, Choir, F A, MOE, One-Act
Play.
tacia Montgomery• Track, Cross ountry, Band, Chem, FCA,, HS,
Spanish Club, Who's Who, Academic Excellence, ational Honor Roll,
Homecoming Duchess.

Jaime Mulder- Track, Fr. JV Basketball, Fr. JV Softball, FFA, 'ational

HS, Office Aide, Spanish lub, Academic Excellence,
I listory Day,
Who's Who, ahonal Honor Roll, L.S. Achiewment cadem), CIL
Current Events.
Haley all- Choir, Cosmetology, 1DE.
Maegan eeley- Var. Softball, FFA, SADD.
imone ickerson- Band, Jaa Band, Library Aide, Spanish Club.
Katie ix- Powerlifting, Fr JV V.ir. Tennis, ational History Da\, '\.HS,
Spam-,h Club, Student Council, War Dancer, Student Athlete Trainer,
Academic E cellence, Who's Who, ~ational Honor Roll, Football
weetheart.
Jennifer Orr- Band, Jazz Band, MOE, ational Historv Day, Who's
\\'ho, Academic Excellence, U.S. Achie\·ement Academ).
Brandie Ostrander- Choir, Library Aide, MOE., Spanish Club.
Jenner Palacios- Fr. Basketball, Spanish Club
Levi Patton- Fr. JV. Var Football, Track, Golf, Fr. JV Baseball, Tomaha\, k, Swim Team, PAL
Chance Roberts-FFA Grccnhand President, Chapter Reporter, Chapter
Vice President.
Mindy Roberts- Cosmetology, FFA Sweetheart, Greenhand Vice President, Treasurer.
Emily Sanderson-Tra ck, Fr. JV Var. Basketball, Fr. JV Var. Softball, Fr.
JV Volleyball, FCA, ational History Dav, HS, PAL. Spanish Club,
Student Council, Academic Achie\·ement, Who's Who, ational Honor
Roll, L ',_ ahonal Go\·ernmrnt Awards, Freshman C.l.iss Officer,
Junior and Senior lass President.
Jeanie Sander on- Track, Fr J\ \",ir. Cheerleading, Fr JV Var Basketball, f·r. JV Var. Volleyball, H _A, Spanish lub, Student Council, All
School f·avorite.
Chase Sanford- Fr. JV Var. Football, FFA.
Amanda Schlegel- MOE, Spanish Club.
Adam Shockey- Fr. JV Var. Football, Golf, Fr. JV Basketball, Toma,awk, FrA, Library Aide, .\1DE, Student Council.
Chelsea Sifford- Chorale Secretary, ITS, Spanish Club.
icholas Simon en- FFA, MOE.
Blake lawson- Golf, Var. Basketball, F A, HA, 10[, Student Coun•
cil
Maria olis- Cosmetology, Spanish Club,
Suzanne Speed-Track, Fr. JV Var. Cheerleading Captain, Fr. JV Softball, Fr JV Vollevball, FC \ , I FA, HS, P L, Student Council F ecutl\e
Council, DASE Chairman, Jr. Class Secretary, Sr. Class Vice President.
tephone teven on- Fr JV Var I ootball, Traci-;, Fr J\ Var Basketball,
Powerlifting, Library Aide, "v!DF .
cott teward- Fr. Football, Ir JV Var. Baseball, Library Aide, Spanish
Club, Who's Who.
D.J. tewart· Ir. Var. Football, Track, Var Bast•ball, FC , FFA, MOE,
Office Aide, PAL, Student Council
Cli nt troud- Fr. JV l'ootball , Track, Fr. JV \'ar. Basketball, Var. Baseball,
fFA, MDI::.
'vlatt troud \1cdia, Lil umbt•r Sense
Ben Swindell- Fr. J \,1r. l·ootball, Track, Golf, JV Basketball,
Pmn•rlifting, Tomahilwk, FC , rFA, Media, MDE, !'AL, Spanish Club,
Studl:nt Council.
Brittney Taylor- Band, Cosmetology, Flag Corp, MDL, Spanish Club.
David Taylor- Fr. J\ \'ar. Football, Powerlifting, Track.

Greg Taylor- Choir.

Jani Taylor- Track, Coif, Fr. JV Var. Cheerleading, Fr. JV Volleyball,
rCA, Office Aide, Spanish Club, Student Council, Ull. Calculator,
Academic Excellence, Who's Who.
Chelsea Terrell- Track, Cross Countrv, Fr. JV Softball, FFA, MOE,
ational History Day, Spanish Club, Student Council,\ ar Dancer,
cadt•mic Excellence, UIL Persuasi\·e and lnformati\·e Speaking, Frt•shman Class Officer
tacia Tucker· Cosmetology, FFA.
Jessica Walker- Track, Fr, JV Var. Basketball, Var. Softball, JV Volleyball, KA, HS, Office Aide, panish Club, Drill Team, UIL omp~ter
Applications, Poetry Interpretation, Science, Who's Who, U.S. Achievement Academ}, .itional Honor Roll, Academic [xcellence, Academic
Achie\ement.
Aaron Wallace- Track, Cross Country, Fr. Cheerleading, Fr. JV Var.
Basketball, var Softball, FCA, FFA, tudrnt Council Vice President,
ational Honor Roll, Who's Who.
Josh Wallace- Fr. J\ \ar. l·ootball, .\.1DE.
Rachel Washington Track, FFA, MOE, PAI., Spanish Club, Student
Council Parliamentaria n, Academic Excellence.
Greg Williams- Fr. JV Football, Fr. JV Basketball, Fr. JV Var. Baseball,
I I-A, 1DE, Spanish Club.
Larisa Williams- Spt•cial Olympics: Volleyball, Basketball, Track,
Softball
Mitch Williamson- FFA, ~1DE.
eyo Wylie- MDE/V
Che! ea Young- Fr. JV Var Softball, Fr. JV Volleyball, MOE, Office
Aide, Spanish Club
Thoma Zimmerman- Fr. JV Football, Track, Fr Basketball.

'The ela11 fJf '06 tJ;
tjJtetal beeaate we
wan! J;fJ maeh fJttf fJf
ltfe. lJfJn 'f fake f!fJttr
tffti fJff fJf at beeaaH
f!fJtt 'II f arn arfJttnd
and we 'II ehange !he
wfJrtd ,
Rffan Ork/et 12/h
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Jenna
and Zack
Lappin
It was fun watching
you two grow up.
We lov you both!
Love your familie !
Granny, Papa, Bryer,
Alexi , Mattie,
onn r, and your
par nts

Jenna Lappin
You've mad it; the e year have gone o fa t.
We are o v ry proud of you. What you tand
for is all you've accomplish d, from a Lady
Hornet to a Lady Warrior. Our pr cious littl
girl to a beautiful young lady. Always look
forward, don't look back. K ep God fir t and
as you focus in everything that you do. He will
alway be there for you. As w will too! We
love you and know you will go far in life. The
whole w rld await you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Bryer, Josh, Brandi, and boy

Jenna Lappin
You made u
proud!
R ach for the tar
We love you,
Aunt Helen
and
Aunt Linda

Jackie Keith
You have been uch a
great joy to watch grow
up over the year . You
have made us proud to
be your grandparents.
Ke p your eyes on the
Lord always. He will
keep your feet on the
right path. John 3:16
All our love,
G. Pa and G. Ma Tubb

Congratulations!!
We Love You.
Good Luck and
God Bless You!

Chance Roberts

Brittney Taylor

You hav brought
such happiness to
our lives. It has
been wonderful
watching you
ma tur to b come
the young man we
are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad

The years have
pa a o quickly,
and we are proud of
all you've
accomplished. Keep
your goal set hign.
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Love,
Mom and Dad

Mom, Dad, Kara,
Rachel and Justin

Tessie Hollan d
From the day you were born, you have given us
so much JOY and happiness.You've always used
good Judgment and had such a positive altitude.
You are a wonderful daughter
and friend . We all are so proud
of all your accomplishments.
"All things are possible
through Christ"
Keep Smiling!
We love you,
Dad, Mom and Bobby

Your Korean name means "shining." It fits
you perfectly. You have brought so much
sunshine and joy into our lives with your smile
and laughter. You became ours the moment
we first saw your picture. We are so proud
of your accomplishments, but mostly we are
proud of the young woman you have become
with your kind heart and love for others. We
wish for you a wonderful life.
Love you "more,"
Mom and Dad

Kayla Clark
Well, baby girl, you made it,
and we are so proud of you.
You have already accomplished so much and have
a lot more ahead of you. We
know that wherever life takes
you, you'll do well. Remember
we are always here for you, no
matter what. Keep God strong
in your life and remember to
thank Him for your blessings.
We love you very much.
Love, Mom and Dad

Haley Nall
Congratulations!
We are so proud
of you. We wish
for you a long,
happy,
successful life
for your future.
We love you!
Mom, Dad,
Ashley, And
Timothy

Clint Jones

~-----~

Saman tha Deal

We are so proud of you , You've grown into a
beautiful, intelligent young lady as well as a
gifted musician . As you move on to college
and a whole new world of possibilities and
responsibilities , remember
that a career that pays well
is important, but happiness
is worth so much more, so
choose wisely. We love you
and wish for you success
and joy in the life you make
for yourself.
Love, Mom and Dad

Congratula tions on thi pecial event in your life.
We are very proud of you and want you to know
how much joy you ha\'e given all your family
through the year . May the future bring you
happiness and success that you so greatl de erve.
Lov ,
Your family
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Ryan Cirkles

Ryan Cirkles

-----

I've known you for 16
years, and apparently
your weirdness doesn't
go away, but neither
does my love for you!!
I am so proud of you!
Don't ever stop believing that you can do
anything!
I love you Bubba!!
Hannah

We love you and
are so proud of
you!
Mammaw and
Pappaw

Ryan Cirkles
From the time you ' ve
been born , there 's never
been a day that I haven't
been proud to call you my
son , and I've never been
more proud of you than
I am today! You have big
dreams, but you serve
a 'great big God! ' I will
be behind you whatever
dream you chose!
We love you!
Dad and Samantha

You were the coolest kid
on earth from the beginning - even when you
had a mullet, played with
Ninja turtles and you had
to be taped to your nappad in pre-k. I was proud
of you from the start. Now
go out into the world and
let your light shine!
I love you!
Mommy!

Kacie Heistand

K

A

C

For Our Daughter--You grew up too
fas t. Your life is just beginnin g. Stay
strong, be true to your elf.
Remember, we love you .
You are the best gift we ever go t.
Love,
Mom and Dad
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Jaime Muld er

If we could've picked any child, we would have picked you. We became the
most blessed family in the world when God decided to hareyouandsentthat
ten-pound baby girl to our home over 18 years ago. You have been a great
"second mom" to Caley and Caitlen. You have entertained us constantly and
taken us to tearful laughter too many time to count. What an imagination!
We are so proud of the way you have met each challenge life has sent your
way, resulting in the quality young lady that you have
become. Your talents are gifts from God and how
you u ethemaregiftstoHim. With
je us beside you, your future i
limitles . Remember, we are ju ta
phone call away. Jeremiah 29: 11-12.
Gig 'em Aggies Class of 2010.
v\e Love you, Mom, Dad, Caley,
Caitlen and Nanny

Mindy Roberts

You have blessed
all our lives with
your kindness
and beauty. Have
faith and keep
trusting God.
We love you,
Your family and
friends

You'll always be "Daddy's Little Girl",
Nathan's ''favorite" sister ha ha, and
the best friend a mom could ever
have. Thank you for allowing us to be
such a big part of
your life.
We love you ,
Mom , Dad, and
Nathan
P.S. When life
you
throws
lemons , make
lemonade!!

Aaron McCraw
The past 18 years have gone way too fastl It seems like only

Zachary Green

yesterday you were starting kindergarten and today you are

"Trust in the Lord
with all your heart;
do not depend on
your own understanding. S ek Hi
will in all you do
and He will direct
your path ."
Proverbs 3: 5-6

graduating high school. Congratulations on successfully com•
pleting this milestone in your life. We are so proud of the young
man you have become, the good choices you have made, and
all your accomplishments. You have set a wonderful example
for your brothers. Words could never express the love and JOY
you have brought to our lives. You are a wonderful son, and we
wish you a lifetime of love, happiness, and success. We know
whatever direction you choose in life, you will succeed Continue
to stand for what you believe and never give up. You can do any
thing you want to do.
WE LOVEYOUI

Mom, Dad, John and Ryan

Jeanie Sanderson
The past 18 yea rs have gone by quickly, but
we are left with many wonderful memories.
Thank you for baby b lue eyes, good night
kisses, dress-up parades, tender tears,
birthday parties, dear 'I love you', school
and church pageants,bedtimestories, illy
but wonderful friends, cheerleader tryouts
and pep rallies, rnlleyball and basketball
games, shopping trips, first proms and
beautifu l d resses, but most of a ll.. .thank
you for being you.
With love and pride, to our beautiful
daughter,
Mom and Dad

You grew up too
fast, but I am so
proud of what you
have become. You
are the answer to a
mother's prayer. I
thank God every
day for the blessing
of m y son.
With all my love,

MOM
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Caitli11
Butler

Maegan Neely
You finally made it. We are
so proud of you! You have
accompli hed many goals in
the past twelve years. Stay true
to yourself, hold your head up
high, and keep your eye on
God -you will be successful on
whatever you set your mind.
We love you! Mom, Cammy
and Yacky!

We are so proud of you and
your accompli hment .
We want you to alway
remember to ...
Count on God - make
Him first in your life.
Alway believe in your elf.
In life, dream big.

Stacia Tucker

Trust.
Let your instincts, intellect and heart guide you.
I can do all things through Chri t who trengthens me.
ever quit, because with an idea, determination and the
right tools you can do great things.
Work hard-of all the thing that will cross your path
next year, the start of something new brings the hope of
something great! Anything is possible!
We love you!
Dad, Mom and Chase

Andy Grounds

We are so proud of you! You have
grown into an amazing young man.
Your future is so bright, and the sky
is the limit. Whatever you do, we
know you will do it great! The time
has come for you to spread your
wings and fly as high as you can.
We are always here for you. We love
you so much.
Dad, Mom, and Amanda
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Stacia - it has been such a
plea ure having you in our
lives. You are such a joy.
You have grown into the
most beautiful young lady.
We are so proud of you.
We all love you so much.
Momma, Terry, Courtney,
Kacia, Tyler, Karley, Chad,
Deena,Haley, Daddy, Tracey,
Baylie, Mamaw and Papaw

Roby n
Byrne

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have come so far in such
a short time. We are so very
proud of you!

Jennifer Orr

Congratulations! We love you and are very
proud of you. You are a tower of strength
and have faced adversity with courage and
determination. Remain true to yourself as
you always have, and you will go wherever you wish in life. You are a remarkable
daughter and friend. We couldn't have asked
for more. Follow your dreams forever!
We love you,
Mom and Dad

Jered Hudso n
We are so proud of you!
We love you!
Mom and Pops
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Danielle Hilger
Co

GRATULATIO

s! !!

Your enior year went by o fast. We are very proud of
you. Have fun playing college oftball and enjoy your
college life. Remember, you can accompli h anything
you set your mind to!
Love
Dad, Mom and Lind ey

Briana Fraga

Congratulations, Brianna!
We're so proud of you. God bles ed us with
a wonderful daughter and friend. We love
you, and we know you'll do the best you can
do. Try to achieve goals that you've placed
before yourself. It's not going to be easy, but
we know with your ambition, you'll succeed.
Walk with God in your heart, and you'll
achieve all things good in life.
Love, Mama and Papa
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Laure11

Fox

Lauren,
You have filled our
home with life,
laughter and love. You
have chosen many
great friends who we
love as our own. We
have enjoyed the years
with all of you. You
girls are awesome!
You're a great "Big Sis"
with a big heart! Hold
on to your outgoing
personality! Enjoy life
and live everyday as if
there is no tomorrow!!
We love you!
Mom, Dad,
Kristen and Lane

Jordon Bewley

Jordon (Little Sissy)-Our lives were ble sed beyond measure
the day you were born, and you continue to be a blessing
from God each and every day. We love you so much and are
extremely proud of you. The sky is the limit for you because
we believe in you and know that you can accomplish anything you set your mind to. You are beautiful on both the
in ide and the outside. Continue to be the person you are
today and know we will always be here for you. Aim high,
work hard, walk with God, and enjoy life.
We love you!! Dad, Mom and Colt
"I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me."

Dre w
Callahan

Jennifer Dorsey
Congratulatio n on this very
special time in your life. We are so
proud to have you for a daughter.
Good luck, and we wish you all
the happines possible
in the future . May God
keep and bless you and
Jeren.
Love you always,
Mom, Dad, Jerc~n , JonErik, Jeff and Jordon

RaeLynn McFarlin

What a joy you' ve been to our live ! You are always
fun to be around and a great brother and son. We
know you'll be a succes in whatever you do. Let
God be your guide. We love you!
Dad, Mom, and Michael

Renee Breach

You have brought joy to your family
since the day you were born. We are
very proud of the person you have
become and of your accomplishmen ts.
We know whatever
direction you choose
in your life, you will
succeed . Remember
we love you very much
and will always be there
for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad and James

Ash Lee Johnson
My little doll, my Sugar
Buttons. I could always
dress you up and take you
out. You're the best toy God
could have ever ble ed me
with. You are my daughter,
my friend and I couldn' t
ever imagine my life without
you. May God ble you and
keep you, keep God fir t and
there's nothing you can' t do
in life. I love you ye terday,
today and always. Love,
Mom

There is no doubt you
will achieve the goals
you set for your elf. We
look forward to watching you continue your
journey through life.
God hold your future.
"Let His word be a lamp
to your feet and a light
unto your path."
Alway read and
remember Psalms 119.
There are no words that
can express the pride
and love that w have
for you. We will always
be here for you.
Love you forever,
Mom&Dad

I am so proud of you,
AshLee. You were always
my ray of sunshine. Your
smile and laughter made
me o happy no matter
how thing wer going.
You've grown into a
beautiful young lady and I
want the best for you and
will always be there for
you. Love, Dad
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Kassi Leann Bowen

Caleb Kennedy

Senior Class of 2006

You have brought so much joy and pleasure a we have
participat din preparing you for your launch into adulthood! You are such a wonderful and beautiful person
both in ide and out. We pray you will continue to listen
to the Lord and allow Hi guidance in your life. He will
never for ake you or lead you astray. Congratulations
on your accompli hment! W love you, Mom, Dad, Katti,
Ryan, anny, Pepa, Mimi and Grandad

Caleb - Robots, motors, servos, paper airplanes,
NT BEST, Texas BEST, Batman, Spiderman. X-Men,
Indiana Jones, Star Wars, History Channel, Science
Channel, Discovery Channel, Mail Call, Physics, PVC
pipe, gears, pulleys, claws, Myth Busters, Halo 2,
video games, Beach Boys, double cheeseburgers,
double rice, 2 soft tacos no lettuce, fire, funny, intelligent, useless random facts, James Bond is NOT
real, and "Rogue is not poisonous, Mom!"
Love you always,
Momma, Pops, and Jaime
Jeremeiah 29: 11

Greg Williams
We are so proud of you! As you
have grown from the young T-ball
kid and through the Dixie leagues,
now through your enior yearyou have given o much joy and
excitement to us. You have always
played to the ping of your own bat.
Your confidence and assurance has
kept you going and able to ucceed.
As you prepare for the next league
in your lif alway know we will
be there to support and encourage you in all endeavors that you
pursue and set out to accomplish.
Rememb r that in all things you do
God will b with you. Take heart
in knowing that as God loves you,
your family love you al o, and
wants only the be t life has to offer.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Chris and Julie
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Lauren Fox and
Mindy Roberts

From the Spice Girls to Gober Girls. To my
daddy is bigger than yours, and the countless nights of laughter and tears. To "Oh
My Gosh," those first date tears; you've
been together from the start. That's why
you will always have each other in your
heart.
Love ya!
Julie and Stacy

Blake Slaws on
It has been uch a joy to
watch you as you have
grown from our preciou little boy into the
fine young man that
you have become today.
We are so very proud
of you and all that you
have
accomplishe d. Your
quick wit, great sense
of humor and de ire
to achieve the best will
allow you to obtain
whatever you desire
in life. A bright future
awaits you and succes
is yours for the taking!!
We Love You!
Mom, Dad and Garrett

Mrs. Caylor- this staff owes you everything from blue boxes
to completed pages and everything in between. You know
more than any of us have ever forgotten. Your dedication to
this book and to us as a staff will be something we carry with
us forever. We love you!
Callie- We have so many memories with you. It's amazing
how much fun that you brought to this staff. You will never know
how many people you have touched with your great sense of
humor and positive outlook. We think about you all the time
and love you very much.
We owe the staff here at BHS a huge thank you. You pitched
in when we needed you most proofing page after page. Thanks
for being there in our time of need.
And to the yearbook staff- Your hard work and dedication
has finally payed off and you have a great book to prove it. Not
only that but you will never forget all the arguments with Daniel.
Thanks for everything,
Lori and Sarah.
You might be a yearbook nerd if...
1. When someone asks "What?" you automatically say "Shut
up, Daniel."
2. You know the difference between saving in batch 1 and
batch 4 is a whole yearbook.
3. The words "fan blade" mean nothing to anyone but you.
4. Your best friend is the undo shortcut, Ctrl+Z.
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Bu ine es in
and around
Bonham contribute to the
chools and
all the program within
them, donating money,
items, and time
to help out
with variou
activities and
fundraisers. In
return, Bonham
High School
tudent and
tudents from
neighboring
citie pend
their time and
money within
the shops and
restaurants that
help Bonham
prosper.

IN ORDER TO KEEP THE
BUSINESSES THRIVING AND
COMMUNITY GROWING." Mrs. Marsha Sewell
'

B-Ton
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B- ond
Top Left: Senior Simone
ickerson carries out the
Courte y Tray at her after
chool job at Sonic.
Top Right: Lauryn Compton (11) and Ainsley Ashmore (10) are the grandchildren of the Hope Chest
Collectibles owner.
Left: Senior Kevin McPherson goofing off while on
the clock at Taco Mayo/
Subway early during the
econd semester before
changing jobs and working at Pizza Hut.

Junior Colton Read cashes
out a customer at Texas Star
Bar-B-Que. After moving to
Bonham in ovember, he
didn't look for a job until the
second semester and started
his first day on February
first.
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Clubs and Organization s

Fannin County Farm Bureau
Helping you is what we do best.
903-583-8535
FAX 903-583-8851

210 East 5th Street
Bonham, TX 75418

Cole Title Company
Future Farmers of America: Fir,,t Row-Ashley Butler, Rozlyn
Austin, Kelli Pettie, Christi Ferguson, Josh Hasten, Kayla Clark, Renee Brea~h.
Chance Roberts.Aaron McCraw, Jake Par,-ons. Second Row -\.!organ Godbe), ,\rig,1y le
Head, Trey Schneider, \,!organ Hopson, Rae Lynn Mcl'arlin,Jamie Mulder.Christina
Brown.Cassandra Hall. Third Row- Megan McBride, Taylor Burkhammer, Robert
Kretlow, Myles Galyon, Adam Shockey, Katrina Englutt, Kacie Heistand, l/41urcn
f'ox, Kristen Fox, Kelsie Winni ford. Fourth Row-Staci Pettie, Garrett Dobson,Jerred
McClure, Chase Sanford, Cody Whitfield,JamesCody Mcfarlin, Matt Brannum, J.R.
Stephens. Fifth Row- Sawyer Hunnicutt, Andy Grounds, Caleb Coonrod, Danner
Duncan, Jake Gammons, Tra\'is Simecek, Blake Fra ✓ ier Sixth Row- Clint Minnick,
Josh Kersey, Jeremy Shelton, Ali Pry, Briana Kelton, Jay West.

709 N Center Street
Bonham, Texas 75418

coleti tle@yahoo.com
BETH ROBERTSO
President

(903)-583-3872
Fax (903)-583-2562

y
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Owned by ThoM

WESEJ!VE

CONSERVE
ENERGY

Fannin County Electric Cooperative, Inc.
1530 S1lo Rd • P O Box 250
Bonham , Texas 75418
BUS (903) 583-2117
AES (903) 623 -2302
FAX (903) 583-7384

Ronnie Odom
MANAGER

Student Council Members:

First Row-April Hunt, Britney Hunt,
Jana Wiggins,Jered Hudson, D.J.Stewart, Blake Slawson.Michelle Hyepock, Brand)
Da,·is. Second Row- Ethan Gentry, Le,·i Patton, Tessie I lolland, Emily Sanderson,
Katie ix, Candice Grace, Taylor Brown, Bryer Lappin. Third Row-Cheyenne Stow,
Bridgette Hubbard, Dani Hilger, Melinda Barnett, Nicole Lipford, Holli Tedder,
Callie Caylor, Slatyr Hunnicutt, Morgan Hopson. fourth Row- Melaina ollins,
Brittany Lane, Caitlin Butler, Jani Taylor, Alex Loflin, Annie Baker, Daniel Lipford,
Jake Stephens. Fifth Row- Megan Deas, Brittney Parr, Ashely Lawrence, Crystal
Ibarra, Rocio Martinez, Amina Chaghani, Christina Brannum, Lily Case. Sixth
Row- Hannah Cirkles, Ali Pry, Adam Shockey, Katrina l nglutt, Kacie Heistand,
Lauren Fox, Kristen Fox, Cod Whitfield.

J immie Allred Jr.
Cf

<903) 227-4<145

Bonham Chrysler

1522 \\. S,,.. RAvet·R 0,. .• llv.v 56 ru
13c HAM, TEXA 75418
v.v.-....bonhamchl") !er.com

Loc.i
(903) 5 3-8 77

Mrno
(972) 634-4577

21

FAX

(903) 5 3-

sss

5-STAR INN
1515 Old Ector Rd
Bonham, TX 75418
www.5-Startm.com

Bob Chhita
General Manager

Phone: (903) 583-3121
Fax:(903)583-1912

Student Council Executive Council:
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First Row: Akasha Eaton, Kristina Casperite, Jordan
Bewley, Rachel Washington, Rae Lynn Mcfarlin, Luke
Rattan. Second Row- Ian Atkinson, uzanne peed,
Rachael Eskue, Oscar Laredo, Jennifer Davis.

MRP

~

bobe5-Startm.com

Relervatlons: (877) 405-Star

Shop: (903) 583-9768

Home: (903) 583-3759

Family Drug
- - . . , ~ i, 5,,6 As.,_, •

Spcci.lty Comp0unding

Visit Our \\ ellness Center Online
www.FamityDruqRx.com
4-00 ·. Allen Dr. #102

Rick Hazelip

606 North Center
Bonham, Texas 75418

Allen. TX 75103
972-390-98 8
972-39(}.9K89 fax
Mon-Fn 8:10 am-6-30 pm
Sat 9am-2pm

100 E. 5.lln Ra>bum Dr.
754 I 8
Ronh.un.
903-583-7325
903-583-7865 Fax
\ Ion- h i 8:30 am-6 pm
Sat9am-2pm

rx

Hwy 82,PO Box 205
Bells, TX 75414
903-965- 7383
903-965-9925 Fax
Mon-Fn 8:30 am-6 pm
Sat 9am~2pm

WISE FUNERAL
HOME
219 W9St Sam Rayburn Dnve
Bonham, Texas 75418

RICHARD MURDEN
Owner Manager

(903) 583-2161

(903) 583-4268 • toll free 1(800) 583-4268
726 E. Sam Rayburn• Bonham, lX 75418

CLARK R. SANDERSON

RPLS 4765

baron Crawford
Ou,ner

SANDERSON SURVEYING, INC.
Registered Professional Land Surveyors
a family tradition since 1944

308 . Main Sc.
Bonh am. JX ~54 18
rel: 903-640-0 I 12
1-.ix: 90.3-6~0-0:?42

1874 South SH121 • Bonham, TX 75418
Mobile: (903) 227-5599 • Bus: (903) 58~2969
Fax: (903) 640-8959

AND LAUNDRY
VICKIE SPENCER
Manager

1901 Hwy. 121
Bonham, Texas 75418
(903) 640-5090

(CJO) M[]P)]l ][M[]EI\ lf§
C
O)]F
CGr]EN]Elf][(C §]E]E]D) A\N]D)
(C]H[]EM[][ CCA\JL
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Clubs and Organizations
Master's Degree ,n Taxation

._erving Botb IncliYidu.ils and Businesses
Licensed in Texas (! 01,lahoma

511 North Center Street
Bonham, Texas 75418-3705

Phone (903) 583-4674
Fax
(903) 583-1957

Library Office Aides: First Row: Morgan Hopson, Te

ie
Holland, Jani Taylor, Jennifer Davis, Britney Hunt, Brandie Davis, Jaime
Mulder. Second Row: Melinda Barnett, Caitlin Butler, Kristina Casperite,
Adam Shockey, Taylor Brown, Oscar Laredo, Annie Baker. Third Row:
Emma Hurst, Erin Buck, Will Clark, Erica Winton, Anthony De Stefano,
Kassi Bowen, Robert Speights. Fourth Row: Adam Littrell, Jeff Hill,
Shannon Montgomery, Brittney Ford, Jenner Palacios, Maddie Milburn.
Fifth Row: Mercedes Ward, Jarvis Brannon, Jerome Stewart, Stephone
Stevenson, Sawyer Hunnicutt.

M-Th Open 11-10
F-S Open 12-10
Delivery EVERY DAY after 4 p.m.

FAX(903)640-0103

PH. (903) 583-3101

MOSS & COX

ATIORNEYS AND COUNSFLORS AT LAW

518 N. MAIN STREET
BONHAM, TEXAS 75418

SHARRON L. COX

JOED.MOSS

Media Cast and Crew:

First Row: Jessica Blain, Tessie
Holland, Ben Swindell, David Groseclose, Jana Wiggins, Kassi Bowen.
Second Row: Jennifer Davis, Adam Littrell, Heather Cleaver, Coty Schneider, Larry Hibbetts. Third Row: Cassie Bennett, Jessica Du Vall, Stacia
Montgomery, Taylor Cox, Maria Landeros.

Dragon Seed
Chinese Restaurant
2119 Texoma Pkwy
Sherman , TX 75090
Tel : 903-893-3485
903-893-9586

705 E. Sam Rayburn Dr
Bonham, TX 75418
Te l: 903-583-2146

-

1♦7TI

- ,il

SID ANDREW
Used Car and Truck Buyer

· ANDREW AUTO SALES
1501 N Center
Bonham. Texas 75418

ational Honor SocietV:

First Row: Cassie Bennett,
Jessica Walker, Rae Lynn Mcfarlin, Akas~a Eaton, Jordon Bewley, Jaime
Mulder. Second Row: Stacia Montgomery, Emily Sanderson, Zach Green,
Daniel Lipford, Suzanne Speed.
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Office (903) 583-4686

Mobile (903) 640-3495

BONHAIIII IC
81
a
•
Bonham, TX. 75418
903-583-2588

We are proud to recognize the
2005-2006 FFA Melll.bers
FFA Officers:
First Row: Ashley Butler,
Kelli Pettie, Aaron McCraw,
Chance Roberts, Renee
Breach, Kayla Clark. Second
Row : Mr. Clint Minnick,
Joshua Hasten, Christi Ferguson, Morgan Hopson, Rozlyn
Austin, Jake Parsons.

Future Farmers of America
First Row: Ashley Butler, Rozlyn Austin, Kelli
Pettie, Christi Ferguson, Josh Ha ten, Kayla
Clark, Renee Breach, Chance Roberts, Aaron
McCraw, Jake Parsons. Second Row: Morgan
Godbey,Arigayle Head, Trey Schneider, Morgan
Hopson, Rae Lynn Mcfarlin, Jaime Mulder,
Christina Brown, Kashandra Hall. Third Row:
Megan McBride, Taylor Burkhammer, Robert
Kretlow, Myles Galyon, Adam Shockey, Katrina
Englutt, Kacie Heistand, Lauren Fox, Kristen
Fox, Kel ie Winniford. Fourth Row: Staci Pettie,
Garrett Dobson, Jerred McClure, Chase Sanford,
Cody Whitfield, James Cody Mcfarlin, Matt
Brannum, J.R. Stephens. Fifth Row: Sawyer
Hunnicutt, Andy Grounds, Caleb Coonrod,
Danner Duncan, JakeGammons, Travis Simecek,
Blake Frazier. Sixth Row: Mr. Clint Minnick,
Josh Kersey, Jeremy Shelton, Ali Pry, Briana
Kelton, Jay West.
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Clubs and Organizations

Marketing and Distributive Education Front Row: Mr. Davis,
josh Gammons, Chnt troud, Greg Williams, Ben Swindell, Cody Lawrence, Blake
Slawson, J.C. Callaway, Vicky Martinez. Second Row: Tchniqua Dunlap, Nicholas
Simonsen, Michael Da,·is, Kayla Clark, Brittany Lane, Jenna Lappin, Chase Lawrence, Renee Breach, Jordan Bewley, Chris Bridenthal. Third Row: Jennifer Dorsey,
Hea,·en Gee, Josh Wallace, Chelsea Young, Adam Shockey, Larry Hibbetts, Zach
Keene, josh Anderson, Blake Blevins. Fourth Row: Samantha Deal, Jennifer Davis,
Aaron Clifton, Patrick Kemp, Stephanie Hayes, Amanda Harrison, Clint Jones,
Ke\'in McPherson. Fifth Row: Katrina Englutt, Stephone Stevenson, Emily Bennet,
BrianAngell,Corey Armstrong, lina Coleman, Thomas Zimmerman, Rachael Washington. Sixth Row: Justin Mccollough, D.J. tewart, Lisa Davis, Dani Hilger, Vicky
Booe, Kacie Heistand, Lauren Fox, Brittney Bowman. Se,·enth Row: Jeff Leftrick,
Marque) Dunlap, Jessica Williams, Jeff Hill, Brittney Taylor, Brandi O trander, Codi
Hickey, Amanda Schlegel.

Drew Kreider and Jessica Harley

Disabled American Veterans
VAMC Building 3, Suite 135
201 E. 9th St., Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-6318
Sandra Hembr
Owner Styli

The

Headliners
203 E. 11th Street
Bonham,Texas 75418
903-583-8171
Consult us for your individual BEAUTY and HAIR
REQUIREMENTS

DUNLOP

Multi-Mile

The Worlds Dre
Peer Assistance Leaders (PALs) Front Row: Suzanne Speed,
Tessie Holland. Second Row: D.J. Stewart, Jeffri Malone, Levi Pa tton,
Akasha Eaton, Kristina Casperite, Jered Hudson. Third Row: Luke
Rattan, Casey Hill, Sandra Hernandez, Rachael Washington, Rozlyn
Austin . Back Row: Tyler Rattan.

BAKER TIRE COMPANY
513 W. Sam Rayburn
Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-4616
Stan Baker

Butch Baker

J J:00 am - 2:00 pm

One-Act Play Cast Front Row: Mr. Brown, Akasha Eaton, Hannah
Cirkles, Rachael Eskue, Sabrina Strunk. Back Row: Haley Nall, Victoria
Booe, Lanie Johnston, Leslie Carl.
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!Bonham §off & C!ou.nl'<!J (![J;.
500 <Wut c.Ru.uc.f[ c/f1Jw.LL£
!Bonham, Cfexa'J. 75418

Front Row: Blake Blevins, Scott Steward. Second Row: ick Simonson, Vicky Booe, Rae
Lynn Mcfarlin, Josh Gammons , Lauryn Compton, Jennifer Orr. Back Row: Serena Barnett,
Caleb Kennedy, Kassi Bowen, Katie ix, Emma Hurst, Jaclyn Owens, Lauren Fox.

AM ERI CAN BAN K OF TEXAS
Bank ing on a first name basis
120 W. Sam Raybu rn Dr. • Bonha m, Texas 75418
(903) 583-2101 • www.a btexas .com
Bonha m - Dallas - Deniso n - Frisco - Cainsv ille
Leonar d - McKin ney - Pottsbo ro - Prospe r
Sherm an - Whites boro
Advertising 13 7

Clubs and Organi zations
JUNIOR
CHRISTIN
BROWN

HEALTH SOUTH
Internation al The pian Society(ITS)

front RO\ Erm Jone. St!(_ ,nd'R, w Akasha Laton, Hannah Cirk.les,
Rachael E ·ue, Sabrina trunk. Third Row:. fr. Brown \felinda Barnett,
Ker~ten Clea\ er, Will Clark. Fourth Row: Daniel \\'ii! on,Stephen St. Clair,
• ·ick Frazier, Katia Caylor.

Rehabilitat ion Center of Bonham

Tyler Todd,PT.
Director of Physical Therapy
503 Lip comb Blvd .
Bonham, TX. 75418
903-583-7433
FAX: 903-583-3080
Country Village of Bonham
Professionally Managed by Alpha Bames Management

Alisha M. Carder
Property Manager
1413 Silo Rd

Bonham, TX
754 18
(903)583-7400
(903)640-0238

Saturday

ite Live Cast and Crew:

Front Row:
Akasha Eaton Hannah Cirkles, Rachael Eskue, Janna Wiggins. Middle
Row· Taylir :\foweh, \1r. Tolleson, Kristina Casperite. Back Rov.: Carl
Simonsen, Mr. Brown, Ryan Cirkles, Cody Akers, Blake Ble\·ins.

The Carlet on House
Bed and Break fast
803 North Main Street

PHONE : 903-583 -2779

GO WARRIORS!
lou : Mon-Fri 8am fo 5pm
Sot 9am to Noon

Yearbook Staff:

Front Row: Ashley Duncan, Sarah Wood,
Lori Warren, Darnel Lipford, Ryan Nichols. Sec~nd Row: Amina Changham, Heather Walker, Jessica Harley, Callie Caylor, Brittney Parr, Coty
Schneider. Third Row: April Edwards, Lily Case, Chelsea Read, Beth
Johnson, Kelsey Weissert, Kendra Rayburn. Back Row: Jessica Garza,
Christina Brannum, Brandy ichols.
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404 Norttl Center
EAST Side of the Square
Bonham. TX 75418

FLOOR COVERING
• Colpet
Vlnyt • Wood
• Ceramic 1ll • Lomlnot

903 5833510
(;lo(fo~k•
OWnet

DINING • CATERING • CARRY OUTS

THE HICKORY BAR-B-Q

DON, RUTH & PHIL BLEVINS
Owners
903-583-3081

ltATI JARM

&

McClanah an and
Holmes

208 E. SAM RAYBURN DR.
BONHAM.TEXAS 75-418

STATE FARM
INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOME OFFICES: BLOOMINGTON, IWNOIS

.

INIUIANCI

BOB EATON
24 Hour Good~~bor Service2110 N Center Street
Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-9131

30
YEARS

REPRESENTING

STATE FARM
INSURANCE

Blain & Co.
1201

REALTORS
. Hwy 121 • Bonham,TX.75418
903-640-LA D (5263)

Rhonda Blain Cell 903-640-3786
Broker /Owner Fax: 903-640-8447
Email: RhondaBlain@blainandco.com
Bobby Blain Cell: 903-640 3785
Agent/Owner Fax: 903-640-8447
Email: BobbyBlain@blainandco.com

CHARLES W. BUTLER
A 'r '11 0 ll N E Y A '11 J., A l\T
P.O. Box 128
404-A Che tnut
Bonham, TX 75418

(903) 583-3116
FAX: (903) 5 3-3132
cbutler@cableone.net

Congratulations
Caitlin Butler
and the
Senior

Go Bonham Warriors!!!!

Smith-Moore-W illiams
223

. Main St.

Lois anc!Jejf'l(ennec!y, Owners
Lawn-Garden Supplies/ Hardware/ Feed

(903) 583-3311

Hair Doctors
~l:acy cf(obcdi, .:£tyli.it
Turner Business Complex
2501 N. Center
Bonham , TX 75418

Bus: 903-583-8112
Hm· 903-583-2258

Class
of

2006
Senior Mindy Roberts
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WAL*MAR
T
STORES, INC.
Contact.

Paula Moore
Property Ins.

Phone

501-621-2126

ational History Dav Conte tants

Front Ro\,:
Janna Wiggins, Alex Loftin, Cassie Sennett, Dan iel Lipford. Back Row:
abrina Strunk, Kersten CleaYer, Rachael Eskue, Oscar Laredo, Karla
Aranday.

Wal Mart Connection Center

Wal*Mart Wireless
Alltel - Cin gular - Sprint
Services Availible

~

~ on t ORo\,
As~ ey ~ oop ! r, S~ len } Fr ? ga, ? asm (n
Cruz, Maria Solis, \lichole Smi t h, Ma r ia Martinez.
Middle Row: Stacia Tucker, M indy Robertson, Lau ryn Compton, Brandi Davis, Zamayia Elisher,
hea Thomas.
Back Row: Erin Jone , Michelle Hyepock, Franshelle Shelton, Sha rice
Brown, Katie Monks.

Wal*Mart
Pharmacy
PHARMACY RX
2021 orth HWY 121
Bonham, TX 75418

Phone: (903) 583 - 5564

River Bend Cafe
Come join us for a buffet
lunch or dinner!!
In the commons, Zach Barton and D.]. Stewart meet
with Coach Pettit about the ga me plan for that week.
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316 E. Sam Rayburn Dr.
Bonham, TX 75418

Footsteps

c1nd
Fingerprints
1210 Evans Street
Bonham,Texas 75418

BEVERLY BETHEL
Director
(903)-583- 2877 FAX:(903)-583-5323

Fannin County
Newspapers
~t YANNIN eo~NlY 0~WAl
- - fA '\lN CO{.;.;n-'~

Bonham :£o-u,w,a/

ion
.....

....-;.

~ - ~ c ~ -,,
lty

to ra1

. ,.,,,,,, ta....

"
SERVING

Junior Josh Anderson

ALL

~,y,,,,,.·

Oro"'•

OF FANNIN COUNTY

2501 N. Center• PO Box 708 • Bonham, TX 75418
903-583-3556 • www.fannincountyspecial.com
composing a fcspecial.com

editor a bonhamjournal.com

t~ Frrst National Bank
•

of Trenton

MAIN OFFICE

BRANCH OEEICf;

BRANCH OFFICE

BRANCH OFFICE

106 Hamilton Street
Trenton, TX 75490
(903) 989-2235

2109 N. Center Street
Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-8833

HWY. 69
Leonard, TX 75452
(903) 587-3383

1308 St. Hwy. 121
Melissa, TX 75454
(972) 837-2800

1£1
I.ENDER
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Performing Arts Groups

Marching Band:

Fir t Row: Gloria Aguilar, Viviana Cruz, Sandra Hernandez, Vicky Martinez, Samantha Avila, Kelli McClain, Alie h,
Owens, Kersten Cleaver, Amber White, Stacia Montgomery, Ashley Leeks, Crystal Ibarra, icole Lipford, Sabrina Strunk, Alex Loftin. Second Ro\,
Abby Daniel, Robyn Byrne, Emma Zuver, Jon Wood, Stefanie Joy, Lorena Soto, Lori Warren, Robert Barnett, Mica Leroy, Anthony Quirk, Rachael
Eubank, Kaycee Butler, Stephanie Flanders, Jennifer Dor ey, Jennifer Orr, Stephanie Hayes, Jessica Harley, Brandy ichols, Rachael Eskue, Cassie
Bennett, Annie Baker, Rocio Martinez. Third Row: Ashley Dill, Karla Aranday, Hannah Caylor, Ala Bray, Mike Crum, Dustin Flanery, Ben St. Clau,
Rosa Hernandez, Simone icker on, Mackenzie Reeder, Stephen St. Clair, Derek Williamson, Daniel Lipford, Melinda Mason, Heather Cleaver, Sarah
Wood, Keitha Gorden, Sabrina Flanery, A hley Duncan. Fourth Row: Da niel Lindsey, Tamara Bennett, Kristy Marti nez, Katia Caylor, Stephen Snyder,
Cody Loftin, Josh Lester, Brittney Parr, Junior Dunn, Jordan Toland, Chris Brown, Barry Hurley, Dana Althof, Jessica Garza, Breanna Goodwin.

Choir:First Row: Ms. Dodson, Torrie Reynolds, Liz Lumpkins,Andre
'vl.urria, Jamarce Palmer. Second Row: Katia Caylor, Ian Atkinson, Taylor
Brown, Jon Heredia, Erica Winton, Staci Pettie, Serena Barnett
Third Row: Courtney Butner, ikki Capehart, Sharice Brown, Sammy
Austin, Kaycee Butler, Todd Shields, James Booe.
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Chorale:

First Row: Heather Robertson, Patrick Kemp, Bonnie Toten,
Chelsea Sifford, Ms. Dodson. Second Row: Maeghan Tabor, Jana Wiggins,
he! ea Read, Kimberly Blain, Alley McKenzie, Taylor Cox. Third Roi,·
Jasmin Cruz, ick Frazier, Ciara Vinson, Katie Monks, Ashley Spencer.

(903) 583-1949
1 (800) 445-3516
Fax: (903) 583-7635

333 Austin Ave.
Bonham, TX 75418

Meat Market Deer Processing Fresh Produce

LEHDE'S MEAT & PRODUCE
901 North Center Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-7044
DAVID LEHDE
Home (903) 583-7070

JOSH LEHDE
Home (903) 640-4402
Cell (903) 227-0224

We Appreciate Your Business

DIXIEPLY
\r-"~

-

•

-,

e

......

-

-'

-

•

~

-

... - -

\i

~ ~

Congratulations
-

~

,,

·... _,.

www.dixieply.com
Dixie Plywood & Lumber Co.
3060 Miller Road (75041)
P.O. Box 462087
Garland, Texas 75046

Senior 2006

Abby Daniel!!
The Kids Klub Day Care
2106 orth Center
Bonham,Texa. 75418
(903)583-5920
Your Child is the Star
at The Kids KJub

Texas watts: 800-950-8025
Phone: 972-271-4607
Fax: 972-278-3025
Metro: 972-445-6543
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NfflM'S .. GMArllMI:
~HarSn.wr

Convenience Store Speed. Grocery Store Price.,.
Bill Pa - Mone Order - Pre Paid Wirele - Pa
nacks -Beverage - Gift Ca rd

t The Pump

PROPANE
2207 North Center treet- Bonham, Texas - 903-583-7481

erving Your Residential, Commercial, &
Agricultural Propane eed

8100

i81up In rn t

e

Compo er Repair ,
ale and Up rade

Home and omce
et ortun

Hi h peed irele
cce

Domain Ho -

508 N. center / Bonham, TX 75418 (903) 640-2152
omte noun: M-F9:00 • 6:00 I sat to - 3:30
144

TEXAS STAR BAR-B-Que

Performance Groups

110 East Russell Avenue Bonham Texas 75418
Phone: 903 58'3-4152 • Fax 903-583-807
Open 7 Days A Week - 10:30 AM - 9:00 PM
Dine-In •Carry-Out • Calf-In • Drive-Thru • Catering

Manicures
Pedicures
Acrylic Nails & Toe Nalls

,

Brow Tint
Hair Supplies
Waxing

C~'j Ceif,piK' P~t
A FULL SERVICE HAIR & NAIL SALON

903-583-7711
103 Denison St.
Bonham, TX 75418

Tues. - Fri 8:30 - 5:30

Flag Corps:

First Row: Gloria Aguilar, Sandra
Hernandez, Viviana Cruz. S cond Row: Sabrina Flanery,
Breanna Goodwin, Robyn Byrne, Karla Aranday, Ashley
Dill.

Sat. 8:30 - 1:00

rJJonfzam J'amif:J (j]entist,y
Peter A. Clark, D.M.O.
Lisa M. Clark, D.M.D.
IO I East 9th St.
Bonham. TX 75418
(90:{) 583-802:~

•

DENTISTRY

DR. J. W. PUTMAN
Therapeutic Optometrist
BO HAM FAMILY EYE CARE

Twirlers: First Row: icole Lipford, Rocio Martinez.
Second Row: Alex Loftin, Sabrina Strunk. Third Row:
Cassie Bennett, Ashley Duncan, Annie Baker.

1230 North Center
Bonham. TX 75418
(903) 583-8930

* Rural * Commercial
Frontier Properties

Residential
"

Ronnie Atnip®, Broker
ronnieatnip@realtyagent.com

Office ··903-583-8721
Frontier Properties
2201 N. Center Street Cell ...... 903-227-2292
Fax ...... 903-583-3477
Bonham, Texas 75418
www.frontierpropertiesrealestate.com

War Dancers:

Fir t Row: Brittney Bowman, Stephanie
Flanders, Jessica Harley, Lauren Holly, Taylor Cox. Second
Row: Alley McKenzie, Kimberly Blain, Hillary Pearson, Leslie
Carl, Caitlen Walker, Caley Walker. Third Row: Mackenzie
Reeder, Bonnie Toten, Ms. Amanda Carter, Morgan Godbey,
Kaytlin Towler.
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enior Kristina Ca perite, Jordon Bewley, Aka ha Eaton,
Je ica Walker, Emily ander on and Jenna Lappin at
the We tern pep rail .
NATIONWIDE BINDING CO.
John Simpson
RESTORATION

903.583.3255
Fax 903 583 6966

CUSTOM BINDING
PO Box737

1003 N Center
Bonha TX 75418
www.nat1onwi deb1ndlng.com

Sandia North Apartm ents
1301 orth Highway 121
Bonham, TX 75418
903-583-6919

Lane' s Flowe rs
& Etc.
Freshman Tomahawk Jake Caylor and Senior Jered
Hudson, better known as J-Hud after a pep rally.
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2019 N. Center Street
Bonham , TX 75418
903-583-4040

Hope Chest
Collectibles
It's About Values

WE LOVE IT HERE!

it. then,•• no better place t,

Maybe we•re biased. But the wa'l,I w• -

live than right here. It'• about vala-. famili. . - d friend-. -ch of
ltelping to make oar co-anit'l,I 8tl'Onger. We do oar part by pro'llid,
iog the financial •er'lliee9 we all need to make oar liv.. a little bette:i
We love it here.

FANNIN BANK

WINDOM

BONHAM

WINDOM. TX 75492
(903) 623-4755

230 E. 3RD
BONHAM. TX 75418
(903)583-5522

nt HWY 56

WWW.PANNINBANK.COM
MEMBERFDIC

Lauryn Compton and
Ainsley Ashmore
901 W. Sam Rayburn Dr.
P.O. Box 703
Bonham, TX 75418
Phone (903) 640-0009
Fax (903) 640-2171
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ick Weissert ( I 0), Jeanie Sanderson ( 12), Trevor Osborne (9)

BONHA M STATE BANK
Office: (903) 583-2163 Fax: (903) 583-3357
www.bsbbo nham.com
P.O. Box 609
502 . Center
Bonham, TX 75418
Annie Baker (11), Cassie Bennett (12), Robyn
Byrne (12), and Karla Aranday (11)

The Dance Studio
104 Martin Luther King Dr.
Bonham, TX.
(903) 583-5181

Tammy Pettie\ Renee Feagley
Mailing Address:
259 FM 3297
Whitewright, TX 75491

MARGARET FORD
Ow,,-

" Drive a little, Save a lot!"

583-9130

210 EAST SlXTH STREET
BONH-'M, TEXAS 75418

Jaclyn
Owens
Senior

2006

ME,·ceecl,i,g expecfations... Hw/cl,;,g /,fet,ine relatio11s/11ps/"

(903) 640-4572

STAR AILS
Complete Professional 'ail re
As well as Tanning Beds and Tanning Products
Business Hours
Mon-Fri 9:30am-7pm
Sat 9am-6pm

II

111 East 5th t.
Bonham, TX 75418

James I. (Jim) Dearing, LUTCF
Agent

The Company You Keepe
www.newyorklife.com

New York Life Insurance Company
PO. Box 216 - 212 McKinney
Cheyenne. OK 73628
Res . 580 497-6175

KIVE.KSIDE. KE.SORT

Jeff & Ginger Dearing
13190 Hwy. 306 • Canyon Lake, TX 78133
(830) 964-3629 • Fax (830) 964-3662
Email: Jgdearing@riversideresort.net
www.riverslderesort.net

Jw1t another da.!:! at the Danvl\rver
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To Be The Greatest Dialysis Company The World Has Ever Seen.
"

'

.

.

.

,

Now Acceptino- Patients
At Our State-of-the-Art
Facility in Bonham!

Bonlrnm Dialy is Center
201 \\. 5Lh ' Lr el
Bonham, T\ 75418
tt>l: 90:t58:3.-l 700

www.davita.com

First Baptist Church of Bonham
710 N. Main St.
Bonham, TX
75418
903-583-8519
Pastor
Morgan Malone

Music Minister
Dave Renfro

Youth Pastor
Kevin Towery
Filled with FRIE DS ! Filled with FU !
Filled with SERVICE!
Filled with TRUTH !
THE FILLING STATIO
Filled with LOVE!
Filled with WORSHIP! COMING THIS FALL!!!
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Laura t Tracy Lac~y
Owners

B0uI,am fl0ral
, aud

Greeu H0use

501 N. Main
(903) 583-3624
Bonham, TX 75418
(800) 657-4539
www.bonhamjloral.com

Brittney Bowman
Senior War Dancer

2006

Lea Ann Blain
Vice President - Operations

Voluntary Purchasing Groups, Inc.
YOUR

# 1 PROMOTIONAL

OF'F'ICE: 9 □ 3-5B3-1 9B9
CELL: 972-467-1 B30
F"AX: 903-640-2B6 S

PRODUCT SOURCE!
AOM@cABLEON E.NET
215 EASTTMIRO STREET
BONMAM, TEXAS 7541 B

Office
Box 460 • Hwy. 82 W .
Bonham, TX 75418

(903) 583-5501
Fax (903) 583-7124

RAzoR's EDGE

BARBER SHOP
Johni Warren
(903) 583,1911
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115 E. 5th Street

Bonham. TX 75418

Cowboy Mercant ile
108 E. Sam Rayburn
Bonham, TX 75418
903-583-1007
Redwine

Wolverine

Justin

SONIC
1735 Hwy 121- Across from BHS
(903) 583-9910

Congratulations
to the 2006 Seniors
from Tanya-Amy- MelissaShelly-Mikel-Ton da

Ryan Cirkles, Stephanie Hayes, Simone
Nickerson, Kari Bonham, Scott Steward
Advertising 151

TRIPLE A MUFFLER BRAKE AND UNDERCAR

SPECIALTY CO.
~ S ·DUALS· CATALYTIC COtMRTERS
POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES • All't CONDITIONING
ISIW<I:S • ISATTERll!!S • C00UNG SYSTEMS
■
GENERAL AUTOlll:>TM! • SHOCKS/STRUTS

YA LYNDA ALBERT Ow...
CHAD HA.~TO. - ~

NDY B0011t,-

Kari Bonham and her team try to accurately an wer ome Calculu problems
in order to win the game they call "20
Questions."

•

110'4 I! SAAi AAY!llJRN OR.
eoNHAM, TX 7541&
■

9 0 3-583-8 25 1

Stephenia Castle, Owner/Broker
Bonham. TX 754 I 8

20 I E. Evans Ave.

Office 903-583-0480

Home 583-9191

Farms• Ranches• Homes• Rentals

Senior Daniel Lipford is taking a quick glance
over his notes to refresh his memory for a quiz
in Mrs. Spiller's class of AP Calculu .

Fre hrnan A hley Leek
dances with the band on
"Crazy Day" as they play
the ritual of every peprally, "WARHAM."

During the Talent Search Junior Lori Warren awaits her
performance to "Save the Wild Polar B ar of Texa "
with Jon Wood.
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Warham Chris Jone sits
on top of Ethan Gentry's
shoulders during the
battle cry in order to be
"Heard" and "Seen."

@)
UI K

0

C!J Ridge

Wt ftt,jJjJttrf
Warrtttr AflileftcJl

AutoPlex

www.legacyridg autoplex.com

J

L cal: (903) " 3-2 I 7 I

Dalla : (214) 544-0145
Fa : (903) 5 3-2 7

Baldridg

m

G neral Manag r
2122 . ...enl r
Bonham, · · i51 l

Jf.

Cli.ristian Oasis
Cli.ristian So{utions <Book_jtore
':More
Irt the 6,gmrmrg was tfu J3()() J{ort/i J{; 121
ury
Wont; ,nu[the 'Wi,n{was
witli qoaatuftfuWcmf <Bcmliam, 'T~as 75418
was qoa.
- Jor.rt t: 1 -

Ph. 903-583-4411
318 North Main Street
Bonham, TX 75418

q,fjqne: 903-583-3244

'FIV(; 903-583-3254

Stewanfs:Scott rd, Vtu1 Starr

MARTY WHITE
Owner

Go Warriors!
Ladonia Rodeo Association
903.640.0900
f
226 Hwy 12 •
Bonham, TX 75418

: 903.640.0919
Email:

humardiis t

P.O. Box 92 FM 64 at CR 3660
Ladonia, TX 75449
Rodeo at Ea tman Arena
July 6-8, 2006

oma.nct

FARMN' HOME
CASUALTY

24HRS

24HRS

ll'S

John C. Farris, CIC, CLU
AUTO - HOME - LIFE - HEALTH
P.O. Box 387
419 N. Main
Bonham, Texas 75418

Ph: 903-583-8967
800-765-1577
FAX: 903-583-7769

TOaOiJg

6 WRECKER SERVICE
2630 North Center Street • Bonham, Texas 75418

Bill McCain

Day: 903-583-7364
Cell: 903-227-1124
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Bonh alll
Quic k Lube
Trini ty
Tire Cent er
1613

orth Center Street
75418

Bonham, TX

903-583-9196
Mark Hudso n, Owne r
Congra tulation s
Greg Williams
and the
Class of 2006

Kenn edy
A.R.B.O.R.
The Tree
Specia lists
Congra tulation s
Jered Hudson
and the
Class of 2006
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Route 3 Box 84A
Bonham, TX

903-583-3938
Fax 903-583-7568
Jeff Willia ms

Colo phon 2006
Where YA Frttm.?

Bonham High School...
rhe Coushatta Volume 69 wa printed by Josten'
ublishing Co. 4000 S. Adams, Topeka, KS 66601. 100-32 -2435. Plant consultant i Brandy Schaeffer.
orth Texas Josten's representativ es are Tread and
indy Sheffield, Rod vans, and Rebecka Frey at 109
Morning Dove, Argyle, TX 76226. 1888-999-5762.
SPECShe book wa produced using new oftware
nDesign CS2 and Jostens Yeartech 2006. There were
60 copie ord red. They sold for 45 and 5 extra
or names tamping and icons until January 28. The
remainder of th books were old for $45.
THEMEWhere YA From? ... was developed at the Jostens
Summ r Workshop at UNT Denton in July by
Adviser Donna Caylor, Editor Lori Warren and
Sarah Wood and fre hman Callie Caylor.
PHOTOGRAPHYUndercla sm n photos taken by Josten's School
Photography , Plano, TX.
1-972-758-4423. Senior Portraits were done by
Studio One/CJ Car y of Bonham, 903-640-4248.
PHOTOTHA KS
Allen Rich and the orth Texas e-news atntxe-news.
com for the use of ports and event pictures . We
could not produce our book without your wonderful photos. Other Thanks To Kay Eskue, Toni Mason,
Sophie Dy on for their picture contributions .
SPECIAL THA KS
Vanessa Caylor who handeled the money, reciept
and deposit all on h r own time. Thank you for
typing all the information into the computer from
your hous !! I could not make it without you.
SPECIAL THA KS A D RECOG ITIO
SueAnn Simp on and the many, many. ... photo
he shared with us. We hone tly could not have
finshed without your help.
Also to Brett Simp on taking us on a hi project
and helping us upgrade to InDesign.He li tened
and took action when nobody els would. We
thank you so much. To Kelly Trompler and Mike
for keeping our lab going Thank you Kelly and
Brett for the Makeover!!!

.
.
.
Lo~i Warren, Jessica Harley, and Dre:-v Reich are .
taking a rest from _a hard ~ays work m many of the1r
other classe . Dunng the first semester of yearbook
after Ad sales were taken care of the staff honestly
did not have much to work on. Th~ comput_ers w ~
not co~pl~tely set up and ready with InDesign until
the begmnmg of the econd semester. Afterwards
though, every staff member was "Head Over Heals"
with meeting deadlines for their page .

The yearbook staff owe a tremendous thanks
to this years editor Lori Warren and Sarah
Wood. Without their hard work, time, and
dedication, we probably would not have ended
up with thi yearbook. They pent most of their
extra free time, that they really did not have,
proofing, taking pictur , and doing everything
they possibly could to produce this yearbook.

THANK YOU S0000 MUCH!
WE LOVE YOU GUYS!
THE 2005-2006 YEARBOOK Staff
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Closing
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"My graduation day is my day
of success to become a
role model to someone else who wants to
be successfU I." Samantha Boots, 12th
I

rtJtn?
B-Town ...
The 2005-2006 school year started off with a series of surprises,
most notably that BHS would be
going from a seven-period class
day to an eight-period one. Student
exemptions from semester exams
were also done away with. The
grumblings from the student body
over the changes were loud, but
BHS never has been a place where
people saw much sense in feeling
sorry for themselves. And so the
students pulled together like they
always had, and got to work.
Morale was kept high throughout the fall by superior performances by the Purple Warrior
sports teams. The football and
volleyball teams both won district
championships. The twirlers even
wentto state. It was almost enough
to make even the nerdiest students
forget that there was actual school
work to do.
Winter also became a time of
celebrations, as Bonham hosted
its football banquet on Jan. 14
and the Winter Formal on Jan. 21.
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Seniors Mitch
Williamson,
Matt Stroud,
and Dustin G.
Flanery rock
out to a guitar
medley at the
BHS Talent

February saw the return of the singing
valentines, as well as the victorious
crew of HD participants.
As TAKS tests loomed in the distance, the BHS students began to feel
the stress mount, with teachers piling
on homework, assigning major projects, and even making the students
put away their cell phones. So by the
time Spring Break rolled around in
the middle of March, everyone was
ready for some much deserved time
off. A few weeks later, on April 8,
Bonham held its Junior /Senior prom
in Denison. The dance received rave
reviews, and was heralded as one of
the best proms in years.
As usual, April was a month of
extracurricular success for Bonham
students. BHS distinguished itself as
one of the best in the state in its Agriculture, Baseball, Golf, Track, Tennis,
and Theatre programs.
In May, Bonham said goodbye to
the class of 2006, a group of people
that the school and community will
always love and remember. May they
continue the tradition of success that
was cultivated in them throughout
their years at Bonham High School.
-Mr. Keith Tolleson

Juniors Jon Wood and Aaron Clifton
hold up Lori Warren by her ankles as
she tries to catch a plastic ball in her
cup classes upside-down. The da)
before Spring Break was lazy, and
Mr. Keith Tolleson's class had finished their work. Moments after this
picture was taken, Lori reached her
goal as she caught the ball in the cup.

Sfttdenr Lio(' involves many of the
talented students that we ha\·e in our very
own high school. Juniors Jon Wood and Lori
Warren wrote and performed their own
song "Save the Wild Polar Bears" at the BHS

Academtc Lt/tinvoh-es late nights,
early mornings, long projects, tough
research, ludicrous reaching assignments,
and everything in between.

noton
sketball, voll
pecial Olym
strengt

students, and faculty of BHS as well as the
community. Every person may be just a
small part of BH , but everyone together
forms the outstanding place we call home.

AdverftJtng

Abby Daniel (12), Sarah Wood (11), and Melinda Ma on
(10) perform at the band's annual Chili Supper Feb. 10
to the French Horn Trio they performed for UIL Solo
and Ensemble where they received a Superior rating.

reaches beyond the
limits of the campus and out into the
community. Whether students are
working or just out spending, they help
contribute to the economy of Bonham.

Closing
159

At a volleyball playoff
game, Freshmen Aaron
Hughes,
Kelsie Winniford, Kelsey
Weis ert, Jonathan Dy on,
Holli Tedder,
Callie Caylor,
and Kristen
Fox cheer
for Bonham
by showing where
they'r from.

Volume 69
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AUUUSI
25 H~, ricane Katrina strikes Florida.
28 Mandatory evacuation of both New Orleans
and Mississippi is ordered as Katrina becomes
a Category 5 storm in the Gulf of Mexico.
29 Downgraded to a Category 4 storm, Katrina
hits land. 1.3 m1llior homes and businesses
lose e1ectr-c1ty 1r Louis1ana, M1ss1ss1pp1 ard
Alab&;'"la. 30 levees a:e breeched, flooding
New Orleans and leaving 100.000 people
stranded. After slow governrrent response,
civil unrest and looting begins.
31 President Bush surveys the damage

September
30.000 Nat1O I Guard troops are deployed
Gas prices spike to as high as S5 per gallon.
2

President BLsh visits Lou1s1ana and signs
a S105 billion relief bill. Nearly 154.000
evacuees arrive in Texas.

4

The New Orleans Superdome is evacuated.

6

President Bush and Congress pledge to
investigate the flawed disaster resporse.

9

Government-Issued debit cards are
distributed to evac~ees. The program fails
and is ended days later.

12 Michael Brown, head of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, resigns. Flooding is
down to 50 percent in New Orleans.
14 New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin announces
a phased repopLlation plan.
15 New Orleans begins to reopen. Katrina 1s named
the most destructive 'iurricane in U.S history.
20 Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco
declares a state of emergency as
Hurricane Rita strengthens off the coast.
22 Rita hits the Louisiana coast and heads
for Texas.
23 Thousands evacuate eastern Texas ancl the

9th Ward of New Orleans floods once again
after levees are overrun.

October
24 Hurricane Wilma hits southwest Florida.

• Several airlines declare
• During rush hour on July 7
bankruptcy due to huge fuel,
London Is hit by terrorist
labor and security costs.
attacks. Bombs strike one
Passengers see fees for pillows.
bus as well as the city's
aisle seats and more as carriers
underground trains, leaving 56
seek rew revenue sources.
people dead and 700 injured

,.. On October 15. Iraqi voters ratify a
U.S.-supported draft constitution that
establishes a federal state. A second
election, m December, creates the
new goverrtr1ent's first parliament.

• John G. Roberts Jr. becomes
the 17th Chief Justice of the
United States Supreme Court
following the death of William
Rehnquist.

• Violence In Iraq continues to cost lives. Since the
war begar ,r March 2003, over 27 700 1raqI civilians
and 2,300 coalition troops have died.

• Gasoline prices surge in September
before falling back to pre-hurricane
levels, Major oil companies face
federal questioning after revealing
profits of over S35 billion during
this period.

►

A devastating 7.6-magnitude
earthquake hits the Kashmir
region of Pakistan in October,
killing 87 .000 and leaving
3.5 million homeless.

... In Ja~uary 2006. E'len
Jol'nson-Sirleaf s sworn
in as Liberia's p•eside"t,
maKing her Africa s first
elected fema1e leader.

... Vice President Dick Cheney's
top aide I Lew 1s "Scooter"
L bby •es1g~s after bemg
•rdicted 11 October on cr1:n1ra1
charges relati; g to tl'e leak1rg
of a CIA office•·s identity

... Gesp1te his years of anti-ga~g
... Methamphetar.- ne use becorres a rat1ona .
advocacy \'Jhile jr prson, or
cr 1s1s as rnct"-related cri:""les SKVrocket C" the
West Coast and m the M1dv.est Pha·IT'ac es
:::Jecef"lber 13, former Cr ps
re'""love pseudophednne p·oducts fro'.11 t~elves
gang eader Stamey ''Tooke"
m an e'fort to controi '118''.1 prod~ct1on.
Williams •s exec~ted by letha:
injection for foL • 1979 'llu·ders.

◄

Hoping to •estart the peace
process w1! t!ie Pa1estm1ans,
Imel evacuates the 3aza Strip,
an area 1t ~as occupied smce
the 1967 S1x-:::Jay War.

... Civil u~ -est rocks ►ranee as 11ore t.~an
300 towns ard s~!:urbs explode wi!'l
r•ots and arson. 1-i1gh unerrploymer•
racial discn:,mat1on a~d rage are
blamed for the outbreaks

Science
and nature
..,, A global pandemic is feared as the avian
flu claims 73 lives in Asia by the end of
December and threatens to spread across
the world.

... After seven years and 2.88
... The American Dental Association
billion miles, NASA's Stardust
cites bottled water and its lack of
capsule returns to earth carrying fluoride as a maior contributing
dust particles from the tail of the factor in the nse of tooth decay
comet Wild 2. Scientists believe
in children
the samples hold clues to the
formation of the Solar System.

... According to recent research.
chocolate can be a healthy
treat thanks to Its high content
of flavonoids, which help maintain
good circulation and reduce
blood clotting.

Trastuzumab
HERCEPTIN I')
With Diluent

ten 1a y 1g r
ssfully tested on 14
ors. It is hailed as th
venting the disease

... The Sichuan Wolong Panda
Protection and Breed Center in
China deals with a baby boom 16 pandas, including five sets of
twins, are born between July and
November 2005.

►

In August, U.S. astronaut Stephen
Robinson successfully completes
an unprecedented emergency repair
of the space shuttle Discovery while
in orbit.

Human

... Hikers scaling Mount Mendel
Glacier m California discover
the remains of Leo Mustonen,
a World War II airman whose
plane crashed m 1942

... U S scientist Gregory Olsen
pays S20 m1ll1on for a trip
to the International Space
Statton aboard the Russian
Soyut spacecraft

... The rums of what may be the
oldest Christian church. built
in the third or fourth century
A D are discovered on the
grounds of Meg1ddo Prison in
northern Israel in November

◄

Interest
• Anticipating the GB summit in July Bob Geldof
organizes musIcIans for a series of concerts
around the world to highlight the problem of
global poverty.

Bill Gates. Bono and Melinda Gates are named TIME 's Persons of
the Year for their efforts to battle poverty, AIDS and malaria m Africa.

KIDNA PPED
◄

Natalee Holloway,
an 18-year-old 'rom
Birmingham, Alabarra,
becomes the lead
story for every ma1or
news outlet after her
disappearance while
vacationing in Aruba.
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NATALEE HOLLOWAY
CAUCASIAN AMERICAN FEMALE
BLUE EYES / LONG BLOND HAIR
5'4" 110 LBS. 11 YEAltS OLD
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◄

In August. American anti-Iraq War activist Cindy Sheehan,
whose son Casey was killed in action In 2003. holds an
extended demonstration at a peace camp outside
President George W. Bush s Texas ranch.

_ Eashion
◄

►

Blazers with a retro fit make a
big splash on the fashion scene

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• •

Everywhere you look
this year sparkle Is 1:1
w1c teer gIr1s.

... From preppy to vintage looks.
vests make a boId statement
r:1 !'le fail of 2005.

.., Cowboy boots see a rise
m popularity and not just
for lme darcers and country
music fans .

... Style gets a
dose of fun
over form.:.
with these
unique fashion
alternatives.

~ Lilestvle_
• Shops that help you prepare
meals to freeze, take home
and cook offer a fun quick
and easy mealtime solution
for busy moms.

• Pets receive the royal
treatment with gourmet pet
foods, available in upscale pet
food shops pet food bakeries
and even ice cream parlors.

• Due to high gas prices.
consumers opt for smaller
• The popularity of poker on telev1s1on results
cars with better gas mileage
in one of the biggest fads of the year - home
rather than gas-guzzling SUVs.
Texas Hold Em tournaments

• Podcasts, free broadcast-format audio files
published to the Internet and downloaded to
,Pods by subscription, are a hip way to keep
up-to-date.
SOA

◄

The new food pyramid recommends
that kids eat more fruits vegetables
and whole grains than in the past,
and exercise 30 to 60 minutes
each day.

• Biogs become the biggest Web
craze since the inception of
the Internet thanks to sites like
Blogger.com and MySpace com.

• Praiser! bv er t cs and aud1e~ces • 1ke.
Peter Ja•kson·s rrmaKe of tre 193~
c ass1~ Kmg IIOng brcomc5 .: 1, ant
box off ce success

nomm·e Ke• Knig~tley
·ne5 m the ti·• movie p,,dp
afJd P(P,JUlllCe, b· ,e" ')~ the
1813 J. e A ,te 1ve
s

0

.... Tre boy who livec' retur 1
'or ,,.e idventurc n t e
• Moviegoers r~s. 'C' s~e March of
''J. th rov1e m•·all:nrnt c•
tf1p, Peng111ns, l scrpnse "1t
re Harry !)otte· senrs, H.orry
aocurentary that 1ollows a ,ear mthe Potter and the Goblet of Fire
life of, 1·ock nf E7peror peng~ms

• The 1fe of tl•e late ,c'-rry Cdsh 1s the >ias1s
of t, e Golaen Gi~~e ,11, ··mg W~lk the Lme
<tar•mg Be•• Ac'or winrer Jo~:;.m Proenix
a5 Cash

....

re dowr
• to t~e
opting
e of hit

►

T~e beloved C S. , ew 5 •eT!comes to 1fe rn the 01y ~c ·eer
.; Wal' ::)1sney S fht Chr'lf!ICIPS
of Nam1.1 The Lmn, thp, Wi/tfJ
nd tf1P- Wardr'Jbe

Music
..,. Green Day tops off a career yea•
with seven MTV Video M~s1c Awards
including Best Video o' the Vear
for 'Boulevard of Broken Drear,s."

►

.... With Late Registration, Kanye
West ':laintains 'iis status as
hip-hop's top dog. la~ding on
top of Roi/mg Stone's Top 50
Albu11s of 2005

University of Texas
grad Cowboy Troy
bursts onto the
country scene w1ti1
a new music genre,
hick-hop," which
he proudly displays
on his class ring.

►

Strong releases by Kelly Clarkson, Shakira
Mariah Carey and Gwen Stefani rule t'le m;..s1c
scene. Carey's The Emancipation of Mimi earns
eight Grarr11y nominations and 1s the top-selling
album of 2005.

.... Reggaeton, which blends
.... Seattle indie favorites Death
influences of hip-hop, Jamaican
Cab for Cut1e break into the
reggae and dancehall with Latin
mainstream with the album
American bomba and plena,
Plans and "Directions: a
reaches its height in popularity
series of 12 short films.
in 2005.
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_ snorts_
... In June. the San Antonio Spurs win the 2005
NBA Champ1onsh1p over the Detroit Pistons
in a thrilling seven-game Finals series. Spurs
forward Tim Duncan wins MVP honors.

... In February 2006, figure
skater Sasha Cohen leads
the U.S. Olympic Team into
the XX Olympic Winter
Games m Torma Italy.

... Danica Patrick 23-year-old
race driver, wins Rookie of the
Year honors in both the Indy
Racing League's lndyCar
Series and at the Indianapolis
500, where she tin1st1es fourth

g ee ers o o e
Ictory in Super Bowl XL
e · The Bus Bettis ret1 res

... NHL hockey returns in fall 2005
after losing the entire '04-'05
season to a labor dispute Fans
flock to see players in new
uniforms and exciting InnovatIons
like tie-breaking shootouts.

►

Hawa11an golf phenom Michelle
Wie turns professional on her 16th
birthday and signs endorsements
worth $10 m1lhon, making her
one of the highest paid female
athletes in the world.

... Citing couduct unbecoming
to the team. the Ph1ladelphIa
Eagles suspend wide receiver
Terrell Owens for four games
and deactivate h11n for the
remainder of the NFL season

November WWE suuerstar
fdd1e GwerrcrJ dies ul' eart
failure In L004 Guerrero was
only thr second irestler of
Hispanic hr-r,wge to 11, 11 e
WWE rhamp1onsh1p

• In

• American Lance Arrnstrong
wins 1 Is unpre edented
5~venth To~, d F1 "I ce m
Ju,y Armstr,,rg then r tire,
Ir Jin ~ompetItIve cyclt11g

• BMX upe•~•ar Dav• I.'. ·rd w ns
the gold me• .ll I th >iMX Park
~inal• 1.' X G, l· s XI

• Loni/or :, q~Jrterback Vince Young
le.ids T
tc, a atI -aI cnamp1anshIp
1 111 d drdmal1t, 41 38 comerJrk ~,ctory
over USC in the 2006 Rose B011 '

8-year wait the Chicago
World Series 5 .eepI 11 th
fo11r games White Sox r
Dye ,, named Ser es MV

◄

Two-t1flle cnampI0~ Tony Stewart
wins NASGAR s l'Jcx1~I C.11p Senes
amJ d record $13 6 rnIllIon in
winnings in 2005 Stev.aifs
careeI Cup earnings now Total
over $48 m,llion

• Swiss tennis super~tar Roger
Federer wins tv,o Grdnd Slarri
titles at Wimbledon and !he
U s Open atong wit. all four
ATP Masters Senes events

• C1v1I nghts pioneer Rosa Parks dies at 92 in
Detroit Parks refusal in 1955 to give up her
seat on an Alabama bus eventually led to laws
desegregating public transportation nationally.

• Beloved 'Gilligan's Island"
• Kristin Cavallan, featured
funnyman Bob Denver dies
on the MTV reality show
of cancer at 70. Although only
"Laguna Beach.· becomes
98 episodes of the popular
one of Hollywood's hottest
sitcom were made, Denver was
young personalities.
typecast as the nutty Gilligan
his entire career.

• Chinese actress Z1yl Zhang
shines in the lead role of
Sayun m the film adaptation
of the acclaimed Arthur Golden
novel Memoirs of a Geisha.

• Actor Tom Cruise, 43, makes headlines all year with his controversial
views on psychiatry. his new love. actress Katie Holmes, and hts couch
gymnastics on CBS's "The Oprah Winfrey Show" and NBC's "Tonight
Show with Jay Leno.'
►

Actor-comedian Richard Pryor dies at 65 in
December. Pryer's concerts and movies in the
70s and '80s inspired performers like Eddie
Murphy. Arsenic Hall and Robin Williams.

• Peter Jennings, anchor of ABC's
World News Tonight, dies of lung
cancer in August. The popular TV
journalist held the anchor position
for 22 years

jostens

• Coretta Scott Kmg, legendary
cIvII nghts advocate and
widow of the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr., dies in
January 2006. She was 78.
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